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NOTES;

GEIEVANGES OF TBE .RAWATcOP SALTMBAE •AGAINST

ti: ' ^ilcJAISAMAND-EUNDO: ''.•'

'

From THE RawAt of: Salumbar, - petition bated the I'st (received 5th) February
^• A-: A: r:,' ^

-"' ' ^

'

2. ';
; ;. The following .is a purport of the Rawat’s grievances :-

: * v<, • *

:
'- {iv) That the Darbar have stopped the. irrigation of a number of his villages from, the

- A
,

- Jaisamand lake- and reserved the hills in the- villages belonging to the Thikana

-V
v^ soine time past an,attempt is .being raade by the Darbar to include such lands

; .
.jn'the'IOialsa villages. \

'

3, . The above petition was -handed tb the Agent to the Governor-General by the Salumbar

- •Kamdar and Vnlril/bh'the 5th February 1907.- •

^

:

.

'

In this connection kindly see "the translation of .the Rawat’s petition attached to the

- Resident’s letter No. 412, dated. .the 23rd August^.,.
.

• • Serial No. T. Matainpursi'oase. 1906'
'' ” '

.

- letterA of the 29tb'' November 1906, the Resident was told that

A Colonel Herbert agreed with him that no. action need be taken in the matter of the Rawat’s

.'complaints until he had an opportunity of' diseussing.>Mewar-^^ affairs"' with the Agent to the

Governor-General.....' , .,

'

-
.

.•

-v D. N. Modi,—13-2-1907.

4.

-”
' I understatid that Mr. Hili.y^^^^ Agent to the Gov'emor-Gen'eral to defer any action on

this case for the' present.- ; . _

::V A ’

C( C. .'Watson,—13-2-1907. -

Agent to the G^^^ ’
.

-
"

..: 5.
. YeA We ' had .better write demi-officiaUy' to Mr, HiU and say that after discussing this

. case in connectioh.with Mewar affairs generally with him, I propose to awaita further report

letter No. 412, dated^ the23rd August 1906. I'"

.. shall hope to receive his report in six. months’ time. .

Put up file again on the 16th August at latest. .
—

.

^
- ,: R. G. Colvin,—15-2-1907.

6r
' FrUmCthe^R Mewar, No. 465, dated the 23rd December 1907.

Serial No. 1.

-

'

: 0
•'

: The Matampursi question is the main one and

Extracted ffotti notes to MatdmpurBi case.. Once' that .is decided; Mr. Hill thinks that the

•
. A ‘ others^w

'
;

'
.c. -n

132. A.: to G.‘ G.JRaj.

,
: ‘Destroyed. .

. .

•/



Agent to the.Governor-General. ^

: ''-\-

Q As regards the other questions involved it does not seem necessary for me to e^iMS any

opinion atthis stage-but I sincerely trustthat the main, question . having been, settled both .

sides ivill approach them in a conciliatory spirit and that a mutual apingement will be

Arrived at. His Highness the Maharana having succeeded in his contentious^ on ^h® “Bin

issue will no doubt be disposed to meet .Salumbars reasonable requests in a hberalfepirit in

minor matters. ~ * -

-
. . .

E. G. Colvin,—6-2-1908.

-Issued No. 373-C., daied-the 9th Febkuaky 1908. S^erial No. 2

10. From EawatUnae Singh of Salumbar, Khat, dated the 26th AIay (eecevied;16te June) Serial No..4;

. ,
1908.* -

'

, ,

'
;

•'

Begarding Ms alleged grievances against tlie Mmar Barhar.^
.

.

* ,, *
^

n The cist of this lengthy petition is that'the Rawat feels hurt that notwithstanding his '

,

acceptance of the compromise effected by ilr. Hill' regarding the Matampursi, the Dtfrbar
;

•

^
- -

have made no move to settle the other questions * * This is regrettable.
, -v '

. .-u’
'

We may'forward the Khat with its translation to the Resident with a remark that the

Acent to the Governor-General trusts .

* * * that the rest of the Rbwafs grievances will ’
•

_ ® .... -1 ^ • .TIM 11
‘

' V . .

'

be settled on a fair and liberal basis. •
.

Tho investigation of the case must oocupy-timC

nnd ho cannot expect mo to interfere while it is

Btill under consideration.

E. G. COLVJN.

Agent to the Governor-General.

* * * "We may acknowledge the' Rawat’s

Khat and inform him that- it has been forwarded

to the Resident for disposal and that all ’future

cOmmilnications on the subject should be made

tohi^n^ V-
- •

•

H. B; St., John,—20-6:1908.

® E; G. Colvin,—20-6-1908. -

13. Issued No. 328, dated the 28th June.1908,; to the Resident, -Mewab.

14.

Demi-official letteb from the Resident,-.JiIewar, to the First Assistant to the Agent Serial

TO the Governop-GeneRAl, Rajputana, dated the 6th July 1908.

I heard two days ago from the Maharaj Kumar that His Highness the Maharana hjad .

definitely settled that he was to go to'Salumbar during the next lortnigTit, * . '

Under these circumstances I would respectfully suggest that the- wish expressed by Mr.

Colvin in paragraph 2 of your letter 328, dated the 28th ultimo should not^be
^

conveyed^ to His

Highness more especially since there is eveiy indication that the Eawat’s other grievances . . ;

will be settled in 'due course on a fair and liberal basis. '

^

No. 5

15.

Extract from demi-official letter .from the Hon’ble LiEUTEN.pT-CoLONEL A.
,
F.

PiNHEY, C.I.E,, Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana,'; to A. T. Holme,

Esq., I.C.S., ResFdent, Mewar, DATED the 29th November 1908. • '
:

* * *,
' *'

'.

" * ^

.

I hope that all further trouble with Salumbar will now be avoided. , . . ,

16 Confidential DEOT-OFFiciAL LETTER from A. T. Holme, Esq., I.C.S., Respent,^ MewAr,
'

* TO THE Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General,

Rajputana, DATED THE 9xh September 1908.
' '

' * * *, ' *
, ,

* '
..

•".* - * • ' X

With regard to the Rund of the Jaisamand Lake His Highness has. told me thahl can
_

write to you that he means to earn out that part of Hill’s note on the pbject which runs :

(I give the preceding sentences in order to explain the part in question r - It is clear

• that both by prescriptive right andhy long practice, prior to the dismtegration

Extract from Slatampurai case. t Jfatampurai caap.



17

;

^'of the Central authority in Mewar, the State rights to the whole Ituhd are not

I

^
< ®P6n to question

; and therefore if the Darbar revoking all illicit ericroach-
'

.

' y ;

plants had- elected'to resume the^ whole, area of the lake upto the high water
^ as ' Edialsay- 1 should 'have been prepared tooupport him. The

*• - -“ His Highness contenoLplates the 'issue of Orders hereafter— ' -

.
'

. • (®) for.the exclusion of the poiriion' assigned to Salumbar by the Maeturi-Sarari Boph-

(b) for permitting: as amact of clemency, the Jagirdars to retain bertain areas which, i

,

_

- From_niy limited khow;ledge of;the SaTumbar disputes, a inclined to hold thah the only
•chance of ever getting the .case "disposed, .of;—except by compelling the Maharana, against his
will) tq take a line of action in fa,vour of- the Salumbar contentions—^is 'to say that w'e accept

• theropinions which Hill arri^ at aftbr. a very full and patient inquiiy into the facts of the
case, .and -that we. shall not fiirtheointerfere in^he smallest d^S^a® sn long, as 'His Highness^
action is in harmony with Hill’s written opinions.on the disputed points. •

.

,.y' If one begins to try to coerce the Maharana into' going behind Hill’s findings in any way,
;'m Salumbar s fa'vour he is certain to relapse into the state of discontent which was provoked
hy the attempts in 1905 to force him into, making improvements of -various, kinds in the State

; Adminktration, etc.
,

'

^ ... ,
-

'

. , ,
- 1

As the Salumbar case is purely ai^intemal one with whiclTwe^eally have no concern, I
do not see at present, why we should not leave His Highness to deal with it in his own time
and wax giving him advice when he asks for it, and keeping hn eye open to see that he does not
contravene Hiir’s findings in any important point. I think there is a complete change in
the importance of the case and the extent.ofthe-di£^culty in'deahng with it, noW that we can

. ,
say to Salumbar ;

“ The Darbar is right, and, you must obey,”, -wheh formerly whad to say
to the Darbar :

“ Salumbar , is right, and you must comply ,ydth his rightful claims and
,
^demands.” • -"V'.

'

-
• .

'’'.1;.':.
. : ., . '

. .

' V
CoNFIDENTQXi DEMI-OFFICIAL ' MTTEU PROM -THE.Hon’bLE Mr. E. G. CoL-VIN, C.S.I,, I.C.S.,

'

; Agent .TO THE Governor-General,” Rajpdtana, TO A. T. Holme, Esq., I-.C.S.,

Resident, Mewar, DATED THE 14th September 1908.

'bn

I have no desire whatever to interfere unreasonably but I should like to know what is going
T r have-not Seen Hill’s, note that you refer to bn the Ruhd question, and have but the

faintest idea of the ihs'apdbuts of the whole question. An outline of the- dispute on this and
- other subject was given in the papers Hilf ,sent ine in the beginning, which I returned in

original. Ijhoiild be.miich obliged if you would kindly let me have ' a short precis o,f the
dispute:,what has been .dqne in regard to it since Hill took up the matter and a copy of Hill’s .

note) y -..r . ..'y‘
\

''

18.,. / ' Telegram FROM'THE Rawiat of.Salumbab,- DATED THE 15th OpTOBEB 1908.

'
,

'}',‘.B,egarding aggressive encroachments made^on the lands.' .

19; In this .cohiiection kindly see Mr.' Holme’s demi-ofiEicial, dated the 9th September 1908,

and Agent to the
,

Governor-General’s demi-o£Bcial

to Mr. Holme, dated the 14th September 1908.
Paragraph 16 .

• ~ Paragraph 17 sjipro.

^ E.-, W..' KAMiiKA,^16-10-1908. ;
. /

'
'

.

'
-

20.' - The telegram may Ibe forwarded to the R^ident, Mewar; for ^spqsal.

.

' Perhaps the Agentto the'Goverhor-General may wish to'speak to Mr. Holme on the subject.

• Agent to the-Governor-General.

D. N. Modi,—16-10-1908.

i add two more receipts -which inay be brought bn to the notes. -The file should then be
resilbmitted. - - ' X,

'

y .
. -. yy .

,

^'E.:G. Colvin,—20-10-1908.

22. Confidential DEMI-OFFICIAL letter -from A. T; Holme, Esq;, I.C.S.,-: Resident,' Mewar,
.

-Tb THE Hon’ble Mr, E.-G.' Colvin, .C.S.I.,;T;C.S., Agent to the GoyERNOR-GENERAL,

'

Parapaph 17 supra .

'/

Please refer fb your demi-official letter , about

: ..the JaisamandHund case, - •—



4: . \ :

I Bnbmit ah extract giving all the^papera I can find in ray file which bear upon the case

since Hill took it up. Some of those papers have been printed, but it may be convenient for

you to have them all together:' ,
. . .

Hill’s note of May 9th, 1908, is the last of the papers. .
'

; r;
:

My brief note on the case show's what: .Hill’s recommendations were, and what has been
:

-done in the case since he' took it up.--You will see-that a.definite order annexing the whole

of the Eun as Khalsa has been issued by the Maharana. My ophiiofn is that we ought now to/

accept Hill’s recommendations, and the Mahafana’s order, and to tell the Ka^yat of Sal^bar,

definitely and finally, that 'We do .
not

-
propose to intervene in the case, as we admit His

Highness the Maharana ’s right to declare, ns he has done, the whole of the Eun, to be Khalsa.

;

If, as I suppose is the case, we do not really intend to take any definite and effective action

on Salumbaf’s behalf, or to upset a finding arrived at by an officer of Hill’s calibre/after

months of patient investigation into this long-standing dispute, or to compel the Mahatana to

rescind an order issued by him with his Eesident’s approval, then I think it is far better. to say.

so at once in unmistakeable terms, rather than to play with the Eawat and make out that -

perhaps we may be able some day to effect some concessions iii :his favour,
.
when we know

that the Eawat will not be satisfied with anything short of the alluvial land 6i all Ms .

Jaisamand villages, and we have no intention of compelling the Maharana to make over that

-alluvial land to the Eawat. • _ • . :
'

'
. .

I heard from Hill on the 8th instant that he “ only-told Salumbar that absolute submission

was the only road by w-hich he could hope to attain any sort of .rapprochement, and'in hia-.

(Hill’s^ interview, at which he (the . Eawat) ;recanted in writing, he (Hill) held out no

argument about generous treatment" argument.”
.

_
, .

As Colonel Pinhey’s conclusion about this case differed from Hill’s, I have nb doubt that he

would prefer not'to deal with the fiiatter as Agent to the G'ovemor-Genefal;'espeoially_'as he

has heard rumours (for which I doubt if much foundatiomexists) that the Maharana is dis-

pleased with his appointment and is afraid that.he is going . -^to upset everything connected

with the Salumbar disputes, r Colonel Pinhey has told the Maharana through me that he

has no wish to upset any matter which has been settled ;
if, therefore, this Eund.case cbnld be

disposed of this month, as far as we are concerned, by your, allowing me to make the definite,

declaration of our policy indicated above, it would, I think, be a Very good tWng.

Note" ON THE Jaisamand Eund Case."
, .

,

.

1. Salumbar claimed the whole of the Eun or bed of'the jaisamahddake up to high .water ..

mark.
2. The claim, being based on a forged parwana, and on letters of Captain Cdbbe and Colonel '•

Brooke that were written without considering what the Darbarhad to urge against the claim,'

is not admitted either by His Highnesss tho Maharana or by Mr.,^Hill. ' See pages_l, 3-9,-:ll,

13-15, 17, 19, of the papers enclosed. '
,

- .
. / .

3. The Mewar Darbar assert their right to the whole of the Etin, and have issued orders

to -that effect. This claim was 'accepted as valid by.Mr. Hill. (See pages 33 to 37, 39, 43 to -

45 of the papers enclosed.) :

4. The contour of the Jaisamand lake has" now. been surveyed Under the orders of Mr.’

Wakefield, Boundary Settlement and Irrigation Officer, Mewar State. The. maps resulting

from the survey are almost ready, but have not yet been shown to His’Highness the Maharana.

5. The policy for the political officers to follow, as recommended by Mr. Hill, was

A. to consider that they (the politicarofficers)-are not justified in interfering in this case

by reason of any tyrannous encroachment having been made. by the Darbar (page 11 of the

papers enclosed).
/*'

•
,

.
' -•

B. to hold that, agreei'ngwith Mr. Hill’s opinion, if the Darbar, revoking all illicit'encroach-

ments, had elected to resume.the whole area of the lake up to -the high , water contour line as-

Khalsa, they (the political officers) would have'been prepared to support him. While the ordeS

issued by the Darbar affirmed that right, Mr. Hill underfetood, and His Highness has recently

confirmed this verbally .to Mr. Holme, that His Highness contemplated the issue of orders

hereafter— j,, -
’

' "
. /

(a) for the exclusion of the portion bf , the Eun assigned to Salumbar by the Macturi-'

Sarari boundary settlement ; and
'

. ,

/“/ :
.

. _

(5) for permitting, as an act of clemency, the jagirdars (including Salc^bar) to retain

certain areas which, in Sambat 1932, -they reported as belongitfg tothem.

C. to note that, in Mr. Hill’s- opinion, as difficulties might, arise in- delimiting the areas
"

• which under (6) above were to be retained by
Note.—If His Hip'hnes3_8honld nak Mr. Holmo Salumbar, he (Mr. . Hill)’ would have been gladi

to assist mtho delimitation of those areas, ho
jjjjg }jg remained a.t' TJdaipur, to have ussisted

m the B.ettlement of those areas tn situ, in con-
• formity with His Highness’ express wish to that effect.

"
' \ -

:

- "
-

D. to conclude, agreeably to Mr. Hill’s opinion, that the settlement of the dispute contem-

plated by His Highness beiUg the best and fairest that could be devised, the KeMdent',,and



should there ho an appeal, the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General also, should give to
it ;:their

.full
.
support. : r 1 ; ;

'*
'

' y

i : '-a., t; holme,

.

.

‘
•'

~ ' > '• / ' Restd^iitj Mewar.

DElir-OFFICIAL LETTER FEOJI THE RaWAT OnAR SiNGHJI OF SaLTOIBAR, TO THE Hon’bLE
, ,

hliuc. H. Hill, DATED Salumbar, THE,28th February. 1908;.

I am guite well here and hope the_saine with you. The new interference is made’hy
Tehsil Metodi in the Run zaihindars. You advised "me that to settle these disputes is the

, duty of the Boundary Settlement Office.; Recently^ Mr, Wakefield .came to the place.. I
'

' Recording to your desire sent the Motamids of the Thikana and caused the survey to be corti-
menced. Nay my Motaihids gave consolence.of every place by means^of the copy of the
sketch and Khisra'made' by Bakshi Radiram and Kazi Hazam-ud-din, respectable Ahalkars
in the State. As all these Misals and papers are ^r'^ent in the Mehkmakhas. Of course in
Bambat 1932 when- these papers were prepared'owing : to the plenty of water greater part of
the Run was under water. But the part outside was surveyed and a sketch of the houhdary
of Jaisamand is carefully prepared and numbers of the boundarv line are given. Under these

\circumstance& new interference' of the Tehsil -^of Metodi is quite clear. It, is regretful- that
these papers are .not sent’ to the' Bounds^ Settlement Office from the 'Mehkmakhas and
Sawars are appointed J;o_,watch "my . cultivators at - this line.. If sonic delay be made by
Mehkihakhas. in sending these papers and the land which is in possession from generations
nay : even in the Sambat 1962, it was proved to be in the possession of the Thikana and corn
was restored. If even a small part of the area be counted in the then there is
gross injustice and is the cause of ruin of thousandsef men of this Thikana. As every thing
,of mine depends on your' favour and my desire is,not

,
improper I prove the interferences of

thq Tehsildar by ‘means of these papers prepared by the State.' Under these circumstances
I possess the right that ^o things may Be taken into consideration, viz.

:

(1) my possession of
the land, (2) the papers which I have , named above, then it will be proper that the land
which is considered as disputed may be considered free from thedeud. I hope.you will kindly
do.the favour suitable for me and which will suffice for this.'

-

The above letter .was shown by Mr, Hill to Mr." Wakefield, Boundary Settlement Officer
-Mewar, whose reply is given below. '

v

’

... .. .

BEMDQPPiciAL .letter
^

FROM G, Ej3. Wakefield,- EsQ.,^ TO Mr, C.. H. Hill, Resident,
’

V Mewar, DATED THE 4th'March 1908. -
"

I return this letter, many thanks for sending it. It was Salumbar’s duty to have produced
the papers he refers to/years ago when'the trouble first arose. But apparently he deliberately
suppressed them to suit his claim to the whole Run which he based on documents which have
since, been discredited. These papers will undoubtedly influence the final decision, but as i
showed you yesterday, there are other papers also which will have to be considered.

Demi-offiacil letter from -Mr,. .C. H. Hill, Resident, Mewar, .to the Rawat.Onae Singh
.

' OF 'Salumbar,- 'dated Udatpur, the 5th March 1908.

-
. ;

Thanks. I am quite well :and Em; glad to hear that you are the same Mffiat you say about
the papers of;Sambat 1932 appears to be correct ; but you do not seem to realise that it was
your diity. to have quoted and produced those papers years ago when the trouble first arose.
You did not do so aparently because, at that time, and ever since, till last December, you
were.la^ng claim to the taMe Rim, arid to Have produced the papers of 1932 would, of course,
have ruined that claim. Now that the claim to the taAoZe Run has been shown to rest upon a
forge)fy', you^ntion these, papers for the first time. -.

.

- Ho^yevef^as I have said, the papers of 1932 will be duly .corisidered,- along with others,
-by^the Boundary Settlement Officer .; and my'reasqn for writing the above is to show you how
unwise'you-’Shd yqur predecessors have been in suppressing genuine evidence in the past ; and
•tourge you.once more to limit your demands to what are really and.justly supported by true, evi-
dence.^ This/ is my advice to you

; and if you follow it, it will be more advantageous .to you
than any otherEourse. The jiresent state of affairs, and-ybur difficulties, are the outcome of
your linreasonable, a,nd unjust claim to; the whole Run. I hope that, by co-operating with
the Boundary Settlement Officer, arid the Darbar officials, your officials, will do what they can
to preserve peace and to bring about a fair settlement of the whole case, r

132 A; to G. G. Eai. X '
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Translalion of an ovdar issued hy the lilehlanakh'as, ;

jUcivuT}

Officer, Mewar\l90S).

io the Boundary Settlement-

The Bounflarv Settlcmeht Officer may be informed that the claim of the Jagirdar of Saliim-

'bar etc., to the ownership of the Eund of Jaisamand is false ;
bewuse when >he Jaisamand

lake was constructed, Salumbar with the villages of the patta was Khalsa, and it was long after

that the patta of Salumbar was granted to Eawat Kesri Singhji.,
^ ^

-

In support of its claim to the Eund Salumbar has’ submitted to the .Eesident with Ws

Kharita a copv of a' parwana from Maharana Aniar Singhji. -But the
.

parwana isjT forged

document. This very parwana was submitted by Salumbar before this in Sambat 1956 -mth

its appeal in the boundarv dispute case of Methuri,- Khalsa, versus Sarari, patta Salumbar.

Eeasons were adduced atihat time.to show, that the parwana was a forgery^ and thp appeal .of
.

Salumbar was rejected. A copy,of it Was forwarded to the Boundary Settlement Officer and

another copy of it is enclosed. Histoiy has since bcen.jconsulted and the following particulars

have been elucidated which clearly show that the parwana is a forgery. The Parwana states-

“ l^Tien the late Jlaharana was going to construct the Jaisagar lake, Eawat Kandalji

beeged him saying ‘ Your Highness is constructing the embankment but Salumbar Magra and ;

its villages have been aeguired by my ancestors by sacrificing their lives. -WhenYour Highnesg

installed me nt Salumbar Your Higlmess granted me a patta of Assura.nce dated Sambat 1739.

Your Highness is goiog.to break faith, which is not proper. AlHhe vifiages ofmy patta will

be submerged.’ On this Shri Dajiraj ordered I am pleased to grant to you the Eund of this

tank jn lieu of the villages of- your Patta.”
. _ _ ; A .

This was written to show that Maharana Amar Singhji granted a parwana. of the.miuafi of

the Eund to Eawat Kesri Singhji in which the follomng.was recorded ‘‘ YTien.the late Maharana .

Jai Sinf^liji was going to construct the Jaisamand Lake, Eawat*^Kandalji represented to His.

;

Highness that the lake is being constructed-but all his villages \vill be submerged. - On ^his

Maharana Jai Singhji ordered that.he was pleased to grant him the.Eund of the lake in lieu -of.

his villages that will be suhmerged.” - . ;

The Parwana is, however, wholly a forgery as the patta of Salumbar was. con&cated from

Eawat Kandalji’s grandfather Eughnath Singhji and, when Jaisamand was constructed; Salum-

bar OTth the villages of the patta was khalsar- In the circumstances, how":canjt be believed,

that Eawat Kandalji’s representation about submergence of the villages of the patta of Salum-

bar is correct, as Eawat Kanda.lji had no cpnnection.-with' Salumbar at that time. - It vras a

long time after the construction of the Jaisamand Lake that the patta of Salumbar was granted

to Kandalji’s son Kesri Singhji after Kandalji’s death. The Patta bf Salumbar was confiscated

from Eawat Eughnath Singhji and was not restored eithw: to his son Eawat Eatan Singhji

or his grandson Eawat Kandalji. The patta was re-granted to Eawat Kandalji s soil Kesri

Singhji. How could Maharana Amar Singhji have stated in his Parwana that Eawat Kandalji,

made a representation to lilaharana Jai Singhji about the submergence of the .yillages of the

Salumbar patta when Eawat Kandalji had no connection with Salumbar. For these reasons

this Parwana is clearly a forgery. ,
. _ ,

, ..

Salumbar has submitted a further Parwana from Captain Cobbe. In the first place, a

mere perusal of it will show that it was written without any enquiry. i-No reference was.made
’ at that time to the records of the State. It was written according to the representation of Salum-

bar. It appears that Captain Cobbe was deceived by' some forged document produced before

him by Salumbar in the same way as it has now submitted a forged Parwana of Maharana Amar-

Slnghji for the Muafi of the Eund, and was thus induced to write the Parwana in question. Some
forged papers were produced before this during the late' Maharana Sarup Singhji’s time, of

which particulars are given below and it is possible that some forged document was produced

similarly before Captain Cobbe. .

During Maharana' Sarup Singhji’s time Salumbar produced. a Tamba Patra and a few

Parwanas as detailed below

Tamba Patra from Maharana Lakhaji to Eawat Chundaji, dated SawanHudi 9,' Sambat

1427.
'

'

Parwana from Maharana Mokalji to Eawat Chundaji, dated Pos Sudi 9, Sambat 1443. -

Parwana from Mahar^a Mokalji to Eawat Chundaji, dated Phagan' Sudi 13, Sambat
1444, .

.

•' ; :
;

^ -,

Parwana from Maharana Mokalji to Eawat Chundaji; dated Asoj Sudi 13, Sambat 1447;

Parwana from Maharana Bikrimadityaji to Eawat Khengarji, dated Chaif Btidi 7,

Sambat 1572, . . ;

'

The Parwana of Sambat 1443 was produced to prove the genuineness of the Tamba Patra,

and the Parwana oLSambat 144-1, the genuineness of the Parwaria of Sambat l443i The Par-

wanas of Samb.at 1447 and 1572 were similarly produced in support of each other. • Thc.Tamba
Patra and the Parwana have been prepared in a mannep that, they udll support each other but

thi Tamba Patra and the Parwanas were proved tQ be forgeries when they were produced which



-7,^.

fact is "clearly: stated in tte refutatiori Tecorded at; that time. ’ .The Tamba Patra and the Par-

wanas-are net only forgeries but they contain;SudC discrepancies imrespect of the Maharanas
names and their date that a mere pera^l of them "mil convince bne of their being fictitious.

The .fbrge^ and craftiness of Salumbar was discovered at that time and they did not succeed

,
in carrying ;bht their plan And, therefore, they did nbt prbduce those forged documents now
and have submitted two others which are also'forged. . The parwana of the.muafi of the Rund
from- Maharana Singhji, which has been' shown above to be a forged document, and'a

secoriiParwana dated M Siidi 5 Sambat -1^83 from Maharaha Kumbhaji ^ Rawat Kandalji

submitted' shbseijuently- by Salumbar to the- Resident; •Th'e ' latter is also purely a forgery

because it purports to be fcbm Maharana Kumbhaji and is dated Sambat: 1483. ,As a matter

of fact however Maharaha Mokalji reigned in Sambat" 1483 and it .was in Sambat 1490 that Maha-
faha Kumbhaji 'succeeded to the' firoddvand the document is therefore also a forgery^

. - How can Salumbar’s' Claim-to the Rund be considered ;valid, when it is . based on such

. fictitious' documents.; i Further the rights in a lake always beldhg to the State, .uiz., the alluvial

of a lake belongs to the State. The 'Udaisagat and Raisamand lakes were constructed before

I the Jaisamand Lake and the State possess similar right in these lakes.
,
How can Salumbar

and pthersprefer a clairn'tO thbJaisamahd Rund contrary to the old standing practice^’:,

.
The following -villagesiwere submerged by the Jaisamand Lake when it was constructed; :

—

~—
7
~ i Chiborai .

Narnia, Bhatwaray Gamri, Sem'al, Patam, Kotra, Ghati, Singawali and Salao.' -

This is apparent Korn history, The Rawat of- Saluinbar has..encroached upon Khalsa villages

and included them in his patta viz:, the villages not included in the patta are in possession of

,'Salumbari as is eyiderit froin old records. , V
_ ,

' During Maharana Bhind Singhji’s time In Sambat 1878 :the' Sardars of Mewar were got to

iecofd in a Bahi the nhmesbf the villages of their respective pattas with the amount of income

~of each vinage.: -At that tiine Salumbar was also, like other Sardars, made to enter the names

rand incomes of the villages of its patta. The Salumbar.Motamid remarked in signing the entries

iir the Bahi that-if .there be any discrepancy he willbe held'guilty. The Bahi shows that Salum-

bar hoted the ioilowiiig six villages only of the Rund at that time ;

—

.
,Rckh. Inco'me-derived. Present inoome.

Namlo;'-’- v'.i-
'

'

• f-'t .

. 700
'

- 700 160

Singavli .

•' ; 600 600 ,.. 250

V.' . "ySarari;;.:'; " 7/ * '

. :

'
'

1 ,000. 1,000 ..600

' Ginglo : • '« • 1,500 3,000 1,600

"-'Patan f.y
',' '7' 1,200 800 , 300 '

. i-

.... - -Chiboro . .

• 1,000
' 600 ' • 100

; ’.the foU at present in the possession of- Salunibaj^ln. addition, to those of

its patta.;:— r-

*.

-
: Bbimpura, Baulpura Narnia. tulcKhaka. Roba. Paeti and Chiboro 11. \ ,

there are other Villages ' ais in the .possession of Salumbar outside the Rund.' - This will be

dMlt with-separately.r-;;yalue ofthe villages cap be judged from their incomes noted above,

-the present value of these villages 'cam be seen by visiting them.
'

'
'

'Korabar also has likewise, made unla\vfuk encroachment on certain villages of the Rund

in addition ; to the -villages of the patta. The list of the villages of its patta as recorded by
'Kc)rabar.inSaihbatl907_containS/the'followihgvillagesoftheRund;—

VV r- • .
.*•’ Kb.

’ ’ '

-

^ 1,000

-. .
“

.

‘

‘ 600

. . : . . , 1,260

7 "Semal mortgaged by the Rao of Bedla-Khalsa

Tliori.mortg'aged by tho Rao of Bedla-Khalsa

Jara-Pew and old . . . •
. ;

• ,
•

;The above villages only:of the. Rund are recorded in the patta. In addition to the above,

"thefolloving villages, of the Rund are at present in the possession of Korabar :

—

'
r-

'

-
,

-
. Salumbar, Korabarnnd.Bhadesar were granted jagirs after the -construction of the Jaisa-

mahd lake and these jagirdars did not at that;time possess these villages'. . _

,

'

'An old paper has recentlypeen traced about the collection of water tax collected from the

land which was irrigated frOni the' Jaisamand lake diuing late .Maharana Sarup-SingSji’s time._

It states “ The lake was constructedby tbe-Parbar out. of the State money and repairs to it have

also'to be carried put.
;
The:.|jmain source of profit to the; State is the.Rund and the water tax.”

; Irrigation was stopped af that time on failure to pay water tax.
, _

^hat the claim of Salumbar and other Jagirdars to the

bt^ership :bf the Rund of ''Jaisamand cannot be admitfed.-:-,. :
,

.

' We therefore beg to say that these-Jagirdars have no right inthe Rund and should not be
^

. uenhitted tb.have any connection-with it. It may be noted::ftat-it apybqdy desire,to irrigate

-

land lyint^ outside the Rund-from the Jaisaniand lake.jt> rest with the Darbat to allow

irrigatioivohpayment of water taxor ,to.rfefuse"'the applibation: Inthe same.-way, if aperson

' destie to use
,

waterVfor irrigation^ fa the esinarpenmssion^may be granted on payment of

watehtax or thhfepiestmay be^^^^ v-t: -.1- ?
'

"
.

"
. \



Translation ofan order dated Asadh budiU Sambafl964 issued by fie Me}iMaMas,:^M^^

'

The whole of the Jaisamand Eund is Kliaka. . The right to the land belongs only to Khalsri

Sind to no one else. But tlic Bund has not yet been demarcated and marked with pillars. Oh

this account ah order may be issued to the Hakim\of theMa^a to the effect that the State share

of the produce of the land cultivated by fhe Asamis of Salumbar iind Korabar may be kept wth

a third-party. Salumbar and Korabar may be informed accordingly and they asked to place

the Bhog of this land in conjunction with the Hakim of the Magra with a third party. Orders

regarding it will be issued subsequently.. . .

'

‘

.

•

'Office Order.

Before leaving Mewar early in the month, Mr.' Hill desired me to'pass an pfiSce order that-

whenever any matter connected with the Jaisamand-Eun is. under consideration, his not6 on.

the question, dated 9th May 1908, should be put up at the sapje time. Office will kindly note

and act accordingly-ili' future..,
i

'

,

.

'

. E. GHENEVIX-TEENCH, :

"
,

The 30th May 1908. \ /
'

'

'

Officiating Resident, Mewair.

Jaisamand Rund. ,
.

'

After many preliminary disciissions with His Highness, who has throughout displayed the

fairest spirit, and the utmost reluctance to do anything which could be construed into unfair

treatment of the jagirdars rights, the attached orders have at last been concerted and a.re about-

to be issued. .

' r >
.

2. In connection with the Matampursi affairJ had occasion to examine the validity of the

documentary evidence upon which Salumbar based'-his claim to" the whole Euii and the whole
of E was found to rest upon forgeries of the most glariiig.description'. The same has been the

case with the claim to the Eun. His Highness has shdira mS the’papers.upoh which the various
claims' are" based and the documents rebutting

•This appears to refer to the Mahakma Khas,' these claims ; -and the Whole has been carefully
'

Mewar, order dated Asadh Bud. 14th. Sambat 1904.
s^jju^:arized in the ordw* attached, .in whose-

V-‘ A. T. Holme,—19-0-1908. . conclusions I . entirely concur. It is clear that
'

, both by prescriptive right; and by long practice,;

prior to the disintegration of the central authority in Mewar, the State rights to the whole
Eun are not open to question ; and therefore if the Darbar,^ revoking all illicit encroach-

;

ments, had elected to resume the whole area of the lake up to the high watefNcontour, line

as Khalsa, I should have been prepared to support him. The order it isIrue, affirms the
right; but His Highness contemplates the issue of orderChereafter, (a) for the exclusion of
the portion assigned to Salumbar by the Maeturi-Sarari"boundary settlement ; and (h) for

permitting, as an act of clemency, the jagirdars to retain certain areas which, in Sambat .1932,

they reported as belonging to them. ,

' *

_• 3. It is only in regard to (6) that any difficulty need arise,; and had I been here, I should

.

most gladly have conformed to His. Highness’ express wish that I should assist in the settle-

ment of these areas in situ. After their settlement, they should be permanently demarcated.

. 4. Finally I understand His Highness to contemplate the permission.to use the lake water
by channel and lift irrigation, levying water rate on the water so used. This however is a
minor-detail. \ ~

(
'

. _ .

' '

5. Though I am leaving Mewar I desire earnestly to appeal to my successors—and, should
there be appeal, to the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General—to give full support to the
scheme now enunciated. I have examined minutely.many papers connected with Salumbar’s
and others claims

; and I have had unique opportunities of gauging His Highness’ attitude and
intentions in the matter

; and I want to place on-record my conviction, fot what it is- worth
that the contemplated settlement is, in all the circumstances, the best and fairest that could
possibly be devised ; and that His Highness the Darbar, who has given the matter the most
careful—and, on the whole, unbiassed,—rconsideration, and who has, throughout, taken me
into his confidence, should receive the. entire support of the Eesident.' TNo settlement can
possibly after all the abuses that have crept in, satisfy ail parties : but this one goes far in
the right direction, and, being within the competence, of His Highness to effect, he has
gone beyond what was necessary in consulting, the Eesident.

'

The 9th May 1908.-

a n. HILL,,

Resident, Mewar,



23._
, TOE EA-WAT OF SaLUJIBArI

:; / ^'. Regarding his grievances againt tJie^Mewar Darbar <tt 2^aragraph 21 aliovei

2i. i -' 'EeSumifcted.as'ordered/ v -
_ \ ^ -

7' ' '
'

^ :' ^-

‘

Serial No. 4

25.
:

•'

: E. Kamsika,—21-10-1908.-

V ^gent to the Governor-General.

e:

26.
,

^ I put up: a reply to:Mr: Holrhe’s letter.

.

-H. B. St. John,—22-10-1908^
:

E. 6. ‘Colvin,-^27-10-1908. -

27, CONITOENTI^: Dian-OFFICI^^^ from ras;

H

on’ble Mr.-E. G. Colvin^ C.SJ:, 1.0.8.
:

:^GEI?T to^ the^^G BAjpotanAj '-to a. T-.' Holme, Esq., I.C'.S.’
K^sident, MewwAr, dated Udaipur,- the. 27th October 1908. ' A

'

;

Paragraph 22.

’ ^
'

; ;
-

' Idid not'reply earlihr to your letter of'Otli Octo-
her, as I thought it -would be advisable to :wait

^
'• 'until I came -.to Udaipur." ,

'
-

V Vx, •• r
a loug conversation with His Highness to-day about this Salumbir case, and Itmnk it-will be convenient to record the purport of it here.

,

* * *' * *
>; I said.tha,t I had-never discussed the Salumbair case with him m detail before, as I had been

luyt), with every step that was being taken and since I approved of
'

, wuat ;was being done, discussion-was unnecessaiy; I had not-however been consulted about'
^
me order oUAsadh Badi 14th Sambat 1964 declaring the whol^ Eund to be Khaba.... I had

;^^
been informed .lately that ffis Highfiess contemplated some modification of those orders, but

.-J?®
unhble to understand what those modifications amounted to. There seemed to be con--

,;Biderable uncertainty both as to the effect of the order itself, and as to the effect of the modifica-
tions proposed. It was riot .clear for instance, whether the land in the roond,*belonging to

admittedly in the patta ofBalumbar whs included in his scope ..of the order of confisca-
it would be restored by the -proposed -modifications, nor whether the

. aamssibn of the jagirdars in Sambat.l932,-was-db6ut their rights or their possession in the
:
.past .mt_ about their cultivation for that particular year. I had therefore comb to himWaight

-^to get an-a-ssurance in .regard to
. thesb points; • '

. . .

+ i

much importance and one in which.I knew that His Highness
tookjhe deepest .interest. It -was my earnest desire to. support him, but I thought he should
make It clear to me that the order was both just and wise. If I.could’ be Satisfied on these

’ points, and could leave on my. departure an order On the record that I considered-His Highness’
aotiop should be - strongly supported,' it would -make things easierJor His Highness' and
would smooth the.way for my successor. .1 pointed out that .'although it was an internal'
matter-iYhich His Highness was fully nomp'etent to dispose of himself, still Salumbar might
-appeahto. the Government ofi India and that, it would greatly strengthen the Agent to the
Goyernor-Gerierars positibn- in reporting 0 the case if he could say that the orders were

.
issued with, his- full ’knowledge and approval. '

. •
.

Also ^at tbe Thakur were Watching the case closely, and that it would probably be politic
now.that SalumbarBad'yielded on. the main point, to treat him generously in other matters
in dispute.- -.^

.

,
.

; yr -
|

.

Higlmess aclulowledged all this, arid said that he would willingly satisfy me, if he could.He thought he had given enough in allowing the portion assigned to Salumbar by the Maeturi
r barari bouridary. decision, and the areas reported by. jagirdars.^s belonging to them in
feambat 1932. .He could not tell me straight off what was the. basis of this latter request
right- or possession or cultivatiori..^ But it could'be ascertained from the papers, and he would
vletrae know._ y -y;

' '

V -was. riot his.iritentipri:tb give more than that in a'hy case, even in villages admittedly
' m -the.patta.-, oj /y, .-y y. . y '

. •
, ...

y^ ,
^ patt^^^^ restored, some'years after the construction

of the Jaisamand Bund, arid that Salumbar apparently: then got possesion of the rund lands
the villages -themselves and had been in possession lever since, over

20p yems, seemed to supply a strorig-presuinption of prescriptive, rights in those lands at any
rate. ' There -was-no evidence as yet :to shp-w that when the patta was restored, this.rund land
was excluded, I had heard from Salumbar (though .of course in the absence of maps! could -

not sayho-w much truth there -was in it) .that: a decision accoMing to the] Sambat. 1932 lists
•' vvould deprive them of great-part of this land. -

. \ -

' r-i

.

Maharana said he also could not say until a survey v^smade according to those lisis,
but that it was a recognised custom iri Mewar that all the ruhd of lakes constructed by the
.Darbaryas'Khalsa. •

. Z- , .. ...
'

-

'

132 A. to G; G. ,Bai;-
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I said that even if that Tvas the case, it seemed to me wise to pay some respect to possession
"

which had been established far 200 years and that until a survey was made according to,the

Sambat 1932 h’sts, it was clearly difficult for any one to 'say'whether a decision based thereon

would be fair and equitable.
’ '

His Highness then said that he would go into this carefully, and have a suh'ey made, and ,

would consider whether the result was fair and equitable. Meanwhile the produce of the

lands was being held in deposit and the value thereof would be distributed according to what-

ever decision might be finally arrived at.
.

I indicat^ed, without pressing or insisting on, the view that it might be wise to leave with

the Jagirdars all the rund area below villages which were admittedly in .their pattas, if this
;

could be done without raising the question of right in other villages in their possession.

if * .

You will see from the aboym note ofmy conversation, with His Highness that I do hot,"

altogether agree with your view that we should now declare that we will not under anylcircums-

stances intervene in the case. It is not necessary to pompel the Maharana to- rescind his

order confiscating the entire roond—since he has declared his intention .of modifying those

orders later. '

.

’ " .: -

Eveything will -depend on the nature of the modifying orders.- But it is'our business’

considering all-the past history of the case, to see that the ordersare such as we can reasonably
support on appeal, and that they do not deprive Salumbar and the other Jagirdars concer-

ned of too large a share of the possession which they have been enjoying for centuries. “
‘

^Salumbar will no doubt continue to petition and I think he must be told in reply

that the Maharana is still considering what further orders he will issue in the matter. -

28 . Deju-official FROM Mr. G. H. HiLn, Resident, Mewar, to the~Hpn’ble'Liedtenant-
COLONEL A. E.. PiNHEY,^.C.I.E., , OPFICiATING AgENT TO T^ GOVERNOR-GeNER-AL,'
Rajpdtana, DATED Jaisamand, THE 28th December 1908. .

. t
'

’

Perhaps you will hke me to write to you a general-outline of the ’results''of. conversation
which Holme and I have had about the Run, with His Highness. v' -c'

'
'

If you leok up. the papers you will remember that while His Highness had issued an order,

claiming the whole.Run (an oider which,-in my view of the case,,was justified) he had agreed
to respect certain concessions (a) as regards the boundary of Sarari Maturi and (6) as tocertain
specific lands claimed by Korabar, Salumbar, etc., in 1932. '

-
'

•
.

As the latter involved but small concessions, Colvin, taking, the view that Salumbar had -
,

had possession for 200 years or so, thought the settlement might be hard on Salumbar
; and ;

-

that in \dew of Salumbar’s surrender in the Matampursi case, he was entitled to consideration.
My own view was based on the following considerations :-TT - , .

,

' '

(o) Salumbar was given the Salumbar Patta -after the Jaisamand lake had come into .

existence therefore, ’prima facie, his grant onlyjincluded the area of the' specified

.
villages down to the high water mark (as*is the base elsewhere, e.g., Rajnagar).

(b) Though Cobbe, in 1826, gave another dictmn on the subject of, the Run, it was
. ^

not till Kesri Singh’s time that a -formal claim was laid which it-was ,thought ^
necessary to back with fOrged documents (w'de- my report).

(c) Consequently the dispute only dates back about 60 years, and the onus of -proof is-

on Salumbar to prove possession. --

(d) die has failed to discharge this. , To this may now be added that.
,

'
. ' /

(c) In 1932, and in' subsequent correspondence, conductei through the_ Residency,
Salumbair specified his precise claims to the Run of his villages

;
and the

inference is' that the claims then formulated represented all that he was
entitled to. . ....

These claims the Durbar is prepared to recognise.—’Holiqe,,is agreed with me in thinking
that the Darbar position i^ unassailable faihng production in situ, by Salumbar, of rebutting
proof. The Darbar is prepared now to hand on to Holme the authority .to settle on the spot 1

'

the demarcation and settlement of Salumbar’s claims as formulated in 1932-34
;

’ and Holme
is disposed to agree in my advice to act upon the Darbar’s acquiescence dnd.to proceed to the

'

spot for the purpose. As a preliminary he proposes, in accepting this communication^ to tell -

the Slaharana that, if Saluinbar prdduces documents which seem to hiin-worthy of consider-

-

ation as affecting the justice of his proceedings, he -will suspend operations pending reference
to the Darbar. . . _

I think, kno-wing His Highness as you do, that you will agree with me in welcoming this
..’ Scheme d's the only one likely to produce results, -while atfhe same time being fair, and offering

e\ e^ opportunity to Salumbar to represent his case ; and, though.it is no business of mine,
I believe yOu will not resent my earnest suggestion that you should—^informally of course—

;

approve Holme’s proposak. Hia Highness,
,
as you know, regards the Resident as “ his



If I may. make one further suggestion-i^
.

- .

• '

.

:
Every petition tEat Salumbar Avrites is known to tEe DarETr nkn'ifo ' t r -

respect. It is not, Eowever tEeir credibiEtv tE^ T ^ mucE

SalumbM from >teo^r,g:MmseJf deepor Ljeepet ‘n the DmLVd’Sf™,
‘°

let WS I^oiufaSdfsc™f-VSVof

lEope-yougotmyletter.froinEajkpt. -1

tnmasiani.
.

29. PeMI-OPFICIAI. letter from the H0N’BLE,LlEDTEaVANT-C0L0lfEL-A. F FiW C ITi' T AAgExNT TO THE G0VERN0.R-:GeNERAL,EaJPUTANA to A t HoeWP Esn ^
' % MEWAiv.PAraD Resident.

.

;
;:a EavE ju^ received Hill^ letter of 2Mi December, ^ibE you have seeu^and I take tEe

„: .. :^J,at^er.on my part., : AsT think Itold you at- Ajmer I fully intended not t?fnt2f2rif °I
- ^ it,,and.certamly not unless the Darbar asked me to do so, wEicE w2 vLl
t.;:,

:

»“ ">' rapport eh.pldy.„ „quir. it'!

; ,b

proceed do the spot for tEe purpose. As a preEminary you propose in arcentiTiiT’tEo
^

' d oo^d*°
*1-

i;;re£e'rSSS;S£°®
/TEis seems clear enough and I wish you every success.

80;:PEiVATn^DEra-pFFiciAL LE^^ A Ty-HoLMi, Esq., C. s;, Eesident, Mewar, to the: /
Son BLE-lHEHTENANT-COEONELd A. F. PiNHEY, G.I.E., I. A.,§AOENT TO THE Go

theIst. January 1909.
,.
vernor-

- i

Hmi^oFEhjkot yesterday afteb a week’s stay. We had nearly three days at Jaisamand
•

^??®.,^®,Sighness now iSy. ,.We saw:and studied the large map of the contour of tEe Kl-o’
- . , :which Wakefield has inade, .and discussed the Salumbar Euh case. His Highness kindlv showed

-Sm»b.t ipap rurv.^ wbi

. V ^sued.wh^^ pr^ticafe an^^ rS^S^ ^ the cost of doing so being distributed over all the land whichany-advantage^ existence of the lake; . All the parties concerned Salumbar
_
|mong others, were told to, have their land- which obtained water benefits sunmyed and

• tbatWE'^’^^G A on the ground
. -,

_that the Wiole- Eun of the lake ; was theirs, but eventually, after an admonition from’ the
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Eesidcncy, tier acquiesced, and the result ef the surrey rras a table or statement gmng : the

nnmes'of the Sahimbar villages round the lake^ and the area in each -village of “ sinna
”'

• (land which is moist because the lake water :is close at hand or' because that w’ater has

recently receded from it), land round' the margin of the lake irrigated from “ rents
”

' or waterwheels', unculturable land, one or Jn'o other .headings which ! forget, and 7ajid ^

j)ani men” '

This last- detail seems to me very important, because Salumbar’s contention about this ,

Sambat 1932 survey now is that in that year the rains were very heavy ,the lake xyas conse-

quently full,"and they (Salumbar) Oauscd to be recorded at supey the land belonging to themV

which was then out of water and could therefore be sunmyed, while in respect of the remainder

of their property th.ey stated to the Eaj surveyors, andthe statement was entered in the bhasras,

that it was under water, and could be surveyed when it emerged. If this contention were really

true, it is for Salumbar to explain how an entry appears against one of the Salumbar villages

in^he statement referred to above, that 47 bi^has are “ pfinf ?nen,” while against all the other

villages the column headed “ fani men ”
is blank.

^
/,

-
: ..

I think there is a reasonable presumption that the Salumbar contentions aboiit the Sambat
1932 survey are as weak as their claim to the whole Eunf His Highness has now .expressed :,

to me the wish that I should go out to Jaisamand in a few days’ time and exainine the land

below the Salumbar villageswith a view to the demarcation of the Salumbar'bOundary in- the

Eun
;
and I propose to comply and to tp to finish off this case on the following lines

(1) to inspect the Eun land of the villages; given in the Sambat 1932 statement ;•
•

(2) to consider any evidence that may be offered by Salumbar’s representative on the

spot which (evidence) would go to show that the Sambat 1932* statement is

•not rehable in whole or in part;
’ ^

(3) if no such evidence is offered, or if it is offered but considered invWrd, t'o suggest the

demarcation of certain areas, in the Eund below, the Salumbar villages, roughly

equal to those given in the Sambat 1932 statement. As far as is known to His
Highness there are no maps of the Sambat 1932 survey available, but only the '

statedient of areas under each several heading, “ sirma ? ” etc.,mnd thus, though
one knows that there are, say, 50 bighas of sirma in_a certain village, one cannot

say that those 50 bighas are to be found in one particular -spot in'the Eun rather .

than another
;

• '

,

,

' ' '7 •,

(4) assuming that His Highness agrees to my suggestions, 'phichwould be .inforrhally.r

made in the first instance at any rate, to see that the demarcation is correctly

.

made and marked on the map and that the necessary boundary pillars are erected. '

As all this may take some time, I think that, with your pemaission, I will, for the prepnt;
give up, though I am extremely sorry to do so, my intention of meeting Mrs. Pinhey and yourself

at Bhainsrorgarh, on 4th February. After I have been at Jaisamand for some
,
.Tittle time

I shall perhaps be able to make more definite plans. .

' v '

•

'

I hope yon will be able to acquiesce in the above suggestions, and will support me if the

Salumbar people howl, as they are pretty certain to do.'
. It seems to me that if they get the

benefit of the Meturi-Sarari boundary case, and all the land which they said in Sambat 1932
belonged to them, they will be treated with complete justice,, and. I see no other possibleway
of getting this cage decided. If the Samba.t 1932 statement correctly gives what Salumbar
themselves at that time declared to be the whole of their property within the Eufi, and if'the

Maharana says in effect ;
—

“ I claim the whole of the Eun as.khalsa,.and have issued an order

to that effect with the-concurrence of my Eesident ; but as a matter Of graCe I will give Saluni-

bar what they said in Sambat 1932 W'as theirs,” then it appears to me that, knowing what His
Highness’ character is, and bearing in mind the faetthat he now feels himself armed with the

full moral support of his Eesident (Hill), whose opinions are on records'it will be ‘most unwise
to continue to give any encouragement to Salumbar and to lead them to hope, by pmittin'g to

inform them in so many words that such will not be the case through' any act on the part Of

ns Government officials, that perhaps they may some day get more land in the Eun than what
the Meturi-Sarari boundary case and the Sanibat 1932 survey wild give thdm. It is most
Unlikely that the Government of India would go into the'merits of 'this internal dispute

. at all, even if they thought that perhaps His Highness had not been altogether just to

Salumbar, but if it can be demonstrated, as I think it can be, assuming that, the Sambat
1932 papers have no flaw, in them, that Salumbar is receiving full 'justice and’even more than
justice, then there can be only one result if the Government of India go so far as
to admit the appeal and give a decision- on the merits; '

' V

,
Hill asked me to tell, you conscientiouslj' whether I considered that his visit to Udaipur

had been a help or a hindrance to-me. Tliere can ' be no doubt that it wms a very' real

help. His influence with the Maharana and the tactful way in;which hkdeals with His
Highness are quite wonderful, and I hope that His Highness may now perhaps, owing to
Hill’s good offices, extend some, small fragment of his benevolence' towards myself,

'



31. DeMI-OITICIAL .LETTER '-FEbM ^Tm HoN^^ LiECTENANT-CoLONEL ’ A. F, PlNHET, C.LE.,
>_^ ; - i. A.', .'Agent to the Governor-General^ R'ajputana,' to . A;- T. 'Holme, Esq“ , C.' s’,

DATED Camp, THE 6th January 1909.
'

'

:
-

.

* Your letter of 1st January about the Salumbar case,has crossed mine to you bitten
; . bn receipt of a letter from HiU frorn Jaisamand. ....'•"' r

,

'

.

As I have said I .entirely approve of all that.Hill and you have done and I now look for-

-
.

confidently to a final settlenient of this troublesome case. . Now that the Maharana has
'. ^'g^b^d to a fair and. open enquiry we .are bound to support him and. if Salumbar cannot

any rebutting evidence pn.'Which any reliance ban bepla'ced that'is his fault; hcwever
: sorry.we may be for him for having muddled his case by forged documents, and putting.

' his trust in officials who have served him so badly.
"

'

,1 not aware thatEalunibar had submitted any definite^ppealagainst the Mah'arana’s
•, - idecisioh (Ihave.hotgot all the papers by me' just how), but if he has done so or is likely to do

BO in future'you may be sure that Government will never interfere. It is an internal affair
.(this.Run case-phirticularly) and yourinterference-will.be hot official as Resident, but private’
-as^^a friend of the Maharana. . - v - ---

.,
•

' .

I.certainly have hever-encouraged the Salmhba'r people to expect any assistarice from me
since I left .Udaipur in 1906. The.Rao.has written' to me occasionally and once sent a deputa-

:
, tion, but I told him di^ihctly that I would not interfere or help him in any way. Since taking
over charge, here I thjnk I have sent aU his communications on to you in original, except

-

• perhaps one or two private; letters of cohgratulatioh. If I get an opportunity of seeing him
at Udaipur I will tell him distinctly .that he inust submit and that Government will not listen
to.hiihrr^-, t .y,, ,

•

•
,

' .The onl3r.thing that distresses me about your lettM is that you say that you will probably
.
notbe able'to naeehus at Bhainsrorgarh. I hope you will be able to come after all, but-

;
I quite recongnize the importance of your • carrying out, your investigations at Jaisamand

. without d,elay and I do not wish you .to put these-ofi for my sake. But as soon as you are
free, please join us .whenever convenient_and don’t bother to bring anything except your
clothes and ,bedding> We cah put you up and do everything for,you in the way of tents,

• etc.' Why not send , a horse or so" to Ohi^or and ride out to meet us anywhere between
Bhansrbrgarh Sind that place?'.,:

'
..

ir^uite undefstand about Hill’s visit ha-ving b’een of-the very greatest help to you and
:
Ram very, glad he came, especially as hwhas been perfectly open and straightforward with me
inthe matter. This was all I wanted. :

' '

32. From "the Rawat of Salumbar, dated the 9th January 1909.

33.

34 .

IS '

^ :

;
.

.

• Regarding his grievanc&~about Bund and other matters.

.'V
'

’
'

' I should like to see Kharita referred to at “ Z ’!
'

'

- ; . -
.

. below and any other relevant papers.’*'

• •

.

.'r A. F. Pinhey.

The Rawat refers to his Kharita No. 13, dated 13th June 1908. This Kharifa does not
.

'
T Ar .

- - Ri
received in the Agency Office.

/
The Rawat’s last Kharita' received in this office

ijdated 26th May 1908; This Kharita together with a truncation of it was sent to the Resident
: with our. No. 328, dated' the 28th June 1908, and

.
•

,
.the Rawat was informed thp.t it had been forwarded/ 'to the ReCdeht for; disposal and he was told that all future communications on the subject

• should be made to the Resident. -.The Kharita of.the 13th June 1908 to which the Rawat refers
-- 'now, inay have beeii sent to .the Resident. =

*

35.
. Regarding the Rawat’s claim to the Rund,_Mr. Hill, has in his communication to Salumbar

V
. O • 1 W 1

dated the -14th December 1907, stated that his.
-

. ,
.

..Enolosurot^^^

;

^laimto the ^ole-Rund is absurd and declared
. '

- that he is not entitled, to the whole. In
. his notes, dated 9th 'May 1908, llr. HiU has

i
.

'
: . recorded that Salumbar’s claim to the whole

It Ml be Been from Mr. Holme’s demi-official dated.the 9th
,

October 1908, that His Highness' the Maharana has
' '

' ” now declared'the'whole Ru'nd khalsa and has issued
-Mr. Colvin when at Udaipur discussed the matter with His High-

- ness the Maharana and has recorded his views in

. . . . .
his demi-official dated 27th'"Octofe ^

Holme’s proposal on this, subj ect is contained in his demi-official dated the 1st January 1909.

^ - The:previous correspondehcc ' will be found at
-.V , ,

: Poragraphso., ..
; Serial Nos. 1 and'r/

'
'

' - ’

, ; E. M^.Kamsika,—14-1-1909. .

; \ / ; ....a
. ^

:

-

— 132 A. to G, G. K»j..
"

*
. .

'
- - -

.
. . Paragraph 22.

Rund is based on forgeries.

.
Paragraph 22.

definite orders annexing-it.
, .

.

'
;

'
'

.
“ Paragraph 27.'



36, Submitted. It is possilde tlwt the Rawat sent bis kbat of IStb June 1908 to the Eesi-

’ dent but l am asking the Abu Office to send any papers there may be in .the Vcrncular Office

about this case. - ^

... D. N., Modi,—U-1-1909. .

'

37.

38.

39 .

40 .

41 .

. G. H. Anderson,—15-1-1909.

Agent to the Governor-General. A '

' /
'

:
'

.
.

This telemram* and the representation dated tbe 9tb Januarj' 1909 below migbt'be sent
'

iii original to Resident Mewar for disposal, and

• Not on file, paragraph 32. the Rawat of Salumbar may be' informed that this

, has been done.'. ./
'

'

'

^

'

. , A. F: PiNHEY,—17-1-1909.' ^

Draft endorsement and draft letter put up.for appro'iml. t ,
I

' •

E. TV. Kamsika,—18-1-1919. 7
• - ^ '

May issue ? -

D. N. Modi,—18-.1-I909.
'

-

'
. . G. H. Anderson,—19-1-1909. "

.-.N

42 Issued to Resident, Mewar and Rawat of Salumbar, 'Nos.' Al-C.f and 42-C.,J dated
THE 20th January 1909.

Notes of an intervieto with the Rawat of Salumbar.

43. You sent two motamids to me at Rbantbalis. I would not see them—and they were.

• told to go to the Resident and make any representatio'Us^ they -wished to.' But now that I

have come to Udaipur, I shall be glad to hea'r whit you yourself have to say. .- '
. .

Question.—TTTiat do you wish -to say me.
'

Salumbar.—My Thikana is being ruined, no one will hear me. The villages Jn the Run
• are being, made Khalsa. [Produces a document gmng all his grievances.] .

. Question.—^TVhat can,you expect if you produce forged documents ?

Salumbar.—I have been given no reasons as to why they were considered forgeries.

Question.—But Mr.' Hill shews that he clearly explained- to- you all the circumstances.

You must have been told they were forgeries and on what grounds.. fs:
Salumbar.—I have not been told the reasons. If I had been told I could have proved

that they were «o< forgeries.

Question.—If you think that in the matter of the villages of the Run you havemot received

justice, why do you not petition the Darbar ? '•

' ' '''

. Salumbar.—I have done so but I never, received any reply to.my representations—only

orders. ^
'

Question.—^You -will -without h doiibt be heard and your-case is being investigated.

,

TMiat adauce did Mr. Hill give you when he last came to Udaipur. - '
,

^
Salumbar.—To rely on the Darbar I also cannot give you any better advice than this. -

jSnhun&nr.r^The Darbar -null not hear me about ihy grievances.

Question.—TTTio made Jaisamand Talao? » « ;

Salumbar.—The Darbar. '
• .

Question.—^TTTio has all along spent money on repair to the bund ?

Salumbar.—The Darbar. , ,
..

Question.—Has Salumbar ever contributed towards the maintenance? > ,7

Salumbar.—No but a former Raoji objected to the work on the bund.' '
,

7 .

Question.—^If he did so he wa's very foolish in trying to delay a work of great benefit and it

seems .that many years ago under Herbert Sahib’s advice Jodh Singh might have taken the
water of the talao on a water rate or contributed towards the repairs of the lake. This he
refused to do and now I cannot see that there isanything to combat the fact that whatever
land comes under the water of the lake is “ khalsa.” 7

Salumbar.—But the villages which I now claim were originally submerged and the -people

had to take up'land on higher ground above the level of the lake.

Question.—Perhaps villages were submerged butjiow can you say that they belonged to
Salumbar. .

Sahtmber .—They did belong and I can prove it.

You -^vill find it difficult to do so when your -credit has been shaken by the former forged
documents. Tlorcover the records of Salumbar which have been put forward by Raos them-
selves point to the fact that their submerged adilages were' not in the possession oFyour
ancc.slors when the lake was constructed. --

, f Serial No. 5. _ |
- } Destroyed;
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. r
•; Bao RaguhaW SingTi tad 'been ousted by Maharana Rai 'Singhji and it was not till after .

^
Jai. Singbji: had constructed tbe lake"that the Rarsoli Raoji .was slain and the Patta restored

to Rao Kesri Singh. This.'seemsNjo be the .true history. !•

Salimbar:— can prove that although a Patta was given to Parsoli Raoji he never occupied-

Saluinbar, and that the THikana never left the possession of Rap Raghunath Singh or Kandalj i.

:
Qiiesifoh.—IVhatever a:re the circumstances of the case how can I interfere in a'matter

'

,

: 'between.the- Darbar and a subordinate Thikana,? ).. .; ._

.
.• iSafunifter.—Government Officers have interfered on my behalf before.v

V . • ..Quesifon.—Yes ;; Government' have twice interfered. But when they did so in Pjiddum .

-• Singh’s'time the whole country was in a statemf disturbance and Colonel Tod was sent to

'.restore .order and' ;the policy of ^Government was not then what it is no-w. 'Jn Kesri

, Singh's time the Thakurs were, in' revolt against the P'arbar and the Darbar himself asked us
to settle his differences with tie Darbar. But the attempt was unsuccessful and in the present

instance the conditions are quite differehti
'

' It was not in either instance a case of a dispute between a Single Thakur and thcDarbar ^

as in your case end sq without His Highness expressing a wish, we cannot interfere.

. -You must trust to the Darbar aiid be patient.^ Any proo| you have you must produce: .

to the Darbar: /
’ ' -

1 G. H. Anderson,

—

22-1-1909.

'

"I explained the purport of this interview to His Highness the Maharana. 'He was quite

: satisfied with all I had said to Salumbar and promised to let him have the reasons for his

decision'in the Run case.'*

A. P. PiNHEY,—22-2-d909.

yi c ' ' ' '
’ ^

^^o.'Fbom the Rawat'of SaLumbae,' Hindikhat, dated the 21st December 1908 (receiyed Serial No. 6
" ;

.

'
'

: 3rd January) 1909.' '

'

.

'

/•'•r '

. ^
Regarding Rund village. ' /

46, • Am abstract translation is prepared and attached .to the Khat.
- ^ For orders.

V';'
:

- .B: V.i7-3-D1910r ,,

47. hir. Col-vin last saw the file before going bn leave at paragraph .27. Our last.letter to the

Resident is that of this day last, year at paragraph 31.
'

'\Ve have ho-record "of the outcome if

the enquiry proposed hy'Mi. Holme in his private letter.of January Ist, 1909, at paragraph 30.

'
^ ;

This we may ascertain and should record, when we meet the Resident this month. Meanwhile

we need not reply to the Rawat. ''

, ,

V .

'
- H. Wilkinson,—6-1-1909.

: Agent todhe Governor-General. ^
_

48. '•From'the Rawat of Salumbar, No. 29, dated the 8th January 1910. Serial No. 7 --

‘ Submits ftinted 'pagers, solving the main points of the Jjgisamand Rund Boundary case.

49. This may wait-till I have been to-ljdaipur. I put below a note of my interview to-day

wdth the" Rawat. . . .

50. (Sarm.—Interview with the Rawat of Salumbar. -
.

'1 E.- G. Colvin,-^20-1-1910;-

. After a short conversation on general subjects, the talk inevitably came round to the Jaisa-

vnmhd'Rimd.- V
- '

. / ^
_

The Rawat began to talk of-the hardship occasioned by the recent order making the land

below, the “ Elephant’s feet ’’ contour of the lake all khalsa. I said he had already sent me a

petition oh the subject which by the way should have come through the Resident that I thought
' he was un-wise in sending me that petition or in talking, to me about the case on the present

bccasioh. He replied that he, had ho other resource that'he had appUed to His Highness.the

Maharana but no_petitiohs now sent by hirh were 'accepted 'by the Mehkmakhas. Mr. Hill

had udvised him to submit on the question of the Matainpursi, saying that this would smooth

the way for a satisfactory ,settlemeht of all his other troubles ; that he had done so, at great

-,expehshof “Tzzat,”
,
What -was the,result 1 His “ Talwar Bandhi was still not done; the

rund -wad 'ahnbst entirely takeh frorh hirn ; and none of ffis -other grievances had been

redressed oh the contrary, iris troubles had ihcreased in every way.
,

,

I said that the reason, -was that he had notshe-wn real submission to the Darbar
;
that the

-Maharana knew that he wished to get round his orders and no doubt.knew of the recent petition-

he had just sent me. This Avas not the wayto gain.his good -will or become, on good terihs with

V



him 'i^cn he showed a real spirit of submission, he might.hope for land treatment, hut I

did not think he was on the right road at present. I reminded him of Lord Mintos speech -

a Udaipu^Tnd said that this was a matter of internal policy, as to the ]u^ice of which tavo .

vieu-s wL quite possible-e.^., Mr. Hill’s view-and that it was most unlikely that either the

Agint to the Govemor-GenLl . or the Government of .
India could, im the circumstances

inteiwenc^^ke^
me to see some papers showing how his authority^^th his own suW^^^

Jagirdars had been ruined by the treatment he was recemng. I declined to look^at any

nS saying this interview was no time for the production ^of such papers. -He ^asked me

to ^ see Captain Cobbe’s khattri letter. He had been accused, of submitting false documents

but this at any rate was genuine. ^ I declined to look at it ^^ying this-was.no time for going

’
into evidence. Finally he begged me to consider his case saying that he^ad sufiered over the

^

Eund a loss of E 50,000 and that his people.were hkely to die of ^hunger.
^

I said that

they would still be able to cultivate the khalsa lands but he replied that they .could not

afford .to pay the water tax demanded by the Darbar and also pay-their rents tahun. I said,

if they were wise, they would pay 'the water , tax.

E. G. Colvin,—20-1-1910.

61, I spoke to-day to His Highness the Maharana about that portion pf .the Saluihbar case,

which concern the Jaisamand Rund. . •
. V ; i

I reminded His Highness of the conversation we had held on-27th October 1908,. in.which

I expressed my doubts, as to vdiether the Kuna..

Paragraphs?. area to be accorded to Salumbar and other Jagir-

dars under orders which His Highness intended to issue modifying the origi^l orders of con-,

fiscation would leave to them a really fair and equitable proportion of the Kund area. His

Highness had then said that a survey was to-be made and' that he would consider the, results

carefully and whether they were fair and equitable.

I understood that modifying orders on the lines intended, t.e., according to the areas which

his Jagirdars had themselves reported as belonging to them had. been issued^ in 1^09,.

but the Agent to the Governor-General had not received any letter showing the efiect of t^se

orders, t.e., what areas it left vuth the Jagirdars or what areas it took away from them. .Ihe-

only information I had on this point was such as I bad picked up Hpm representations, made

by Salumbar and others during my recent tour. ^ y
’

-1.;- . ; _ .

-

I was bound to say that the doubt I felt in 1908 was still in my mind; and that as I .djd,

not wish to harbour' any such feeling, I frankly,^ked His Highness, if p6s^le, tp remwe it.

I was quite aware that Hia Highness might regard this question between himself am Smumbat as

an internal matter, outside our political dealings, one therefore, in the terms, of ILs Excellency

the Viceroy’s speech at Udaipur with which His Highness was quite competent to.deal unaided }'

also that there might very possibly be two views of the matter, ns was shewn by the faCT that

the late Resident Mr, -Hill considered the action which His .Highness had t.^en as petfectiy

fair and equitable. '
. ....

Still I regarded the' matter as one on which I might-be called on to give an opimon, and 1

could scarcely disregard the old history of the casej the constant petitions which,I received from

Salumbar and other Jagirdars concerned and even thOugh I might not and .prpbably .should

not regard it as a case in which ray interferencewas required, still I did wish to be able to say

whether or no I could fully support His Highness’ action. ' _ _ _ ^
The year Sambat 1932 was a year in which the lake was unusually full; the papers,! had;

seen (I could not ans'wer for their accuracy) seemed to show that lands belonging to each village

could not be surveyed in Sambat 1932 because they were under water ; I had not seen any evi-

dence to show that the Rund areas in Jagir villages of Jaisamand were ever m the possession

of the State and treated as khalsa ; on the contrary.^he Jagirjvillages seenp to have had possession

of all the fund below them for a very great number of years they are how to loose everything

cxcepfabout 234 bighns, below, the contour line of the Elephant’s feet. But the elephSjnt a

feet are almost on a level with the weir, and therefore the jagir viUages will practically lose

all the area submerged when the lake' is quite full t’.c., they ivill' lose' the whole of their rand

except 234 bighas.
' - ' .: '

;
‘ it « V' V'.i.

His Highness, said he would have a statement made showing me exactly the enect or the

decision, and generally his reasons for thinking that decision fair and equitable. He said he

quite understood my reasons for speaking and was glad that I 'had 'told him all that was in my

mind. 'He wished to satisfy rne, I thanked His Highness warmly and said I would await his

promised statement. . -
.

- r-
- • -

- ; E. 6. Colvin. \ ^

62. I had a conversation with His Highness the' Maharana on January 28th, of which I; haye

rccordwl a note but I think Mr. Holme did the same and Thaye m.'itteh to him to ask,for a copy

of his note.
. »

'

' /L . .
- -

Await his reply. V
•

.
; :

. E. G.. CoLVIK^-l-2rl9lO.. . ^ :



\ -Sr- . .

-’

.

53. " Serial No. 8

c ,
: ^ ^;

' iMiniating i^ objections to the Rund casetp the Mewar Durbar.

^ 54. j
Reply that I am glad to hear he has submitted his objections to the Darbar. It is

.
just

impossible for rue to issue anyiirdefs of injunction as he desire^^ ..

E. G. CptviN,—7.-2-1920.

risSUED LETTER DATED THE IOtH FEBRUARY 1910. Serial No. 9

L 56. Demi-official- LETTER from A. T. Holme, Esq., I.C.S., Resident, Me-war, to the Hon’ble *
-

^ G. Colvin,' C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana,
; —•

.

' '

. .
•

.
In continuatioh.of naj' demi-official letter of 10th Pebnlary 1910, 1 enclose a copy of the note

regarding the 'Jaisamand Rnnd.
l?y bie, after speaking to you about it the same evening that the conversa-

-
...tioh took place, ran thus .^. . . . .and how- muph land belo-w the line teas now htid under that

.
dedsibh to be hhalsa . . . .^.

..” It has since struck me, hevv^ever, that it -would not be possible

.

jb practice for anyone to ascertain how much land below the
“
elephant feet level ” has become

' bhalsaTinder the decision arrived at in this case by the Mewar Darbar. That is to say, a fignre
-^linot Im given which WiU.hold good for each and every year : it would be of course possible

A
to make an annual measurement, say, in the hot; weather months, and to give the resulting

' figure for that particular year. Assuming, as I think one may, that there has in the past been
•_

;

do-wnward limit, except that created by the waters of the lake, -to the extent of land which
.
bas''annually come under cultivation, as those waters receded, by the tenants of the Run jagir-

-

. ,
dars in the -village's belonging to those Jagirdars, it follows that the area of land below the

: :
j;‘' ,‘\elephant feet level hitherto cultivated by^such tenants, bnt now declared to be khalsa

A
'

.
carmot be. a constant quantity. That .area must vary" from year to year in direct proportion

£ with the distance between the “ elephant feet level” line and the ultimate level of the lake
) -water at the time of year when any further sowing of crops becomes impossible, and'it also

.' 'depends on the greater or less obtuseness of the angle formed by the shel-ving shore of the lake
^ ”

'yutK.the surface, of the receding water.
'

.- For example, this year the lake water towards the end of January was level with the feet

. .
of the stone elephants on the dam and the area of cultivated or culturable land which has become

,

‘ khalsaUnder the Darbar’s decisiofl appeared then to be practically nil

,

whereas last year the
' level ofAthe lake at the same time Of year -w:as perhaps 16 feet lower, and hundreds of acre's

in the jagir^ Village^, especially on the northern banks of the Jaisamand -i\ffiere the Slope of the

v: •: shore.ls a gradual one, were then under cultivation below 'the “ elephant feet level,” and that

.
potential cultivation of some future year has now all become khalsa.

In-these circumstances I thought it would be safer to ascertain what the Maharana’s recollec-

.
tion of the conversation was, before sending on the note to you. His Highness has told me that /r>

it would'be' impossible for him to ascertain how much land below the, ” elephant feet level ”- *'*

-

”
, has becqme khalsa, but that he would find out what area of land of each kind above that level

.
W.the Jagirdafs still retaibed possession of in their villages under the Rund decision and he would

t •
-^ also state-how niuch land they were entitled to receive, below the elephant, feet level, as'the

^ A equivalent of ;the “ run sirma,” “ run pani men,” “ rub parat kabil zaraat,” and “ kura run
'. men ’’-entries in the Goshwara or suinmary of the survey papers of Sambat 1932.

- amended, the note, substituting for “ and how much land

V -.below -the line was now held under that decision toRekhalsa. andThowmuch
.;. v' dand below the line they were to get under the Goshwara of the Sambat 1932 survey

A A.
.
papers A i ; . ,

-

. , ;
•

'
'

-

'A A On January 28th, 1910 the Maharana, in conversation with Mr. CoUdn (Agent to the

Govembr-General) stated that he would find out how much land of every kind the Jaisamand

Rubd Jagirdars would now get,under the Hathipaon h'ne decision, a^bve that line, and how
much land below the line they were.to- get. under the Goshwara of the Sambat 1932 survey

•papers, andAwouli's'ehd.a notetothe Resident showihg Whytn his opinion the decision arrived

at byVMm was one which -was fair to the Jagirdars.

57v DEMi-OFETciAL; LETTER FEOM THE Hon’bLE Mr. B. G. COLVIN, C.S.I., I.C.S.', AgENT TO THE
A A Governor-General, Rajputana, to A; T. .Holme, Esq., I.C.S. ,

RESibENT, Mewar„
'‘A A DATED^AJMEE, THE 5th/March 1910.

'

A: A
. Y.Ours .of 25th Fcb;niary J"® the Salumbur run.

:
A

_ :
132 A. to G. GhKaj.; ...... _ . .

"
• •



- ‘ 18 .

,

I 3l=o made a note of the conversation at Udaipur on this subject, and as it has nohbeen

modified in anv way since that time, it may I think be taken to represent the purport of what

His Hif’hness said at least as correctly as yours. It runs lis follows
> .,

“ His Highness said he would have a statement made showing me exactly, the effect of the .

decision, and generally his reasons for thinking that decision fair and equitable. He said he

quite understood my reasons for speaking and was glad that I had toU Iiim all that was in

niv mind. He wished to satisfy me."
. tt. i

" t - j. i

I understand how that, as a result of your reference to His Highness on.the point, he pro-
,

poses to send me only figures to show how much land the jagirdars will get above the Hathi-

paon line and how much land below that line they "were to get under the Goshwarh of the sapibat

1932 papers.
.

'

.. . , si. i

But these figures approximately are known to you and me already, and . they cannot have

any real effect on the question wliich is troubling me, and which I think tfully explaihed.;to

Hi's Highness, viz'., how much land approximately "will the jagirdars lose by this- decision. Of

course the quantity must vaiy, as always in such cases, with the level ohthe lake,, but I hoped

it would be possible to get some figures as tojihe aniount. of cultivation done in an ordinary

vear below the Hathipaon by the jagirdars, and a rough idea as to the proportion which the

fluctuating cultivation which the jagirdars are losing bears to their total cultivation in each

villflgC."
' * *

’
4

'
:

~ *

If His Highness really wishes to satisfy me, and I feel sure he,.does, he will give me not.

merely these unsatisfactory figures that are proposed, but figures and arguments to prove a

-

general justification of his proceedings in the matter. That is what.I believe he sajdhe "would do.

58 ,
Dejii-officiai, letter from the Hox’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.L, .I.'C.S.,-Agent to' the

Governor-General, EjUputana, to A. -T. Holme, Esq., I.C.S.,- Kesident, Meivar,

DATED Ajmer, the 6'fh March 1910. *
' _

'

In continuation of my letter of yesterday about the Salumbar Bund case, I "write to say

that of course you "will not put the matter to the
Paragraphs?. Maharana so as to let him think there is any .

' doubt or misunderstanding as to the purport of our talk at Udaipur but- at" the same' time

explain to him, as I have explained to you, the sort of, information which you think- 1 require

in order to arrive at a clear agreement with or acceptance of liis own "view of the"^ matter.
"

69, Demi-officul letter from a. T. Holme, Esq., I.C.S., Resident, Mewab, to the Hon’ble

, Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana,

No. 95, DATED UdAIPHR, THE IOtH MaROH 1910. "

>

Please refer "to your demi-official detter of

Paragraph 53,. . March 5th, 1910, about the Salumbar Run ques-

tion.
'

•
.

•

'

'

I am very sorry that I did not make it clear, in the.paragraph of my demi-official letter

of 25th February beginning “in these circumstances,” that in addition to the two tables of

figures for land above and land below the “ Hathipaon ” line' which the Jlaharana intends

to have prepared. His Highness also means to -send a note -explaining why the decision

arrived at in the case seems to him to be a fair one. The last part of my note on the conversa-

tion runs ‘“and would send a note to the Resident showing .why in his opinion the decision

arrived at by him was one which was fair to the Jagirdarh.” Your note bh this point is to

much the same effect, cfs.:— - '
- "

.

“ His Highness said he would have a statement made showing me . . ...... .

.

generally

his reasons for thinking that decision fair iWd equitable.” Had the Maharana now intended,

ns is not the case, to omit sending the note or statement referred to in thelast words of ihy note

on the conversation, I should certainly have dra-wn your attention to this point ih my letter of

25th Februnrj'. But I quite see tffiit I ought to "have expkin this more carefiilly in the

paragraph beginning “ in these circumstances’.” The note: of the conveibation rVhich accom-

panied my letter of 25th February has been accepte’d by the Maharana, and you may be .quite

feure that he will cnity it out in its entirety, to the best of bib ability," . .

-

IVhat I was afraid of, and this was my only reason for referring to His Highness before

• sending on to you my note on the" conversation "was that through some verbalmisunderstandihgi

either on the part of the Slahamna or of myself, you should hav'e.beenled to think that he.had
promised to do s.omething which in point of fact, as it seemed and still secrhs tome, he cbiild not

ca rn' out. ' I happened to see the iffaharana’s Private Secretary on the Sth ihstant, and I again

prc.sscd him as to whether it would be in any way possible for a statenieht to be given showing

what the amount of cultivation 'was, below the Hathipaon line, in the Jagirdars’ villages in

an ordinary year. Pand"'tGopinath replied that itwas quite impossible. If measurements had
been inridc of such cultivation, during the past 10 years or so, it Would of course be' possible"to

obtain on average figure. But so far as I know the only measurement of such cultivation evQT



made TOS^]iat_undertaken by Colone Herbert’s orders in and £Oon:;after Hambati932. ' The
ake ^was then full and t^ cannot have been- rnUcb cultivation below the present Hathipaon

- ' line (which bne bad oLcourse not been^thougbt of in those 'days),(and the Jagirddrs allege, as
stated to the. Raj surveyors that the rest of their cllltivation

was under water and would‘ be measured ,on emerging. It would be impossible at the present
'

timebo ascertain which of the' cultivation rpeasured and recorded in and aboufSambat 1932
was .above and;^hich below the -Hathipaon line, 'men Mr. Wakefield’s contourbiap of the :

. Jaisamand lake was,prepared in 190d^^ it; I believe/ only the fields immediately
'

_ qboye and. immediately below the Hathipaon brie.. There are probably.area details available
for as much lam as was .plotted on that map, or if the details are not available they could now
be worked out from the ,mapj' but they, would; by no mean's,give the whole of the cultivation

-

below the Hathipaon line, even for the single year 1907-08 when the map was beirig made.
.(For these reasons I must still mainfaiii that it is impossible for the Maharana to give figures

on which any reliance can be placed showing how much cultivation the Jagirdars may be held
,fo have lost, by reason of such cultivation lying below the artificial -Hathipaon line. If only

measurements, were asked for, the estimate made on behalf
” a v?ry small one, just as the Jagirdars’ estimate/if they, were

-
,,^®ked for one, would err in the direction of being-far too large. In neither case could we in any
Miay satisfy,ourselves as to the accuracy of such estimates. "

, ;

*
'

.
' AsJor the extent of the land o6ore the Hathipaon line, which Remains in the' Jagirdars’

^ possession, this will teke some time to ascertain. In 3’-our letter to which this is a reply you
sayyunless I have misunde^ood to which figures you refer, that the figures'both for the land

- ; . aboye the^Hafhipadn line, and for the land below that line to be awarded as the equivalent

:

ofif’bs-sbfyies in the Goshwara of the Sambat 1932 papers, are known approximately to you and
Ip® The- entries in the-(ioshwara'of the Sambat 1932 papers'^'are certainly known*'

- to me ind are in my file, and it will not serve any practical purpose for the Maharana to detail
thein again in carrying out what be thought he undertook to do in the conversation with you

.

^ dh January last. ; But the figures for the land above the Hathipaon-line in the Jagirdars’ villages

.

8^0 pot known tome at all with the;exception of the various areas outside the actual run which “

.
' ,

-- pere measured and .recorded in Sambat 1932 as deriving advantage from the lake water in some
"

'

-i
'way or other; * The j;agirdars have consfyntly asserted to me that if the land below the Hathi-

i
pabn linebe taken away, their -villages will be left ivith practically nothing but stony and almost

'A''.;; v! °P the other hand, said to me on my’ return from Jaisamand
•

;
,
..-last Januar}’’, that I must .have notice.d that there was a great deal of excellent caltivation in

; V the -Jagirdars’ villages even thigyear when everything below the Hathipaon line was under
i
/

' ' wafyr. As the result of a detailed .survey of the land above the Hathipaon line -which, as I have
..said, wiirtake time, a set of figures' will be forthcoming which will probably more or less support

y ., , .
the Mahprana’s view that the Jagirdars are not as badly hit as they try to make out. -If you

.
:8till consider, as I infer from your letter of 5th March, that these figures will not be of any real

.
use to you, and if you accept the Maharana’s aniyny view that no reliable figures can be forth-

'

. coming in regard to the cultivation below the Hathipaon line, then it would perhaps be as well
-t ; . to ask thb -Maharana to content himself with sending the note explaining in detail his reasons

'

; :
(for thinking that, his decision is a fair and equitable.^ne, and not to have a survey made at all

- ./.bf-^thb Jagir, lands above the Hathipaon line, which survey will probably be interpreted by the

.
Jagirdars as the prelude to some further act of aggression, as they think, on the part of, the

: Darbar;A
; y .. , v

; (

'
'

SO ; Demi-official LETTER PEOM the Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the
^ Rajputana, to A. T. Holme, Esq., B0;S, 'Resident, . Mewar,

1910. -

'
/ . Your letter demi-official No. 95, dated ,10th instant about the Salumbar Run.- lam

:

'

y®iy glad to hear 'that His Highness has the.

- .

' intention -of tending in a note shoiving.why-th'e

' ( decision about the Rurbis fair to the jagirdars generally. I did'not understand this from your
-pteviouS'letter. .

'
;

^

' 2'.' I certainly, do not think it is worth the trouble to have a suri'-ey made of the entire area

of the jagirdars’ villages above, the Hathipaon.' This would; take, a long-time, and would

- . certainly cause unnecessary excitement among the jagirdars.. I should have thought it was
. posable :to:get from"villagejiapers and from such surveys as have been made in the past an

approximate ideaT of the .incorae from Run lands in each village, compared with the ,total

income. The patwariesj, or whatever village officials correspond to the patwaries, could pro'-

bablyigiye a fairly accurate idea, if they could be --trusted to. tell the’ truth. The lands .were

• ''tinder Darbar managemenbbefdre, were, they not ?

’ £ >-Gould- not, papers be found of that period, showing " Run.” area and total area ? I feel

that there ought .to be fairly good evidence available on thb point, 'without going to the trouble,

.

' expense apd'woriy of a fresh. survey, -
'

.

*'
„

-



20

You mar tell the -Maharana that I do not want liim to undcrtahc such a survey /)n mv_

account. The note he has promised will suffice; supported if possible, by evidence bearing on
^

the question of the Eun area-compared u-ith the totalJagir area in the Rund.\ullages.
. ;

3. I thoucht that the 1932 survey showed pretty wdl all the land m these villages which

was above water at that timer ,
. ^

'
•

, .

“
./

61. From the Rawat of S.alu.^ar, No. 53, d-ited the 19th JIarch 1910.^ ;
Serial No. ,10

'submits his representations regarding Customs and Salt eompensation, {2) his right to Sosinh Xj;.
villages, and the -village of Para, certain miscellaneous rights and privileges of the ,

Sahimbar Thilcana.

62.

63.

Ivindly see Serial No. 7 and note of Agent to the Governor-General’s interview with
*

. the Rawat on 20th January 1910. The represent-

ParagraphSO. ations of the Rawat refer, to matters relating :

to internal administration with which it is perhaps not necessary to interfere but Agent ^to the

Governor-General may wish to discuss the matters with the Resident when he meets him next.

A^ D. S.,—5-5-1910. ^
, -

;
-

•

Yc9 .
might remind the Resident demi-officially.

E G. Cocvis. ^-ith reference to Agent to'the Governor-General’s
• Paragraph CO aapra.

^ demi-official letter’'" of March 14th, 1910. ' -

The petitions which we have received from the Rawat should have come through the

Resident and they might perhaps be sent to the Resident for submission with his remarks.

Agent to the Governor-General.

R. E. EroLL^ND,—13-5-1910.

gA The earlier file should have been put up with this. I think both.Mr. Hill and Mr; Holme
" have recorded their views as regards part I of the petitioner’s complaints. , '

^
^

Send parts II, III, r\^ and V as proposed and also part I .if Mr. Holme’sview is npt on

record, .

'
'

.

-

. ^ • E. 6 .- Colvin,—15-5-1910.

65.

66 .

Paragraphs 22 and 30.

Drafts to Resident, Mewar, submitted

A. D. S„—17-5-1910.

• Mr. Hill and Mr. Holme have ' both recorded

their -^ews on the’Jaisamand Rund case. -

.

/
'

67. The Resident does not seem to have had an opportunity of remarking specifically, on Part

L It had better be included in the endorsement. '
-

R. E. Holland,—18-5-1910.

68. Issued No. 131-C., DATED THE 21st May 1910.

r

Serial No. 11'

69. Deot-official letter from a. T. Holme, Esq., I.C.S., Resident, Mewar, to the Hon’ble

Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana,

No, 159, DATED THE 25th May 1910. '

, ,

'

•

^

Holland has sent me a reminder ^about ex-

Paragraph 60. pediting my reply to your demi-official letter of
'

' 14th March 1910 about the Salumbai- Rund.

I had a talk with the Maharana very shortly after that letter was received. . The note he
~

has promised to send you is not yet ready, and I think it will be some- time before it is com-

pleted. His Highness wishes to have a sunmy made of the upland portion (r.e., above the Hathi-

paon line) of the Jagirdars’ run villages. I told him that you did not want him to undertake such

'

a suivcy on your account, but he replied that he.himself required the survey for the purpose
,

of checking the statements of areas prepared in Sambat 1932, when a survey was made by order

of Colonel' Herbert, the then Resident. '

\
'

Tlie JIaharana does not think it is possible, to obtain any reliable estimate of the income

from run lands in the past in each village compared with the total income; None of the villages
'

has been under Darbar management since Maharana Sarup Singh’s time (1842—61). There is

a'“ pnrgnnn-bahi ” prepared in Maharana Bhim Singh’s time (1778—1828) which gives the

total income of the villages, but the Maharana says it is < inaccurate. :

The officials who correspond to Patwaris are all servants of the Jagirdars and their state-
'

meUts and figures, if they were to be examined, could not he relied on. X '

Tlie suiA'cy of Sambat 1932 is the only one, except Mr. Wakefield’s contour survey, which
has ever been made of the run and its adjacent villages.

-
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'v

The level of the lake at tlie time of the Samhat 1932 survey does not correspond with the
Hathipabh level. Therefore it is not possible to say how much of the land - then classified
^uhder such heads as. “^sirma on river,” " renth on lake;” ;“.run sirma,” etc., is how left above
the-Hathipaon line and how much has become khalsa by r&son of lying below the Hathipaon

'
liiie. It is, J ' think, certain that “the taftoZe area of land classed as ‘-‘ sirma on river,” “ renth
on lake,

. run sirma ” etc., which at first sight seem to be purely run lands, is not now (since

I;-'
hlaharana’s ordera were issued declaring the lan'ds below the Hathipaon line to belong to

i'.

Darbar) either in the possession of the Jagirdars or in the possession o£the Darbar::. What
i ,

of such lands the Jagirdars still possess and what proportion they have, lost I see
; - . hojneans of determining, though the survey of land above the Hathipaon linewhich His Highness

'

'

'
,
.has Ordered to be made may perhaps give a solution, if the resulting figures be compared with

6i the.Sambat 1932 mryey. Even then it will be oped to the Jagirdars to complain that
if comparison had been ma^e with a dry year instead of a wet one like Samhat 1932 their losses

> , The Maharana has sent me a copy' of the general order issued by him in August 1909, on
•

' ,

the, matters at issuebetween the-Darbar and Salumbar. I will send you a translation of that
.

- ^
order now if you -wish, or, if you prefer it, it may accompany the Maharana’s note' which will
eventually be submitted to you. * f -v

^ Please reply thah I think it would be qonvenient to have a copy of the order now, together

i e with any remarks which Resident may wish to offer upon it.

_
: ,

• '
a. E. G. CoLvm,—8-6-1910.

571. ' Draft submitted.
'

'

•(;. ... '
.

' - '

' 55 A.:D - 1

5 5 Letter'FBO.M the Rawat of Saeumbar, No. 60, dated the 1st Jdne 1910.

'
' Brings.lo notice certain grievances aganist the MewarBarhar.

5 ,73. Ask Resident to include the points now raised when forwarding the general memorial.

>
. , E. 6. Colvin,—8-6-1910. .

'

55 74.:-i. Draft endorsement submitted. ’
-

.

^

:

.-V L

'* 5'
/ A, D,.S;,--10-6-1910.

^ ^

. - 75 , ,• May issue .?
' I venture tq think that it would be better if Mr. Holme made officially such

communications as that contained in h's last demi-official letter.

5 - : 5 .
^ .'Agent to the Goyernof-Geheral.

R. E. Holland,'—11-6-1910.

76.

Forward to Resident for such action as he may deem proper with the request that these

.
;

complaints also may beMealt with inthe reply to this office endorsement No. 131-C., dated the

•21st May 1910. .. . ,

"Wben I wrote my order of 8th June 1910 on Mr. Hohne’s demi-official dated 25th May,
5 ' I had forgotten that the above endorsement had issued. Instead of the re^ly proposed will

- F.'A. please issue the draft demi-official below.

, .5 v 5 . u5 ;
,'5

.

'

' E. G. Colvin,—12-6-1910.

77. Demi-official letter from the Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colihn, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the

5;
5 - Governor-General,' Rajpdtana, to A. T. Holme, Esq,., I.C.S., Resident, Mewar,

;
;

V dated Abu, THE 14th June 1910'.

^ , - I am desired by Mr. Colvin to acknowledge
“

5; 5
'

‘ Paragraph 69. _ ' „ receipt of your demi-official No. 159, dated 25th
“ v' V . ..

,

-
' ' May about the Salumbar Run.

'

'
.

' Mr. Colvin will await the note the Maharana proposes to send him. He trusts that this

,

' will not have to await the result of the detailed survey, which is apparently kindh’" undertaken.. - -

^Mr. Colvin Tvilf be glad to receive a translation of-the general order issued by the Maharana

in August 1909 with the report called for in this -office endorsement No. 131-C., dated 21st
' May 1910.: , 5/^^;5 . .

'

-
.

78. ''5. 5“ From toe Hesid^ 374r, dated the 1st December 1910.
, ^ No. 12

/ Beturjxs ivitli re'portrefresentatigns 'parts l, II, III, TV and, V submitted by the Raivat of Salumbar.

'79.5:'“ Submitted to Agent to the Governor-General as verbally instructed.
,5 ; 5 " '

'
:

- '
^

^

^
. 5 R.5E). Holland,—22-3-1911.

,,/5 .132'a. to-G. G.'RajV :::, 5-; 5 -5' '- 5
:

-
:

:
•

,



80. • Despatch demi-official below to Mr. Holme at bnce. The draft on the file may wait until

Mr. Holme's reply is received.
.

'

The closed' letter to Mr. Holland’s address to be kept with the file.

E. G. Colvin;—5-4-19li. •

;

'

81. DEMi-ornciAL letter from the Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the,

C:OVFJ?NOR-GENERiU., EaJPLTANA, TO A. T. HoLME, EsQ., I'C.S., RESIDENT/^ MeWAR,

DATED Ajmer, the 5th April 1911. •
.

Could you kindly give me the following information, in connection wnth the Jaisamand

Rund case:— • '
. ‘

^

. 1. Was Sambat 1932 a year in which the Jaisamand Lake was full. I mpanJiad the rains

been below or above the normal ?
.

^

2. Was there any jagir area in the land submerged by the Udaisagur ? If so, names' of

-

the jagirdars. '
,

- '
-

3. Same information for Rajsamand. .

'

4. What wore the dates of the following events :—
_

.

'

(a) Original grant of Salumbar patta. ,i, ; .

(h) Acquisition of Salumbar by the Parsoli family of Chohan Rajputs.

(c) Relinquishment of Salumbar by the Parsoli family of Chohan Rajputs. ,

11 Is it admitted that land and villages belonging to Salumbar were submerged in the

Jaisamand lake, when the dam was built ? '

, _

P. S .—^Kindly let me have a very early answer on these points. I do not think that' any

reference to the Darbar is required. You can probably get all the information from your

record. . ,

,

82- Demi-official letter from A. T. Holme, Esq.-, I.C.S., Resident,- Mewar, to the

Hon’ble Mr. .E. G. Colvin, ' C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the' Governor-General,

R,up0tana, No. 112, dated Ud/UPUR, the 8th April 1911. .

1 , Will you kindly refer to your demi-official
Parngrapl. 81

. letter of 'April 5th, d911
;

The following answers to your questions are given without my having made any reference

to the Mewar Darbar or any Darbar officials, so the Darbar cannot be held responsible for any.

inaccuracies in those answers:— .

- -
,

(1) Sambat 1932=A. D.'' 1875-76 was a year of very heavy rainfall.- The Jaisamand

lake was full and threatened to burst its dam. "Vide “-Selections from the records

of the Government of India, Foreign Departmenf^Volum'e' No. CXXIX", Report

on the Political Administration of the Rajputaha States, 1875-76,” pages 39 to

42 .

(2) lyhen I was discussing the case last year with the Maharana’s Private Secretary I

was told that it wa$ thought that there was a Shahpura village which had been

submerged when the Udai Sagar was constructed and 'that, notwithstanding

this, Shahpura while possessing all the uplaiid parts of that village held none of

the run. lands thereof. Afterwards I was told that further inquiry had sliov-n

that the lands of this Shahpura village were separated from the Udaisagur lake

by ah Intervening khalsa village, and that therefore it was not possible to quote

the case of that Shahpura village as being parallel with that of the Salurabaf;'

villages on the shores of the Jaisamand lake. The answer to your .question is',

therefore that as far as I know there was no jagir area in the land submerged

by the Udaisagur. ^Of course it is quite possible that there was some such jagir

area wh'en the Udaisagur was made and that the Jagirdars were at the time

.given other land in exchange somewhere else in Mewar. In those, days Jagirs

were shifted about much more than is the case now-a-days. .

(3) hs far as T know, Bhana village now belonging to the Rawat of Asind is a case in

point. I think it is probable that a part of the lands of village Bhana was 'sub-

merged when the 'Raj Samand, lake was built. Asind is a comparatively recent

creation (about A. D. 1818, vide the Ersldne Gazetteer of Mew'ar, page 89) and

who owned Bhana when the Raj Samand was constructed I cannot say. It may
have been either khalsa or jagir, for all that I know.' - 1

Apart from Bhana I know of no jagir area which was probably submerged by the

construction of. the Raj Samand lake.

4((() The original grant to Chondaji ancestor. of the Rawat of Salumbar must have been

given about the end of the 14th or the beginning of the 15th' centiiiw {vide the

Erskine Gazetteer, paces 16 and 17).' MTien the Salumbar estate as such first

came into the possession of the family I do not.know for certain. The present
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'Rawaf of Saliimbar States {vide printed papers of 1908, page 28, last paragraph
that the. famUy first acquired possessionWf Salumbar in the time of Rawat

;
~ Kishan Das, the fifth in succession to Chondaji. Whether this is- correct "or

not I cannot say^thout enquiry.
.

' '

4(6) A*. D. 1668 (uide printed pap'ers of 1908, page 41, paragraph' 15) ;
“ about the year

. 1670. A. D.” (fide my detailed, report of 1910, section 64). A '

:4(cj A. D. 1692 (zudepriiited papers of 1908, page 41, paragraph 15). ;

'

(5) ;! think it is admitted by the Mewar Datbar that lands belonging to Salumbar (which
was at the time -in the possession, of Parsoli and not of the Chondawat faniilv ^

c«_t 1. -- ?':i . ?• \ •
ii • T • .1 T •

*

the

:rom whom the present Eawat of Salumbar inherits) were subinerged in the Jaisa-

- mahd lake when the dam was built (vide my detailed report of 1910, section 67).

I intend to make oyer charge to Kaye on the morning of April 24th and to leave Udaipur
same day.' - h ' ' ^ .

83. Submitted.

R. E. Holland,—19-4-1911.

84. T'ELK'gEAM FROJI 'THE A.GENT to THE' GoVERNOK-GeNERAL, "RaJPUTANA, TO THE RESIDENT,
v. v ,'

. . . Mewar, DATED THE 21st April“1911. -
.

.Your demi-officiar dated 8th April.; Please refer to your private demi-ofiiciM letter
'

. to Pinhey, dated January . 1st, 1909.
,

' '

- : W® seem, to have no papers showing result of ybur proposed visit to Jaisamand for purpose
^ bf.examining.land:bel6w Salurgbar villages and demarcating Salumbar run lands.

_
: .T Kindly, send report on tkis point before leaving Udaipur. ' '

85..Telegram -FROJi THE -Resident, Mewar, to the Hon’ble the Agent 1*0 the Governor-
'

.

' General, Rajputana, No. 124, dated the 22nd April 1911. .f .

— Your telegram 21st April. Inspection of all Rund land round the Jaisamand lake was
'

- V . y made by me in January 1909 as proposed but

_
' '

non demarcation could be carried out because the

: Salnmbar and. other Jagirdars refused to send 'representatives or to take part in .proceedings

v so long as.those proceedings were based on assumption that the area of land below elephant

:. feet line which Jagirda,rs would get would be confined to that given iii (a) and (6) of Mr. Hill’s

A .note paragraph -2 of 9th May 1908 sent to you
.

• ' '
with my demi-official letter of 9th October 1908.

In the absence of Jagirdar’s., representatives demarcation woiild have been valueless. It

was always, understood by Maharana that ^denla^cation which he asked me to undertake
- would be subject to above limitation. -

*86.^;-'' Reply to telegram received. Case resubmitted.

87tf

.

Thndraft below may issue.

R. E. Holland,—24-4-1911.

E. G. Colvin,^5-4-1911.

88 .
.

Issued No. 65-P., dated the 9th May 1911.
‘

Serial Nc

89.'Confidential demi-official letter from CUlonel J. L. Kaye, Resident, Mewar, to

-
- t THE Hon.’'ble Mr. 'E. G. Colvin, C.S.I.,- I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General,

b Hajputana, DATED Udaipur, THE 22nd May 1911.
. .

Maharana came into Udaipur' froni Nahar.Magra oh the evening of the 18th and left-

' for Kumalgarh jmsterday. morning. He paid me a visit on his arrival and I called on him on

the 19th and 20th. As regards .official topics of co.nversation I could get him to discuss nothing

but the Salumbar case/ His Highness’ thoughts seem'-to run on this miatter continua:lly.-

; :
In regard to that case he asked.me to wite and enquire whether'you could not find it cbn-

- -
^
venient'to visit 'Udaipur' during the rains' and give him' an opportunity of_showing you all his

documents ' in regard to .the Rawat of Salurnbar’s claims. He said that, if he might sit with

- you for a couple of hours a day for a few days, he could convince you from his papers that he;

Avas entirelyin the right. The request.seems to be.the sahao'as His Highne’ss preferred last year,

. which was mentioned- in Holme’s confidential demi-o'fficial letter to you of the 1st August 1910.

To accede to the requesthvould, I fear, mea,n devoting several daysto the case,;as I gather

the records which the Maharana- wishes to be allowed to show you are yolumihous. ,

in ' regard to certain other pending-matters, such as extradition of accused persons to

^ other -SiateS
;
in-Rajputana, ..the Maharana sent '.his 'Private Secretary to see i me. Pandit

- - Gopinath promised me rep]ies,'in these 'cases, which I trust may come before long.
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His IligKness was very Iriendly and seemed in excellent liealtli.

atrav for about a fortnight only this time.

'it has been very hot here lately, unusually so they say.

He said he would be

<10 roxriDFVn IL LETTER FROM THE Hon’BLE MR. E.- G. COLVIX, C.S.l, I.C.S., AgENT- TO THE

* Governor-General, Kajpctaxa, to the jMaharana of Hd^upur, dated Abu, the

2GTn May 1911. .
’

.
. y t i n

I have received through Colonel Kaye Your HighnessV kind suggestion that I should

-visit Udaipur during the rains and that I sliould-give Your Highness an’ opportunity of showing

me all the documents in regard to the Rawat of .
Salumbar’s claims.

_
_

It will give me great pleasure to visit Udaipur during the coming moimoon season, and I

shall be muk obliged if Your Highness will let me know what would be the most convenient

* time for my visit. Any date after the middle of July is likely to suit me yeg,- uell and so far -

as I am concerned, I should like it to be about the 20th of that month, But I could come.

.

later if that should be more convenient to Your Highness.
-

, , i
‘

As regards the Rawat of Salumbar’s case, I hope that we may regard (he Matampursi and

the Jaisamand Riind portions as closed.^ ,In sending my report on the latter case tohhe Govern-

ment of India, I have finally decided to recommend that since Your Highness has been so con-

stantly and so closely in touch with the Resident throughout the proceedings, wnd since he

has given his full and free consent to the action which Your Highness has taken, it would

scarcely be appropriate to require a reversal of what^ias. been don^ ,I have i^ic.ited that \

my own opinion is not entirely in accordance with that of Mr. Hill or Mr- Holme m the

matter, but that I am unwilling, in all the circumstances to press my personal, opinion too

stron-dy, and I have accordingly' advised against any .
interference m the matter-

,

’ 1 sincerely trust that this will be acceptable to Your Highness and that in dealing with

the remaining complaints of the Rawat it ivill be possible for Your Highness to treat the Rawat

with such consideration as may be due to him. I shall be very glad to^go into these with Your

Hmlincss; when I come to Udaipur, and I am, .confident that we shall be able .t^.amve at

decisions in regard to these complaints, which will be fair and reasonable and acceptable to all

concerne^

e confidential, as I do not wish. my recommendations m regard to

the Jaisamand Rur.d case to be generally known, until the reply from the Gove^ent of

is received. Yet I am anxious that Y.our Highness should be acquainted- with my attitude

in the matter without further delay., I look fonvard to meeting Your Highness m July.
.

:

91. Confidential demi-official letter from the Hon’ble Mr.^E.-G. Colvin,
, ,

Agect to the Goveukor-General, Eajputana, to Colonel J. L. JIave, i.a.,.

Resident, Mewar, dated Abu, the 26th JIay 1911. y ^

.

ParngrnphSO.
’ Many thanks for your letter of 22nd instant. ..

.

I am glad to hear that you have seen the Maharana, and that your visits were of a friendly -

I^ felt sure that the Salumbar case was what was most inJHis Highness’s mind, at present.

'I think it is well that he should know ivithout delay the attitude which I have finally decided

to take in this matter. There is no doubt that his mind will be greatly relieved thereby and

that the sooner this relief is given the,better.
.

I shall be obliged therefore if you will forward to His Highness as soon, as possible the
,

letter which I now enclose. I add also a copy for your own information. It explains, as you

'will see the hint which- 1 gave in my last letter, I-feel sure that after His Highness has seen

this, we shall find him much more amenable. . _
\

92. From Fqpeign, Ho. 10G4-I.- A., dated the 24Tn (received 27th) May 1911.,
-

^

Serial No.

'

Cmvais orders on (his office leltcr 'N6. 63-P., dated the Olh May 1911, regarding Salumhar Baical’s

memorial claiming the entire Jtund lands of the Jaisamand Lake.
^

<IS Conv with copy of Agent to the Govcrnor-Gcnerars letter, may be sent to the Resident
* ’ “

. with request that he Mull inform the Rawat, that ~
.

Serial No. 13. Agent to the Governor-General is unable to inter-

fere on Iiis behalf in the matter. ^ , T. -j-
i. U rl

The Mewar Darbar may also be informed to the same effect and-Rcsident may add that

the Govenimcnt of India consider that in resuming the entire lands the Mewar Darbar have

shewn some want of consideration. •

_ , , , , i

Rc‘:idcnt mi"ht also be told that the question-of the action to be taken as regards the - . - ,

four other menionals of the Rawat will be discussed- during Agent to,the Governor-General s - .

approaching visit to Udaipur.
- ' '

' R. E.
,

Holland,-29-5-191L -

,

'

14
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Agent to the Governor-General.

. ft-

94 .: E. G. COLTOT,—31-5-1911.

95^

M.

97 ..

.
- Draft -letter ' submitted.

D.- S:,—5-6-1911. ,

; . s • ,'E.. E. HoLnAKb,—5-6-1911.

. .Issued^ No. 102;P., m the 7th June 1911.,. ... Serial 1

98; CoNFlbENTIAE DEMI-OFF^ LETTER FROM CoLONEE J. L. KaYE, I. A., RESIDENT,; MeWAR, -

f ;. . . to
;
the Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin,. C.S.L, I;C.S,, Agent to the Governor-General,

> '^Rajfutana, .DATED .Udaipur, THE 20th July 1911.' -

V With reference to .your conversations, while at Udaipur, with His Highness the Maharana,-:
'

. .

.
-

0- on the subject of the Eawat of Saluinbar, I
— .

'

enclose a copy- of a letter*, dated the 15th instant, .

from His Highness, in wh_ich he suggests that

—

'

,

-

-(a) he be permitted to remove Rawat Onat Singh frorn the administration of the Salum-

;
i-- : bar Thikana and require him to reside permanently' at Udaipur, and

; (6) that he. should ask Maharaja Sir JPartabi Singh to arbitrate on -the subject of the

resumption of the Run lands of the Jaisamand Lake.

Since ,the Teceipt~of the letterJ have had an interview mth the Maharana on the subject.

i pointed out to him that your approval of the proposal to remove Rawat Onar Singh from being

; - Rawat of Salumbar' was qualified tiy the condition that a “ haqdar ”• from the same family

; should be selected to; succeed him .and. did not .contemplate the. administration of Salumbar

' by theDarbar;and asked him to tell me frankly what his proposal really meanS.^ His Highness

< repliedithat the removal .of Onar Singh and the appointment of a successor to him as Rawat of

^ .'" Salumbar: entailed the imposition of a heavier punishment than Be wished to inflict, that his

-proposal would have hhe effect'of— , ^

, '. (ij . allowing Onar Singh to^retain the honours of Rawat and to receive a. suitable allow-

; anoeifrom the .Thikana revenues,

. H : ;
- enabling' his son, should one be born, to succeed him as Rawat on his death and of

; ^ ,
. to-reinstate Onar Singh in. administrative power over Salumbar

.

' should his future -conduct make such a concession possible,

;
-
“ He stated that he Bad no intention of confiscating tBe Thikana and that he would allow Onar

- I then asked His Highness— '
^

„ , (1) How he proposed to carry on the administration of Salumbar ? and
_

-
_

^ '

(2) AWiat steps he would take in the very possible event of Rawat Onar Singh refusing

. to obey his .order and- Come to reside at Udaipur ?

L ' /To these; -questions he replied that— • /

'

(1) He would -merely associate a Manager (Munsarim) with the Kamdars and Faujdars
'

' of Salumbar, who would generally watch'and control the adfninitotion by the

Thikana- Officials and be responsible for the fianances. A suitable allowance

.

• •
' \w6uld.be fixed fop Onar Singh and the balance of the revenue of the Thikana,

, :after paying for the adpiinistration, would be placed in deposit to the credit of

'
,

• the.pstate.- -

' The Saluinbar officials would be -allowed to consult the Rawat in regard to the administra-

'

';^ tion;of the Thikana. ; . . .. , / -

.7^;: no details' as to' how' he would proceed if compelled to use force, but*

'

i '.
: .

, the Maharana assured me that the Rawat has no armed force with which he could

and that armed rebellion need not be feared nor would the

'

. .-action taken tend to' excite the active sympathies of' other Nobles of Mewar m

^ - - -Euchls the sdieme to:vffiiCh His Highness has asked ine to obtain youi approval and sanc-

• tion There can,-rthink, be little doubt thatlif tempered hereafter with mercy and considerr

- ation, the proposal,-:to make Rawat. .Onar Singh a. political prisoner rather than Permanently

• -removAhim from his position, as one Of the Nobles of its advantages in that the

- pumshment '^may not.be of a lastmg: nature nor ^aSect the p^ of any son who may be

'

'“^^hould you sanction His Highness’ proposal for deahng -mth the undoubted insuborffina-

tionto the'Darbar of Rawat Onar SingBand should the Rawat^e mghned to dispute the D^bar s

authority byrefusing to -reside in Udaipur, a commttm'catioufcom this office informing tnm.that

the action of His Highness has your'approval -will, presumably, be effective m brmginghuu t

.
132/A. to G/ G. Eajt.. -;;

'



obediencersince Lis insubordination is probaWy^baseaWy on a

fPp Daibar and himself by the Political Officers of:the-Goyernment of India.
. _ ;

v ,
•

- With regard to Arbitration in respect of the Run lands, I presume that Maha^ja Sir Partab
,

' Simrh would^in any case, ffiid it impossible . to spare the necessary time to arbrtaate m the
,

• SL inVhich case His Highness might be asked to' suggVst^s^

Feoji His. Highness MAHAEAKi Fateh SmcfH,' to. Colonel J. L Kaye, ^ L

Mewae, dated Udaipue, the 15th July 1911. •

. ,

Hal men Bare Sa&b ka Yahan par ana hua aur Salumbar ke mutaliq kagzat unkp dikhlaye,

cave to Salumbai'Eaoji ki ziyadatiyen, gustakhiyen, wa adulhukmiyen dekh kar Bare Saheb

ki ye ray hui kriloujuda Raoji ko kharij kiye jawen aur unki pgah diisra haqdarffio usko

muqarar kiya jawe. Is par mene feaha ke kharij katna to meri ray pien thilc nahin>i_ elun .
.

. Eesha ke Uye unke akhtiyar le liye jawen aur wo hhmesha Udaipur hi men raha kare Thikana

'

“'^'^JhiSarnd^ki Run babat Bare Saheb'ta jab yahan .mosam sardi men ana hu^iis waqt

Bare Saheb neuiujhe kah^ tha "aur is waqt blu kaha ki is men gaur hona_chahiye; ^Chun

ke 4re Saheb ne L bare men do tin martaba kaha tha is par mene kaha ke Run par SRum-;

.

£r ka koi haq nahin hai. Ap kahate hain tdv.men sab kagzat -Maharaj Partab Hinghp ko r ;

batlaunga. We donon tarfi Sabiit dekhen wa uska bhi dekhen. Phir we apni.ray zahir karenge
;

wahkarunga.
,

99. Demi-oeeicial lettee eeom the Hon’ble Me. E. .G. Colvin, C.S.I;,H.C.S.) Agent to the

Goveenoe-GeneeaH, Rajputana, to Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. I^ye, I.a.. Resident,

Mewae, No. 432j' dated Abu, THE '25th Septembee 1911. . ,

Please make my apologies to His Highness the Maharana-for thUong delay in. answering, s'.

your confidential denn-official of 20tn -July about
Paragraph 08. Salumbar. Ovtiiig to judicial .cases, Darbar work, V

and the threatened famine, I was extraordinarily, busy all last month, and have haji no leisure

until now to take up this case.
. .

'
. , , , t -r • '

2. I have thought very carefully over the Maharana s proposals and while I quite recognise

that they involve less drastic treatment than the simple ejection of Rawat Onar Singh, .still I

must say that I regard with no little ihisgiving the proposal that the-management of the -Thik.ana,

;

, should he taken oler by the State. I think this mfasiire would be viewed with much suspicion;.

.

and dislike by the other Sirdars, they are much less interested in the personal fortunes of the^

nresent Rawat than in the question of principle which is involved in State control uncer such .

mrcumstances. I should be glad to know what precedents there are for either- one.cpurse or
,,

the other and whether one alternative would 'be more in accordance wnth customary usage,
,

than
decided later to'-take any action on.the lines siiggested-by His Highness,

,

I think it would be very desirable that the Munsarirnfobe appointed to_ manage .the Thikana

under the Darbar should be,some one wholly unconnected, ivith tbe Udaipur State at-present, ,.

a man of weight and independence and not a mere mj^midon of the Uarbar A man ly^o *lms

occurred to me' in this connection, .though hejs not perhaps entirely suitable, is Puudit Sukh

’ Deo Persbad C.I.E., late Minister of Jodhpur, who is- at -present unemployed. AnotheE^an;

who would do is Shyam SundAr Lai, formerly Diwam of Kishengarh, and now m Gw^^r.

An appointment of this kind .would, I think, inspire the feeling that the interests of the Thikana

' would be duly cared for. - .
-

^ .
-i ^

' • •

4. It would be necessary, too, to have some thing on paper, in regard to the omissions

and insubordination of the present Rawat. I learned, a lot abouj these, while last at Udmpur,

. ' but'there shouldbe something on'our record. I gather that there, lyould be no dlfficiiTty in
,

comnilinE an overwhelming list.
,

v
. ;

'

' t
'

5. As'regards ib) the Maharana made to' me in conversation the su^estion that Maharaja,

Sir.Pertab Singh should be asked to arbitrate in regard .to the Run land^ It is not quitewlm .

'

I should like because I would.prefer that the Maharana should himselbrcstore the Run lands,

- -provided Affairs in Salumbar are brought .into proper order. ' BiitTf Gther Hungs are arranged .

"”^1 would not object to this'proposarupon arbitration and I think Sir Pyrtab Singh s_name -and -

'

' opinion would carry much weight; I do not know if he could sp.are the time, and I have not

1 as yet said anything -to him on the subject, nor do I think that he had better be approached,

- -'4t all, until-tbe maitter at (a) in yourTetter is Lather.adviced. ; ,

^ ^ ; . . ,

. ' -
-.

i 6. I note that the Maharana in his letter of 15th Jul^ says that Rawat Onar Singh .

^Would be permanently removed from the Salumbar Thikana and Would npt be allowed to go

' there again, whereas you write in your letter that His Highness said that he would he consulted

:

as regards Vne administratioii and -wouldbe 'allowed, to pay visits to. Salumbar from time to

time^and that His' Highness spoke also of the possibility of the Rawat’s reinstatement.
_

I,

-suppose tliese small discripancies were due to His Highness weakening a little from; bis first

. stand point.
.

' ; ; T". .

. T :
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': ; '

;

"

lOO.^DEJrr-bFFrciAL LETTER FROM. LlEUTENAIJT-CotONEL J., L. /KaYE, I. A.,; ReSIDEXT, MeWAR,
G. CotyiN, C.S.I., I.C,S., 'Agent to the Governor-Generai.,

''
j ;

I Jiaye/duly communicated the -purport of you^ confidential demi-ofScial letter No. 432,

r ' • Paragraph 99.
the 25th September 1911, dealing with

i' \.::r'
' '•

'
; :

-
. 0 / ; Salumbar afiairs, to.iHis Highness theMahararia,

• , but have been unable to djscuss the questions involved with hirn at this time owing to his being

,

- occupied with the observance of the Dasera ceremonials. -
:

- ^

’,,
: As to the question asked in the 6th 'paragraph of yoiir letter, the divergence between the

/ treatment which''His Highness proposed to mete out . to Rawat Onar Singh as given in His

; V Highness’s letter- bf the :15th July and that mentioned in niy letter'of the 20th idem, was due

to the explanation given _to' me, in conversation, by His 'Highness subsequent to my receipt

asked him to explain to me ft.ankly his intentions in.regard to the future

Onar Singh should the proposals made in his letter received your sanction.

101 . Further communication may be awaited and the papers filed •protein.

.
- H. Wilkinson,—9-IOG9II.

103 .
E. G- Colvin,—9-10-1911.

103 .
I)EMi-OFFICIAL\ LETTER FROM W. H. Ji WlLKINSON, ESQ., I.C.S;, FiRST. AsSIST.ANT TO THE

JAgent TO THE Governor-General, Rajputana, to Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Kaye,

,1. A.jIResident, Mewar. No. 530, dated Abu, the 12th October 1911. '
,

i
' 4 : to the 'correspondence ending with your demi-official letter No. 61-C. B.,^

; - :

'
V, , dated the 5th October 1911, on the subject of

v
:; ;. i: : ; * Salumbar affairs. :

' . ' I am'.to'senii you a copy of a translation of a Kharita dated 3rd September 1911 from

‘ Onar Singh of Salumbar and to enquire whether the Rawat is, in fact, showing any change of

(
attitude towards the Darbar.

«
,

^ ^

• Hehaswrittehanumberof lettersto Mr. Colvin who will be^gladifyou wid acknowledge
•• • these bn his beha,if and inform the (Rawat that he is^unable to correspond direct with him in

these official matters.
.

’

104 .
Confidential' demi-official letter from Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Kaye, I. A., Resi-

:•
: DENT, MEWAgrTCr''W. H. J. .WlLKINSON, BSQ., I.C.S.; FlRST A-SSISTANT TO THE AGENT

.
.’ TO THE Governor-General, RajputanA,' dated Udaipur, the 7th November 1911.

y":. -.'
/:

^ ,
r. > . Ple.ase refer to your derai-officiaWetter * of the

•Confidential No. 530. 12th October last bn the subject pf Salumbar

^

" affairs.

.

• -
' I have made the communication directed to Rawat Onar Singhji.

'
. I'ffiave also made enquiries as to the Rawat’s present attitude towards' the Darbar. His

Highness the Maharana tells me that Onar Singhji is at present, quiet and submissive through

'y.'- .fear : but that there is no real change in attitude. •

The Rhwat is here now and has been since the Dasehra. I have seen much of him and heard

" more. .All the other Safdars bn duty are with the Maharana at Nahar Magra only Salumbar

- is left here. I have begged him to speak personally to His Highness and Ly personal discussion

'
'

,
attempt a solution of his difficulties : but he says the Maharana will not give him an opportunity

.
' of conversation.

. i j- i
•

'He will no doiibt want to see the Hon’ble Mr. Colvin when he arrives here and discuss his

v
. grievances.,' , •

-i05!, '
. I gatlier from what Colonel Kaye tells me that His Highness is not disposed to fall in with

'
:

"

the'suggestions made in niy letter of 25th September 1911. Moreover it appears that it is not

: -his intention that Sir Pratap Singh .should “ arbitrate ” in re^rd to the'restoration of the Rund

lands but merely that he should look at the papers and express his opinion as to whether the

" Maharana is'justified in ffis proceedings.. This is scarcely what I meant and I fear the matter

will not inake any .progress on such lines. 'We'can only wait for Hi? Highness’ reply. I uuder-

stood there was tb be a distinct restoration and that Sir Pratap Singh’s duty would-be to see

. 1 ^ :how much should be restored; I can clearlyremember my conversation qn this point with the

" Maharana, on niy last visit to Udaipur, and now he said a line must be drawn somewhere—

•

'

'

otherwise the Rund. lands would include the entire bed of the Jaisamand lake.

•106 -
' 'Lsaw, Rawat.Unar Singh at Udaipur on Noveinber .l2th and I.gather, from' him that his

present grievance is that the Maharana is making a paccha bund which, will have the effect of

-

'

bringing the entire ~ Rund” :area under water. I pointed ovit ,to him that in objectmg to this

;
- jie -^v-as really resuscitating his'claim to, the Round and that in present circumstances this was
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extremely unwise. ,
His best course at present wag to accept tbe decision on tliis point in a

spirit of obedience and not to continue in a line of opposition and defiance towards tbe Maharana. -
.

He would gain nothing by that ;
whereas if he submitted patiently something might be -done

: _ _ :

for him in course of time.'' I am still hopeful that the present decision about the :Rund wiU .
'

in time be modified. These notes ma^ be filed.
.

;

'
v : :

' \
' ^

‘ E. G.t Colvin,—24-11-1911'. •-
'

'
1 ,

:

107. From the Resident, MEWim, No.-’8-0. B., dated the 6th January, 1912.':
. Serial , No. 16

Fonvards copy of a letterfimi the Rawat of Salumhar regarding resimption by the-Meivar Darbat
;

' ’ '

of certain
.
lands in the Jaisamand'Rund. / ^

.
'

. _

108 The action proposed by the Resident may perhaps be approved but it would be more correct

.

’ to say that the orders of the Agent to the Governor-General were based on those approved-aot
-

is5?ied by the Goyernment of India.
. . „

'
.

-

109 .

A. D. S.,—20-1-1912.

Agent to the Governor-Geniral.

H. Wilkinson,—21-1-1912.

no. As proposed, saying first that I regret I am unable to reconsider the orders which have been

communicated to him.

E. G. Colvin,—21-1-1912. -
,
-

111 . Draft submitted. -
' '

A. D. S.,—23-1-1912.
H. Wilkinson,—23-1-1912..

;

Issued No. 69-P., dated the 26th January 1912.

112 .

113 .

114 . It is perhaps inadvisable to take any action at present.
,
The Maharana is ill, and if he

'

were well it is doubtful if he would do anything towards a settlement of this question, except

under the most severe pressure, and even then there would Tie no real improvement in the situa-

tion. '
.

-
, .

^ •'

If His Highness did anything notably unjust or tjTannous we. should hear about it at

once.
' '

",
:

‘

It appears best to leave matters to'time—^^the relations between’the Maharana and the.

Salumbar Chief maynhange for the better with a'change of -persons which is likely to be not

,

very far distant. The present Maharana knows that the case is well known to the Agent to the
• Governor-General and Government of India and will no doubt go gently..

Serial No. 17

Agent to the Governor-General.

H. Wilkinson,—7-12-1912.

' No action is advisable at present with the Maharana in his present weak condition.-
.

^115. But I think an effort should again be made to induce better relations when next I visit;
‘

Udaipur. And the file may be put lip before that. Possibily Lord Hardinge’s recent speech
,

inay have some effect on the Maharana. I learned from Colonel Kaye while-I was at Udaipur
'

that a "number of “ dhons ” imposed on the Salumbar Estate had recently been withdraiyn

—

and possibly a better feeling may supervene. ^ ^
.

- K. Gv Colvin,—8-12-1912. \
;

m .
From THE Resident, Mewar, No. 364, dated the,2nd (received ^th) December 19l2. Serial No. 18

* Forwards an appealfrom iheJtawat of Salumhar to. Government of India against the order of the v : , ,

Local Government refusing to interfere in the dispute regarding the. Jaisartiand Rund.

117 . "The memorial does not raise any point of argument'that hasmot been considered before. —
A. D. s.,-^0- 1-1913 .

118 .
The,case_may be taken to Shahpura, where Colonel Kaj-e may be. able to say whether the .

' attitude of the Maharana -has at all changecl. '
.

’ ^ " '
' •

- -
’

. ;

'
: H.' WiLKiNsbNr—20-1-1913.

: h' A
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'

Agen<> to tile' Governor-General.

119 ,
:1. think we inay. inform petitioner that the circumstances of this whole case have already

been before the Govefnrnent of India and that'as the memorial brings to notice no new point of

argument which has not been considered before. it has been withheld.

120. recent . demi-of&cial letter to Colonel Kaye written from Abu about a fortnight ago

,
should be on the file. . ,

. :

' Take the file to Shahpura. '

;

.

'
; ^ V -rE. G. Colvin,—22-1-1913.

121 .

122 .

1^3 .

224 .

Draft to Resident, Mewar; submitted.

'

.;1..D.S.,—22-1-1913. V .

•
,

H. Wilkinson,—24-1-1913.

Issued No. ' 57-C., dated: the' 25th January 1913. Serial No.

The Maharana of Udaipur sent me word sometime ago that he thought perhaps I had'

overlooked the fact that the water in the Jaisamand lake sometimes rose above the contour of

the Elephant’s feet.
' The line he had adopted for the EundNdid not- cut-out the Rund area

of the jagir 'villages altogether.

I enquired how often this had happened in the last ten years and he has now sent me the
“ Naksha ” below which shows that it has happened once in the last ten year^that is in Sambat

1966.V ; ^ ,
- .

'
r

• File this in Jaisamand Rund File. - _

125 .
Statement sTibivirig measurement of rain'water received in the Jaisamand tank, from Sambat year

'

'
,

— ' i960 to Sambat year 1970.

Serial

No.

1 .

4
''

Sambat year*

a;.
.

' ,

>

-MEASUREMENT OF TANK.

Remarks.
tteasuro-

ment ot.

rain.

Water •

level

below
elephant’s

foot..

Rise of

water
level.

Last wat
FROM EL

FO

Below.

ER LEVEL
EPHANX’S
5T.

Above.

in. cfe. ft. in. ft. In. ft. in. ft. in.

1 I960
;

'

• 28 44 16 11 16 6 . 1 6 ...

'2
'

1961 . 7- 76 1 6 • • /
' ... Was empty, no men*

'

'•*
, ^ Burement taken.

3 1962 . 16 71 6 6 2 3i 3 2i ••s.

4
'

1963 . 17 61 13 1 7 6 6 8 ...

B 1964 . 9 6,8 11 6 2 n
,
8 lOJ ...

6 1965 .

*

21
.
64

,
14 9 6 i 8 CO ...'

. 7 : 1966 ..

’

27 50 14 li .
16 i •• 1 11

8 1967'. 23 80
.

2 . 7 2 6 0 1 ...

h • 1968 . 12 26 6 21 1 6i 4 8 -

10 1969 .
• 26 JO 11 6 8 1 3 6.

11;. .1970' . 31 35 7 .3 6 3i 0 Hi —

'12. 1971 / 4 32 5' 6 0 1 • •• ...

132 A, to G. G.:K»j. Exd.—A. K. D.
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RAJPUTANA AGEITCY

POLITICAL BRATsTCH.

GRIEVANCES OF THE RAWAT OF SALUMBAR AGAINST MEWAR.

(JAISAMAND RUND.) .

No. 465, dated 'Ddaipiir, tlie 23rd December 1907.

From—C. H. A. Hill, Esq., C.I.E., I.C.S., Resident, Mewar,

To C. C. Watson, Esq., I.C.S., First Assistant to the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-

General, Bajputana.

I have the honour to invite a reference to Major Pinhey’s official letter No. 412, dated

23rd August 1908, regarding the Salumbar Matam-
Senal No. 1 Matampursi rase.

which he made certain recommenda-

tions as to the action to be taken in the event of the Mewar Darbar not proceeding in the manner

which the circumstances, as then known, seemed to indicate as correct.

2. The Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General consented to defer any action thereon

pending the result of an enquiry into the rights of the case which I had undertaken to

conduct ;
and I have now the honour to submit for his information the results of that enquiry. ,

3. The. proceedings are compiled under the following five headings, viz.—

jk * * * * * *

{in) Run (the alluvial of the Dhebar Lake).

{v) Conclusions.

As all the claims, counter-claims, evidence and results are therein set forth at (I regret to

say) great length, I do not propose to recapitulate them in this letter, but to confine myself

to reporting, for the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General’s information, my subsequent

proceedings.

* * .* * *

9. The' results, then of my proceedings are

(c) His Highness’ agreement 'to consult me as to any action that may be taken in dealing

with Salumbar.

10. Gn the question whether the results thus achieved- will materially and permanently

ameliorate the relations between His Highness and Salumbar it is too early yet to pronounce

an opinion. There were circumstances connected with the appointment of Rawat Unar Singh

to Salumbar which render his subsequent conduct peculiarly ex-asperatmg ;
and, unless tie

Rawat reallv acts upon the advice I gave him, and abandons his attitude of irreconcileable

resistance to all requests from the Darbar, I have not much hope of improvement
_

It is most

unfortunately the case that the present Rawat is unstable as water. He can do nothing without

consulting the Maji, and is surrounded’ by people whose direct interest it is to Peipetiiate the

traditional quarrel between the Darbar and Chandaji’s representative. On the 14th December

'I insisted on his deciding matters for himself and would allow the attendance of no one but

Thave little doubt that, on my departure, he has submitted to the reproaches of his people or

not taking their advice, and that he would, if it were possible, revoke all he has said and done.

It is, indeed, quite possible that it may hereafter be represented that the Raw3t]i signed the

paper (enclosure C) under compulsion. He endeavoured to pave the w.^ lor a

presentment of the proceedings in this light by saying he would do anythmg if 1 gave the Hnlm,

and by enquiring whether it was my Hukm that he should vTite the letter. I said it was no

questiL of an order; that I had come overdo Salumbar solely out of consideration for the

interests of the TM-unn, and that, if he rejected the advice I had given him I should go away

with regret, but that I certainly would give no orders as to his acceptance of it. If he rejected d

I should leave without the letter, and His Highness would probably feel that no conciliatory

132' A. to G. G. Raj,
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measures would be of the smallest use. Moreover, as I pointed out, it made no practical difie-

rence to the merits of the case whether he signed the renunciation of his claims to the ilfofam-

fursi or not, since the decision disposed of that in -any case. I trouble Mr. Colvin, with regret

with these particulars, because they in my opinion, indicate that there is but slender hope that

so weak a character will ever be able to withstand the evil influences which,' for 7 years,past,

have effaced all the individuality Eawat Unar Singh may once have possessed. His health is

bad and he has no son ;
and his surroundings, and the conditions of the past 7 years, have all

tended to undermine the mental strength of a character naturally amiable but hopelessly weak.

11. In conclusion, and with reference to the course adopted in this particular case, I desire

to point out, with some emphasis, that we had no locus standi in this dispute
; that Salumbar

had no business to represent his case as he did, and that it concerned a matter of internal interest

with which it was no business of mine to interfere. I mention the matter because {a) I do not

consider that this.case should form a precedent for more or less formal proceedings and reports in

future disputes of an analogous kind, and (6) the Darbar, in consenting to enter upon the-whole

question, and placing at my disposal all their papers in the case, would greatly, regret their

complaisance in the matter if theV thought that it would be cited as a precedent. So much do
I regard His Highness’ action as exceptional that I would ask the Hon’ble the Agent to the

Governor-General, if he concurs in the above view, to authorize me to express to the Maharana
his acknowledgments for the manner in which he has permitted access to his papers and for his

courtesy and fairmindedness throughout the enquiry. Moreover, if Mr. Colvin will add an
expression of his appreciation of His Highness’ readiness so promptly to send the Maharaj
Kunwar to Salumbar, I have no doubt that that appreciation will be greatly valued and will

tend to the healing of this deplorable quarrel.

List of Enclo.sures

—

(1) Appendices A and B.

(2) Memoranda of enquiry-^
* « * *

m. Run,
* * ^ »

V. Conclusions.

(3) Exhibits A. to S.

APPENDIX A.

'Communication made to Salumbar by Mr. Hill on 14th December 1907, at Salumlar.

As to the Eun, as I said before, I am not going to enquire in detail
; but your claim to

the whole Eun is absurd. You know,now that the Parumia giving you the whole Eun is a
forgery

; and before I found that'itjvas false I thought it must be because it wasjmpossible
that the whole Eun could be yours since Korabar and Kialsa villages also surround the Dhebar
lake. The'demarcation of your villages and rights is for the Boundary Settlement

. Officer.
All I can declare is that you are not entitled to the whole.

Memoranda of enquiry.

memoBanda of ENQDIEY.

III.—^Eun.

A. Salumbar’s Claim.—As stated to Major Pinhey this claim is that "the land submerged
by the lake belongs exclusively to our patta.” Consequently as the lake dries up, the alluvial
should all belong to Salumbar. The evidence adduced then, and before me by the Eawat
consists of :— —

(r) The’^ Parwana of Maharana' Amar Singh
Sambat 176.5 (Appendix B).

(m) fCaptain Cobbe’s letter, dated 1st Octobei
1826, to Eawat Padam Singh.

, f f
(Incidentally complaint is made that the boun-ds^ of one of the alluvial villages, Kaduni, though once settled, has again been questionedand many cornplamts of loss are made.)

* This has been disposed of and need not be
further considered.

t ftis is entitled to no greater weight than the
documents examined under heading ‘ I—^Slatam-
pursi ’—but a copy is attached, Appendix 0.
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2. Major Pinhey, in examining the case, adds to the RawaPs evidence
“
a report from

Colonel Brooke in 1855.” There is no such report ; but in paragraph 17 of Captain Brooke’s .

letter No. 42, dated 14th Pehruary J853, occur the words “ enough was elucidated” (I pre-

sume this means “ elicited ” from (see context) the Agents of the Salumiar Chief) to prove that

the alluvial of the Dhebar belonged of right to Salumbar “ and ” (sic) “ for which—as for the

alluvial of the Dhebar—the Rawat held Sanads signed by the Political Agent, Captain Cobbe.”

I omit the individual cases of aggression alleged on both sides, as such cases must be left

for settlement by a special officer on the spot after the main issue has been disposed of.

3. B. His Highness' case.—(f) The Parwana of 1765 has been disposed of ; but I have

been furnished with, and attach copy of the Darbar’s reply (Appendix P.) to Salumbar’s re-

presentation on the subject. • -
'

{ii) Salumbar claims the whole Run or alluvial of the Jaisamand Lake. This, the Darbar

point out, is absurd, inasmuch as half the villages surrounding the lake are the property of other

Jagirdars, or Khalsa. A list (Appendix Q) of these, with ownership, is attached. (I have

verified on the map'.)

(Hi) In the representation to the Darbar, forwarded by Major Pinhey, Salumbar complained

that the Darbar prevented the erection of channels on south of Jaisamand to convey away

the lake water for irrigation, etc. The Darbar’s reply is that this has not yet been ordered,

but that such is the desire.

{iv) In the list of grievances submitted by Salumbar, and forwarded to the Darbar by

Major Pinhey, was the complaint that a certain number of villages had been ruined, and deserted

by the people, owing to the Forest preservation which had fostered tigers, etc. This complaint

was not repeated to me, and is not, of course, to be taken seriously
;

for, if His Highness and the

Rawat were on good terms, the latter would encourage the *, game preservation. However,

I questioned His Highness about it, and he disposes of the list as follows ;

—

(a) One village, Karori, does not belong to Salumbar.

(&) Maori was deserted owing to the famine.

(c) Tharodi has no jungle anywhere near it.

(d) Beuti is not a Salumbar village. (It belongs to a Kothari who lives at Salumbar

;

but he holds this village from the Darbar.)

I may remark here that these villages are not more deserted than a good many of Salumbar’s

to the south where the cause of ruin was the absence of arrangements during the famine. The

Darbar assert that there has been no prohibition against grazing in the jungles of the Salumbar

villages complained of.

(u) A letter from Rawat Jodh Singhji, dated Sambat 1952 (Appendix R), admits the right

of the Darbar to Shikar in the above- areas.

(w) The Darbar denies that there has been a survey of Karori and as Salumbar wU not

produce the alleged copy the complaint must be ignored.

4. C. Summary.—^A glance at the map, with the villages indicated shows that those on

the north-west, north and north-east of the Jaisamand lake are nearly all either khalsa or the

property of other jagirdars. The claim of Salumbar to the alluvial of the whole lake is thus of

course untenable. What Salumbar might claim is the cultivation of the alluvial of so much,

of the shores of the Jaisamand as is within the boundaries of villages the property of Salumbar.

Those villages are well-known ;
but it is to the interest of the officials of both parties to raise

as much confusion as possible in regard to their correct boundaries. On the part of the

Rawat, complaint is made that he is asked to assist in the boundary settlement of boundaries

which are well-known. On the side of the Darbar, compla'nt is made that the uncertainty

as to the boundaries is as often as not caused by the action of the Rawat’s officials, and that

• the Rawat then refuses to assist in the settlement.

5. There is, to my'mind, no fundamental obstacle to a complete and final settlement of the

Run dispute, provided it is once made clear that it is only a question of survey and settle-

ment, and that no exaggerated claims on either side will be entertained, and that the question

is one which rests, not on the discredited documents of the past, >ut on the admitted facts of

the present
;
that is to say— -

•

(a) Claim to the lohole of the Run must be abandoned by Salumbar.

••
(&) Claim to oust Salumbar from villages admittedly of the Patta must be abandoned

by the Darbar.

* As a fact within my own knowledge gameds very scarce near Jaisamand.
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(c) An officer trusted by both must be appointed, given full evidence on both sides, with

power to summon witnesses, etc., and with instructions to report to theDarbar.

(fZ) The Darbar cannot be required to forego their right of decision on such officer s

report, but His Highness will I thinlc agree to consult the.Eesident and to issue

no orders contrary to his advice.

V.—Conclusions.

Having now dealt fully with each head of this intricate and troublesome case, and having

recorded, under each of the three important heads, the opinion formed, after balancing the

evidence’ adduced by the contending parties, it only remains to summarise, very briedy, the

inference drawn, and then to indicate what seems to me to be the proper course to pursue with

a view to efiecting- a settlement.

5. The settlement of the Run dispute is not one for the Eesident, but for the Boundary

Settlement Officer ;
and all that it is necessary to reeord here is, that Salumbar has failed to

make out a case of such tjwannous encroachment as would justify intervention by us ; while

his claim to the whole Eun rests on a forgery.

« * * * * * -* *
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Grievances of the Rawat of Salumbar against Mewar.

0 -Literal trmHalioa of a Uler Irom Oa^m C^ ,o Ita«a, FuM„n Si.gltp c, Sal,.,.tar,

dated 1st October 1826.- .

The Ctalarmi to be levied from all the Satdors ha. been fixed. As legard. the CT.olmmd .

to he teeoVrrahi you by the Da,bar,.th. Da.h.t have granted you 6 .».s ou of the eustom.

coUeelToTtLGinlchowki-theDarbar have agreed to out of the CSol-

coUection 01 tne
g revenue of the {desh) estate may increase or decrease,

r DaAar will have no cl.L to recover Cte.ad, tarar from you.' You will have to render
the

Sardars. The Dhehar Eun will remain m your possessions

1 ^ it f^nfla=alwavsl There will he no interference in this. ' There will be no

XlhaJ)“thlnge in your villagi Your viUages of Chibora, Dewli, Barara and Padla will

Lmain in your possession. No Chitti (meaning dhons) will be sent to your villages from the

Kherwara Thanm You will arrange to provide supplies as ordered on payment. Be assured

from me.

P_In the first place the dispute about the very boundary between Methuri and Sarari

was settled in the Sambat year 1923 in the presence of Amin Jwala Prashad. There is no

mention, in the decision, of this parwana being produced at the time. Moreover, if the par-

wana of the miiaii grant of the whole of the Run were genuine, as contended by them, how

could the SalumbM authorities have allowed the boundaries, of the village of Macturi to

extend on to the Run.
r n

SecoJidh/.—The Parwana is unworthy of credit also for the following reason .

" The coMtruction of the Jaisamand lake was commenced in Sambat 1744 during Maharana

Jai Singhii’s reign and completed in Sambat 1748 in about five years After this the Maharana

Jai Singh i lived up to Sambat 1755, i.e., 11 years and was succeeded by Maharana Amar Smghp.

It is Stated by Salumbar that the parwarawas granted 10 years afterwards in lAambat liGo,

e 20 years after the commencement of the construction of the lalce. If it was necessary to

gra’nt a parwana of the mnaf. of the Run it could have been obtained in Maharana Jai Singhji s

time when the construction of the lake was begun, why then would tney tacitly have siiSered loss

^pSer the Jaisamand rund is not only oecupied by Salumbar villages but also by-Khalsa

and Korabar, Bhadesar and Siyar Jagirdars’ villages. In the circumstanees how is it possible

that a parwana of the muafi of the whole run should have been granted exclusively to Salumbar.

The Eai Samand Lake was built one generation before the Jaisamand Lake and the whole

of its run and other rights belong to Khalsa. Similarly the whole of the Ran and other rights

of the Udaisagar Lake belong to Khalsa. It is improbable, therefore, that when such practice

prevailed elsewhere, Muafi of the whole Run of Jaisamand (when the Run of the Lake is not

wholly occupied bv the village of Salumbar) would be granted to Salumbar. Another reason

why the parwana'cannot be considered genuine is that -the following sentence occurs in the

parwana “ No dhons or IQialsa will ever be sent to Salumbar.” But this has never been

observed and on the contrary whenever it is considered necessary, Salumbar is always punished

itith Dhons (Khalsa), etc. In the Parwana which Salumbar alleges deals with the Muafi of,the

Run there are various other irrelevant subjects such as the,visit of the Maharana to SaKmbar

and brin-ring the Rawat for Talwar-handhai. But in pattas or parwanas granted by the Darbar

it is not necessary, to write irrelevant-matters. Besides this.the words occurring in the parwana

Salumbar nadaria so lare lawi ne Udaipur tahvar-bandhi are very much like those used m the

dialect and style of lyriting in Salumbar. The words Lare lawi ne are not used in Udaipur.

The dialect is one peculiar to Salumbar and is difierent from the language used m the State

pattas and parwanas. Further the meaning of the parwana is contrary to the old custom of

the State as it is not customary for the Darbar to proceed to Salumbar for the Matampursi.

How then can the parwana be held to be genuine ?

Q.--List oj the villages bordering on the Jaisamand lake.

Khalsa.

Patta Korabar.
1. Gamri .

2. Junijar

3. Navljar

4. Pujoari

6. Mcdura

6 Kua

7. Thori Chhaparwali

Patta Korabar.

Patta Korabar.

Patta Bhadesar.

Patta Bhadesar.

Patta B^orabar.
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Q.—Litt of the villages bordering on

8. Thori Jlagrawali

9. Semal .

10. Methuri

11. Patan .

12. Paeri .

13. Gingla .

14. Sarari .

15. Kotra .

16. Kotra .

17. Singawali

18. Rathora-ki-Bhagal, hamlet of Makar Sima

19. Makar Sima

20. Badela

21. .Gati

22. Bhimpura
' 23. Dani Chiboda

24. Daulpura

25. Cheebora

26. Namla
27. Roban .

28. Birpura

29. Gator .

the Jaisamand lake—conti.

Patta Korabar.

Patfa Korabar.

Khalsa.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patfa Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Khalsa.

Patta Siyar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Korabar.

Patta Korabar.

Patta Salumbar.

Khalsa.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Patta Salumbar.

Khalsa.

Khalsa.

R.-Translation of a ccmmunication, dated Mangsar Sndi ll, Sambat 1952, from the Foujdar

and Kamdar of Salumbar to the Sarara Court.

Last year when His Highness visited Jaisamand you wiote to ask us to preserve the forest

in the limits' of the villages of Seria, Toda, Thara, Tharora, etc., in the Salumbar patta. Tlus

was done and His Highness came and while returning after his s/itter he granted us Pennission

to go. Recently an application was received from the Jagirdar of Thara of this patta to the

efiect that Chandawat Hamir Singhji came from Jawas and being u^naware of the restriction

shot a boar in the Forest of Sari. On this account a sowar dhons has been sent which is causing

great trouble. In reply to the petition we fully instructed the Jagirdar not to

liing to occur in future and he wUl take the utmost care about this. Hamir Singh who shot

the boar unknowingly has been cautioned. It is therefore requested that the sowar d/ioni may

be removed from Thara. Lasfyear when we received an order (for shikar) and you wrote to

us on the subject we immediately made all arrangements. This year when His Highness visited

Jaisamand we received no order. You also did not write to us about it and therefore we made

no
that arrangements should be made here for shikar and if you

write to us 'we shall inform all the people in our patta and make necessary arrangements and

if anyone shoots through ignorance you may inform us and we shall summon him ^

and ^Te him proper warning. You should not send dhons, etc., direct. Please send reply.

2

No. 373-C., dated Camp, the 9th February 1908.

From-C. C. Watson, Esq., I.C.S., First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-

General, Rajputana,

To—C H. A. Hill, Esq., C.I.E., Resident, Mewar.

- I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 465, -dated the
1 am airecb e

December 1906, and of its enclosures,

Serial No. regarding the Salumbar Matampursi case.

. . * *
.

*

5 As regards the other questions involved, it does not seem necessary for kfc.

Colvfn to express any opinion at this stage, but he sincerely trusts that the mam
’

Question having bee/settled, both sides will approacl^hem m a concdiatory spirit,

^ J a muSml arransement will be arrived at. His Highness the Maharana,

Wine^succeeded in.his contention on the main isme,^ no doubtbe dispos^^ to

meet the Salumbar Eawat’s reasonable requests m a liberal spirit m mmor matters.

* - * * * * * * -

132 A. to Q. G. Baj.

.
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Telegram, dated the 15th Octohet 1908,

From—Bawatji of Salumbar, . •

To The Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General,- Ajmer.

Aggressive encroachments are made in my ancient hereditory land Jaisamand alluvial

this your honour knows already the present crop is being carried away forcibly I persistently

represent this matter to Mahakmakhas and Residency but no mitigation of my troubles has

been favoured though I have submitted a good deal of proof. In the Residency I am pre-

pared to adduce more moreover I hold a letter from Captain Cobbe as regards rim it

has been brought into efiective force forever till Cplonel Lawrences time I hold papers to the

above efiect therefore kindly vouchsafe some consideration -to these. -

4

Dated Salumbar Mewar, the 14th October 1908.

From—Rawat Onah Sikohji of Salumbar,
• '

To—The Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana.

Inviting your honour’s kind reference to my Kharita, dated the 13th June 1908, regarding

my case instituted in the Residency, I beg to submit the following representation in reply to

your honour’s order in the hope of receiving some redress
’

(o) I am informed through your honour’s Office that my case is still being considered

by the Residency.

(6) In the time of Captain Trench, I was given to understand that instead of the resump-

tion of the whole Run into Khalsa, the state is about to define my rights to the

alluvial land according to the survey of Sambat 1932 and the Boundary Settle-

ment of Sarari and Maeturi.

(c) Seeing that the survey of Sambat 1932 cannot be a fair settlement of my rights,

I have submitted proofs in the Residency as regards my recent possessions, through

my Kharita, No. 13, and some proofs as regards my past possession through a'

Kharita No. 16.

(d) Proofs adduced through Kharita No. 13, clears my possession fronr Sambat 1906

and the various measures adopted by the State.

(e) I desire to lay before your honour too some detailed proof, adduced in the Resideney

through Kharita No. 15, together with copies of a few documents bearing on it,

so that it may become clear to you that the State never objeeted to Salumbar’s

possession of the alluvial. Nay my right to it is clearly recognized in these agree-

ments and decisions which were the only means of establishing peace in Mewar :

—

(i) You know full well that Mewar came under the sway of the British Government

by the treaty of 1817, A. D. I need not dwell at length on the then condition

of Mewar. It is borne out by a reference to any history.

(m) Thanks to Colonel Tod and Cobbe for introducing peace in Mewar, imder the cir-

cumstances, it is necessary for me to show which of my matters have been

settled by Mr. Cobbe and what weight do these settlements hold :

—

(«) On the 1st October 1826, Captain Cobbe concluded the follovdng agree-

' ment between the State and my Thikana, namely, “ that the Customs

Chowki of Gingla village shall be made over to the State in lieu of Chatund

and I shall be given possession over my resumed villages
;
and the alluvial

shall remain in my possession as it had ever been.” See copy of the letter

(marked A) attached, and copy of the restoration deed (Uthantri) which

will make out that 20-of my villages have been restored to me (marked B).

.
'

ifi) These Settlements have been efiected after great assurance and investiga-

tion. In as much as I.was given possession through respectable Gov-

ernment Officials, of those villages which were not in my possession. See

copy of a letter from Captain Cobbe dated the 16th October 1826, attached

herewith (niarkedC).
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(c) In the times of Colonel Lawrence, these Settlements had been strictly

superinten(^d. Nay, up to that time, its file too was present in the ofBce.

See copy of a Kharita by Colonel Lawrence attached (marked D) here-,

with. By an examination of a copy of the Mewar Vakil’s report, attached

to the above Kharita, your honour will understand that the State^has

/ ‘ been following the Settlement of Captain Cobhe. „

When the Government Officers have granted me a Khatri (deed of assurance) at the time

of establishing the first systematical Government in Mewar
;
when no objection whatever has

ever been urged by the State against it
; nay when the Thikana was compelled to forcibly

abide by those settlements by a reference of them to the Government Officers
;
when the file

bearing on the above seems to be present in the Residency Office till Colonel Lavirence’s time,

under these circumstances, supposing these papers to be destroyed O'a’ing to certain reasons,

has some difierence come over these agreements and rights, which were settled by those officers

who were the pioneers of establishing the authority of the Government in Mewar ? The state

too has never before objected to Salumbar’s possession of an alluvial. Nay up to the last year,

attempts were made to effect settlements in the light of Boundary disputes. I have clearly

represented to the Residency the above statements and my possession. To annex the whole

of my Run and then to persuade the Resident to accept my rights according to the survey of

Sambat 1932, would be the worst fortune that can befall me. The Resident Saheb is an up-right

and just Officer. But my troubles remain unmitigated as ever. Therefore I pray your honour,

to invite the Resident Saheb’s kind consideration to the above circumstances and facts.

ROMAN VERSION.

A

(Sd.) BHANDARI JASRAJ.

(Sd.) COBBE.

(After the usual preface).

Apranch Sara SardarSn ke Chatund thahri to Raj ke Chatund ka rupaya Shri Darbar

men lewan so Gingla ka dan ki Chowki menh sun chah ani Shri Darbar Raj ne bagsha so Raj

ke Chatund Manga jin men thi Chha ani shri Darbar lene ko qabul kiya, Ab desk ki paidaish

ghatti wo badti wo ab Raj sun chatund, barrar, babat Raj seh dawa nahin, aur sardaran ka

sarishta Mafik Raj pan shri Darbar men Chakri karoga, aur Dhehar ki Run Sadaband Mafak

Raj ke Sahit Rahega, is men kadi kod weh ga nahin. Raj ka gaman men kaffi utar Charh

hoga nahin aur cherbora, gam Deovli, gam Baroda, gam Padlo, gam Raj ka Raj ke Sabat hai

aur Raj ka gaman men Kherwara ka Thana ki Chitthi whe ga nahin. Rasad basad hukain

likhan jin mafak nipya Sate pahunchai dewoga, aur hamari taraf sun gaman Khatar rakhshi

aur Kam Kaj kagad patar likhbo Karshi. Sambat 1883 Asoj Bid Amawash dated 1st October

1826 A. D.

SHRI RAMJI.

B

(Sd.) BHANDARI JASRAJ.

Salumbar Rawat Padam Singhji ra pattara gam zabthuwa so pachi uthantri kar dewani

jin ri bigat :

—

Shri Darbar zile sahji shivlallji haste

1 . 6am Jharol.

1. Gam Kherar. •

2. Gam N&mla.

1. Gam Bhimpura. .

2. Gam Chebora Doya.

1. Gam Gingla.

1 . Gam Sincawli.

1. Gam Mahuri.

1 ; Gam Sarpur.

1. Gam Daulatpnr.

1. GamBorad.

1. Gam Patan.

1. Gam Sarsari.

1. Gam Devli.
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Saheb ra zila ra

1. Orwaria.
2 ^ Karawli ra rahar

1. Barodo.
Sahadpur. •

1. Hajya,KhenroKagad.
1.. Besnndi ro kaga

1. Pipli ra gahnawat ro kagad.

DeMt Padam Sing to wa guzash kar diya gaye. Dated Ist OctoberJ826

1. Pardd.

2. Karawli ra rahant tamba patra.

Sahadpur. • •

1.. Besundi ro kagad.

(Sd.) H. COBBE.

SHRI RAMJI.

(Sd.) BHANDARI JASRAJ.

(Sd.) H. COBBE. •
,

-

(After the usual preface.)

* Setr^DlitSbluillrsnsta^dm^^ Swara ke ThLe muushi
gam orwaria. Cneebor

,
^ vi, •. r, • Rai -ko amalBarawega aur sialu ko

K«i Lgad pattar»w. t„sbi. 1883 ti

Rati Bid 2. Dated 17th October 1826, A. D.

(Sd.) BHANDARI .JASRAJ.
'

(Sd.) S. P. 6. LAWRENCE.

(After the usual preface.)

Ai guzarne kaifyat wikNi Mewar se daryaft hua Gingla ka Dan jo arse 30 haras se KBalse

rmenthr! Darbar ke hai Raj ne miti Baisakh Sudi 13 ko, admi bhe] Dam Shri DaAar ko uthm

diya aur ab wahan ke dan ki amadni Raj lete ho aUwa iske moze Kharka ke Dani se hisab

ba miti Baisakh SuSi I3th Mangte ho jispar misal daftar se daryaft kiya to zahir hua Ra] bhri

Captan Kab Saheb bahadur ke waqt se dan Gingle ka Khaise men Shri Darbar ke Ra] se liya

uaya aur is ke ewaz men Chatund Shri Darbar se RAj ko Muaf Kaiwa yA wo bat a] tak barabar

Chaia ata hai darmiyan men Kabhi Raj ne aisa gair wajbi tantA uthayA nahin.^ Ab nayafasad

KharA Karne se barA taajub nazar AyA ki is taur kAbandobast hone par Ra] ne dastandaji

kar apne malik ke hukm ki tamil na ki, yeh bat Khilaf sirishte Raj ki taraf se zahur men aya.

Is ziadti ke hone se jo kuch hogA so RAj ko dikh jAshi. Munasab ki ab RA] kadim dastur

parwane chale wa rakhAwe. Apne Malik ko rAzi rakhAwshi. Is wAste naql Ka^yat ki is

Kharite ke sath bhejh likhte hain ke RAj naq] -mazkur se wakif ho is mukaddme ka mutassil

iawAb likhAya bhejAwshi. DAr karAwshi nahin- Aur kam Kaj ham^hA likhAwshi. Samwat

1913 ka Sawan Bid U. Dated 19th July 1856 A. D. MuqAm chAwm Neemuch.

SHRI RAhIJI. , ,

B- ,

Hukam huA ke Naql hazA bazariye Kharita ba murAd talab Kaifyat nizd Rawatji Salumbar

Mursil shawad wa tarjumA Angrezi gardeede khidmat Sahab Agent Bahadur Rajputana Mursil

Shawad. Marqum 29th July 1856 A. D. . ,

(Sd.) S. P. G. LAWRENCE, j.
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Kaifyat aztaraf Sahi wala Urjan Singh wa LMa Muthradass wiklaye MeWar tarikh 27th

July Sambat 1856 Eswi.
^

'

Khudawanda kagaz Mehta Saheb aya us men Mundarj ke Kagaz Dani Chowki Gingla

se mustadarak hua ke Baisakh sudi 13th se Rawatji Salumbar batakarrur kamdar Khud

Dan Ghowki Gingla Khud letehain wa niz musammiyan sipahi wa Kora patwari Mulazim

apne ko bhej Kamdar Dan Ghowki Kharka se barnamat ke laya, ki jis roz se Dan Gingla Kamdar

Rawatji lete hain us din se aj tak ki amadni wa jama wegairah hisab Ghowki Kharka ham ko

Samjha do, jo ki Ghowki Dan Gingla Kaptan Kaf Saheb Bahadur ne Sambat 1883 ke sal

se Khalse ke bashamul dan Shri Darbar farmai ; us din se aj tak kabhi Rawatji ne Majahmat

Ghowki mazkur se nahin ki. Aur ab Rawatji mamduh ne zabardasti Ghowki Dan Gingla par

qabza kar liya hai. Sahab Kalan Bahadur se arzkar ek Ghaprasi Ajanti bhej Kamdar Rawatji

ko Ghowki Mazkur se barkhast Kara intzam ainda Karaya jawa bhaza arz hai ki janabwala

se ek Ghaprasi jakar Kamdar Rawatji ko Ghowki Dan se barkhast Kara deij aur ainda ko

fahmaish Rawatji ko ho jawe ki majamahat Dan se na Kare. Wajib jan arz Kiya.

5

' No. 41-G., dated Gamp, the 20th January 1909.

Endorsement by the First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana.

(1) Letter dated the 9th .Tamiary 1909, from

the Rawat of Salumbar, and its accompaniments.

(2) Telegram dated the 12th January 1909.

Forwarded in original to the Resident,

Mewar, for disposal.

2. The Rawat has been informed of the

Serial Nos. 3 and 4. action taken.

6
' .

•

Abstract translation 0/ a Vernacular Khat, dated the 21st December, 1909, from Rauat Onar

Singhji of Salumbar, Udaipur Slate.

After usual compliments States that he has received a petition from the Zammdars of the

Salumbar Thikana residing in villages situated in the Run and Pichhor of Jaisaman a 'e

through the Zilladar of Mewal to the effect that
-n

'
“By constructing a dam across the Jaisamand Lake, land belonging to their villages

remains submerged under water. That the State Officials do not allow thein to irrigate even

the small portion of land which does not remain so, nor allow their cattle to drink water. On

their complaint to His Highness the Maharana at Jaisamand the latter ordered that ^an

t the SelumL P«. .ed sett., in Bi.pu» (Khels. f »Se) -here end tedl b.

Ltted to them for cultivation. But that they^are not prepared to quit villages in which

^^^^AMs that irthrltetVtlll’ continue tl keep such harsh attitude towards

'it is feared that all its 19 villages (situated in the Rund of Jaisamand) will be deserted and

Thikana will be put to an unbearable loss.
• .i, ne.

Prays for the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General s intervention m the matter,

No. 29, dated Salumbar Mewar. the 8th January 1910.

Prom—Bawat of Salumbar, Mewar,
. ^ , t> t „„

To-The Hon’ble Mr. E, G. ComuK, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Govemor-General, Rajputana,

Your Honour wdlTe aware that the Salumbar case had been formally filed in the hleywar

July 1907.

132 A. to G. G. Raj;.
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Mr Hill iad further so far moved in the matter that he persuaded theThikana of Salumbar

to compromle le df its most cherished privileges in order that the way for further settlement,

of the Lse may he facilitated. But so far nothing seems to have been done by the Eesidency

StotB has issued fresh orders which are highly detrimental to the 'niikana. I '“‘™| therdore,

Sed to Submit the main point, of the case to you, eon.iderat.on unde, the following five

heads

.

' >

Part Z.—Kegarding the Jaisamand Rund. '
,

-Part ZZ.—Judicial powers and jurisdiction of the Salumbar Thikana.

PartZZZ.—Customs and Salt Compensations. '

- ,

Part Z7.—Regarding certain villages held in Charitable Muafi and the village of Pa a.

Pdj-t 7.—Certain miscellaneous rights and privileges of the Thikana.

The Part I is ready and herewith submitted while the others will follow in due course and

"Tp™l Vthe''r^e?ntation will show that.the points urged by the State of Meywar

are neither true in fact nor substantiated by reliable evidence.
, ^

In the end I beg to add that the troubles of the Thikana have.now become practically

unbearable and that a sympathetic representative of the Sovereign like your goodself vv ill extend

to the case early and favourable attention.

No. 39, dated Salumbar Mewar, the 30th January 1910.

From—Rawat Okab SinohJI of Salumbar, Me-.var,

To—The Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General, Rnjputana. -

In submitting herewith to your consideration a copy of the Mehkmalihas Order, No. 11414

dated Possud 12th Sam' at 1966 (22nd January 1910). I humbly take the liberty to

submit the following rqiresentatious

_

(1) As submitted in my letter No. 29, dated 8th January 1910, 1 have decided to siAmit

a detailed review of the points urged by the state in the Mehkmakhas Order

No. 2400, dated the 9th of August 1909 to your goodself’s consideration under

five Parts, of which two have already reached your kind hands.

(2) It is not hidden from your honour that except the Mehkmakhas Order, referred

to above, which is the first of its kind. I have not been awarded any other

formal copy of the proceedings and decisions in my case. Consequently I have

submitted my objections to the above order for the just consideration of the State.

(3) But, unfortunately for the Thikana, instead of vouchsafing justice, adverse Orders,

like the one mentioned above, are issued by the Mehkmakhas .which cause

great harrassment to the Thikana ryots.

(4) Now that the whole of iny rebutting arguments and evidence have been submitted

to the consideration of the Mehkmakhas and a part of it to your goodself,

nothing would more meet the ends of justice than that I should be favoured

with a regular decision on the same and not that harrassing orders like the

above should be issued to enforce unconditional compliance with the Mehkma-

khas Order-No. 24C0.

(6) Under these circumstances, I beg to request that a temporary injunction be ordered

restoring the practice in vogue.

In conclusion, I have to appeal to you as being the only authority whose influence can save

the best interests of the Thikana.

Apologising for the trouble. - '

Enclosure.
' '

CopyofanOrderfromtheMehkmakhas, dated the 12th of Possud Sambat 1966, endorsed

' with an Order, No. 11414, dated Possud •12th Sambat 1966' to the efi^ect that copies of this

order be sent to the Faujdar, Kamdar Salumbar and Kurabar, enjoining them to proclaim

its content's to all the villagers’ concerned. .
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Ordered .—That the Hakim Magra be instructed to assemble tbe villagers of all tbe villages,

belonging to Salumbar and Kurabar, situate near tbe Jaisamand Eund and order them to

comply as per written below, failing to do wbicb they will render tbemselves liable to be

punished for non-compliance :—• '
. . .

“ If you want to carry tbe Jaisamand water in order to irrigate tbe lands of your villages

situate outside the Rund Jaisamand you will be permitted to do so only by paying tbe usual

water-ratesi Now in case you will carry tbe water to irrigate your above mentioned lands,

outside tbe Jaisamand Eund, without agreeing to pay tbe irrigation charges, severe punish-

ments, wiU be meted out to you. Similarly you will not be allowed to utilize tbe Oota (Escape-

Channel) water without tbe payment of a water-tax. Since tbe Jaisamand Tank belongs to the

state, you are not entitled to utilize its water without paying water-rates. Moreover no Sanad

has been granted to you regarding an exemption from tbe irrigation charges. Since you have

hitherto carried tbe Lake water free of any charge, you are now brdered to comply this

order. And in case you pay the water-rates to the State and Salumbar and Kurabar Olficials

do not deduct the amount paid by you on account of ^irrigation, while, on the contrary they

continue to levy the additional . cess, proper orderes will be given on your representing the

matter to this Court.”

(Sd.) BHOPAL SINGH.

Dated Camp, the 10th February 1910.

From—H. W. Wilkinson, I.C.S., First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-

- General, Rajputana,

To—Rawat Onae Singhji, of Salumbar.

The Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General wishes me to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter dated the 30th
Serial No. 8. January 1910, relating to your case with

the Mewar Darbar in regard to irrigation from the Jaisamand lake. _He is glad

to hear that you have submitted your objections to the Darbar. It is quite im-

possible for him to issue any orders of injunction as you desire.

• 10

No. 65, dated Salumbar, the 19th April 1910.

From—Eawat Onar Singhji of Salumbar,

'To—The Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana.

In continuation of my letter No. 30, dated the 12th January 1910, 1 beg to submit herewith

for your goods6lf*s cousideratioii Jrarts iii) iv

Serial No. 3 Judicial Powers, etc. y Thikana Representation regarding

(1) Customs and Salt Compensation (2) Sasnik villages and the village of ^^a and (3)

Certain miscellaneous rights and privileges of the Salumbar Thikana and hope that the sam

would be vouchsafed early and favourable attention.

11

No. 131-C., dated Abu, the 21st May 1910.

Endorsement by the First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana.

Forwarded bo the Resident, Mewar to whom the petitions should have been

submitted in the first instance. .Che

Resident is reqiaested kindty to

mated by the Rawat of Salumbar m regard to JJon ble the Agent tO the GovemOr-kreneral
certain matters in dispute between him and the

remarks aud OpinioU On the grie-
Mewar Darbar.

.
"

r t ±.

vances of tne Kawat.
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No.' 374, dated Udaipur, the let December 1910.
. ^

Endorsement by the Resident in Mewar. ,

Ketumed, vritli report appended, to the First

Assistant to the Hon’ble the Agent to the

Keprescntations'PartsI.n.in.IVandVsub- QoYemor-General Kajputana, with reference to

'“rtl'in matters^S'^toputo between him and the hig endorsement No; 131-P., dated the 2l8t May

Mewar Darbar. 1910.

Contents.

Pages.

3—8 Opinion on Part I of the Representation.

9_ll0 Principal subjects dealt with, Part I of the Representation.

11 22 Summary of Remarks on Part I of the Repiesenfaticn.
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Opinion on Part I of the Representation.

Mv opinion .on the grievances of the Rawat of Salumbar, as set forth in Part I of the

Representation, may be found from a persual of the detailed and summarised remarks ; here

T resume it briedv for convenience sake. j- •

1. Salumbar has no shadow of a just claim to the run of all the villages, khalsa and jagir

'xrrliirh border on' the Jaisamand.
r<* i j

2 Rawat Kesri Singh II of Salumbar. in the time of Maharana Sarup Singh and the

TPSPTit -Rawat Onar Singh, have endeavoured to make good their claims against the Mewar

Darbar by using forged documents, knowing or having good reason to believe them to be forge .

For his cLduct in this respect the present Rawat would probably if he lived in British In .

have rendered hirnseU liable to a criminal prosecution. In Mewar he deserves at least f

tbp poTifidence of his Darbar and the assistance of the British Government.
..

3 With the exception of the letter from Captain Cobbe to Rawat Padam S^gh (Append^

B of Part I of the Representation) Salumbar has no written authority of any kind, uhet

grant ;lnMLd, paUa, or parwana, giving him the ownership of any run lands whatever,

“
.) it aoe, not .pp=.yo bee.

from or c.ne.ltatio. with «.t .'elati.g to

'

to. .. tb. Darb„ oo.pbee

"fs.I.mb.r bee p =laim to any

over other jagltdars. M™, He l,J,e became thereby s.bmerged, it was

tenants should receive free irrigation aci
nothing on the construction of the lake

awats from whom the present Rawat
its maintenance.

'

and have not at any time contributed even
These are

6. Part I of the Representation is fu^^^
to be gone into here; a reference

„,SectionB cf myremarks^.ll^ to the sections of my datailed remarks is t ere-

6i’ 65 68 n 73 ,
74 ,

76 ,
80. fore given marginally.

'

m bbe euetom i. Me,., that in i.bea and^^s which have

of the Darbar, the tm or la.d- op "
^„„jai„telv bdow a kh.ls. or a jagir vdlage.

t’rr£roS-?hiXyrdSr.v£o.gp^^^^^^^^^

.on the Jaisamand, the Darbar say
;

^ exception of seasons of very short rain-

That the Jaisaiiiand has, as a rule and w th

^ ^^^J^ratively recently been no proper

' fall, been full of water, there haying P
»• Therefore the strip of

system of irrigation canals
Salumbar viiages as thelake water gradually

run land actually sown wi
g enerally been a very small one indeed,

^ dried up during.the ^" ha^generaj^

^

so that (a) Salumbar s
P°^°^^tLl loss Salumbar siiffers by the order declaring

to be
on the dam, -IS not a large loss.

the extent of cultivation in the past,

As there are no trustworthy records ^vadabj^ °
rience of what I have myself seen on

I can speak on this point
to the jTgirdars owning villages on the

' the Jaisamand. .^7°P“ '^^rfsuLs
will be very considerable in dry 7 . .

132 A. to G. G. Raj* ^
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of 1909-10 and 1910-11 ;
and only moderate in a year which falls rather short of being a good

9. Secondly, on the question of Salumbar’s long possession of the run' lands below Salumbar

villages situated on the Jaisamand, the Darbar say
_

That the idea of a jagirdar being entitled to claim lawful ownership as the result of a

long possession not based on any valid authority from.the Head of-the State, is

foreign to the conceptions prevailing in a State like Udaipur.

10. Thirdly, still on the question of Salumbar’s long possession of the run lands belorc

‘SalMmSer i;!7%es situated on the Jaisamand, the Darbar -say
, ,,

That they are entitled to resume their rights at any time, no matter how long an unlawful

possession of such rights may have been exercised against them by a subject. of

the State, whenever they may discover the fact of such unlawful possession..

It is admitted by the Darbar that until A. D. 1907 or 1908.no claim to the run lands, up

to high-water or “ elephant-feet ” level, below the jagir villages on the borders of the Jaisa-

mand, had ever been made by the Darbar. '

.

11. My opinion on 9 and 10 above is that it is dangerous, or at least unwise, to consider

principles of English law, or of British Indian law which may be quite suitable to, a settled,

well organised community like British India, and to some of the Indian States, as being equally

applicable to a backward and over-centralised State like Mewar with its uneducated and under-

paid local Darbar officials over whom no proper supervision is exercised from headquarters.^

The jagirdars are of course well able to look after their interests in their own comparatively ,

small estates, but under present conditions the Darbar are unable to safeguard all State interests

throughout their large territory. My experience has always been thatut is the jagirdars who

are constantly encroaching, or have done so in the past, on the khalsa lands, and not that the

contrary is taking, or has taken, place.

I think therefore that the Maharana is entitled to our support, or at any rate that the

Government of India should not compel him to rescind his order, when he has issued an order

overruling a claim of one of his jagirdars which is based solely on long possession, has no docu-

mentary authority to support it, and is contrary to the custom of the State.

12. This brings me to the attitude which, it seems to me, the political officers should take

up in this case :

—

() if the Darbar order about the run had not yet issued and the matter were still an open

one, it may be that it would have perhaps been wiser to advise the Darbar to adopt

a more conciliatory attitude towards Salumbar and to grant him larger concessions

than those actually given under paragraph (2) of the Mahkma Khas order No. 2400

dated 9th August 1909. But even in that case it would have been difficult to

find an adequate answer to the Darbar’s inquiries as to why concessions should

be made to a jagirdar who is not above demeaning himself by the wilful use of

forged documents and who dares to use such unbecoming language, as. from a

feudatory in regard to the head of all the Rpqputs of India, as that contained

for instance, in paragraphs 2 (a) and (e), 8, 13, 16, 28, 31, 33, 3-5, 41, 43, 48 and

51 of Part I of the present Representation.

() Iffie actual fact being (as it is) that the order declaring the run lands below jagir

villages on the Jaisamand to be khalsa property was issued by the Darbar more

than two years ago, and was only issued ^after the'^Resident, who is the Govern-

ment’s local representative, had conveyed to the Darbar his approval of that
_

order, it seems to me that it is politically quite out of the question now for Govern-

ment now to subject the Darbar to the humiliation of admitting the injustice of

the order to Salumbar and the other jagirdars concerned who have villages on

Jaisamand. The Maharana’s conduct throughout this matter has been absolutely

correct. He has never taken a single important step in what is, after all, a purely

internal afiair, without consulting his Resident. He has invariably shown the

Resident the originals of all material documents in his possession in the most open

and straightforward way possible. To say to His Highness now that Government

must insist on his varying his order in regard to the run would mean that he

would never in the future be able to accept the word of his Resident
;
and the

Resident’s position would be intolerable as he would not be able to give the

Maharana an assurance in any matter of the slightest importance without

referring the question first for the orders of the Governor-General’s Agent and

(he Government of India. - •
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I think the Maharana’s order must stand ; if it be considered that that order should never

have been issued the Resident who approved its issue is to be blamed, not the Maharana who

issued it only after seeking his Resident’s prior approval.

13. I would therefore inform the Rawat of Salumbar that he cannot hope for the interven-

tion of the Government of India in regard to any of the prayers contained in paragraph 52 of

Part I of the present Representation.

A. T. HOMIE,

Resident in Mewar.

Principal subjects dealt with. Part I of the Representation.

Note.

—

“ Sections ” Sections of Remarks, not of Representation.

I. Salumbar jagir not in possession of the Chondawats, but of the Chohans of Parsoli,

when the Jaisamand lake was made ;

—

Sections 3, 48, 49, 50, 51 , 52,.53, 54, 55, 67, 64, 67.

II;_Parwana alleged to have been granted by Maharana Amar Singh II of Mewar to

Rawat Kesri ^ngh I of Salumbar :

—

Sections 6, 7,"9, 22, 24, 46, 48, 65, 66, 73, 77.

in.—Confiscations and attachments of Salumbar villages by the Mewar Darbar

Sections 17, 18, 19, 48, 51, 52, 53, 54, 62, 64, 66, 69, 71.

IV.-T-Captain Tod’s kaulnama ;

—

Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 29, 30, 74.

V.—Captain Cobbe’s letter to Rawat Padam Singh of Salumbar

Sections 12, 16, 30, 62, 71, 74.

VI.—Claim of Salumbar to be hereditary Councillor of Mewar

Sections 63, 56, 68, 69, 70.

yii.:—^hlaeturi-Sarari boundary case :—

Sections 9, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 44, 65, 79, 81, 82.

Vlll.-^Survey proceedings of 1876-78 ;

—

Sections 24, 44, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80,’ 81, 82.

IX.—The “ History of Mewar.”

Sections 47, 48, 49, 51, 55, 57, 64.

X.—Claim of the Mewar Darbar to the entire run of the .1aisamand lake ;—

Sections 26, 27, 37

.

Xi_ High-water level, or “ elephant-feet level,” of the Jaisamand lake

Sections 4, 76, 80, 81, 83.

XII.—Papers printed in 1908 by order of the Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana

" Sections 17, 46, 55, 64, 71.

Summary of Remarks on Part I of the Representation.

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Sections

of -my
Remarks.

Summary of Remarks.

1 1 The orders passed in the Jaisamand run case are those of the

the Resident. The latter was only informally consulted by the Darhar.

2 2 The Resident has not entertained any " suit ” in this case.
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of 1909-10 and 1910-11 ;
and only moderate in a year whicli falls rather short' of being a good

one. - '
,

9. Secondly, on the question of Salumbar’s long possession of the run lands lelcw Salumbar

villages situated on the Jaisamand, the Darbar say ;

—

That the idea of a jagirdar being entitled to claim lawful ownership as the result of a

long possession not based on any valid authority irom.the Head of - the State, is,

foreign to the conceptions prevailing in a State like Udaipur.

10. Thirdly, still on the question of Salumbar’s long possession of the run lands beloio

'Salumher villages situated on the Jaisamand, the Darbar .say :

—

That ^ey are entitled to resume their rights at any time, no matter how long an unlawful

possession of such rights may have been exercised against them by a subject .of

the State, whenever they may diseover thefaet of such unlawful possession..

It is admitted by the Darbar that until A. D. 1907 or 1908 no claim to the run lands, up

to high-water or “ elephant-feet ” level, below the jagir villages on the borders of the Jaisa-

mand, Jiad ever been made by the Darbar. '

11. My opinion on 9 and 10 above is that it is dangerous, or at least unwise, to consider

principles of English law, or of British Indian law w'hich may be quite suitable to a settled,

well organised community like British India, and to some of the Indian States, as being equally

applicable to a backward and over-centralised State like Mewar with its uneducated and under-

paid local Darbar officials over whom no proper supervision is exercised from headquarters.

The jagirdars are of course well able to look after their interests in their own comparatively

small estates, but under present conditions the Darbar are unable to safeguard all State interests

throughout their large territory. My experience has always been thatdt is the jagirdars who

are constantly encroaching, or have done so in the past, on the khalsa lands, and not that the

contrary is taking, or has taken, place.

I think therefore that the Maharana is entitled to our support, or at any rate that the

Government of India should not compel him to rescind his order, when he has issued an order

overruling a claim of one of his jagirdars which is based solely on long possession, has no docu-

mentary authority to support it, and is contrary to the custom of the State.

12. This brings me to the attitude which, it seems to me, the political officers should take

up in this case :

—

(o) if the Darbar order about the run had not yet issued and the matter were stiU an open

one, it may be that it would have perhaps been wiser to advise the Darbar to adopt

a more conciliatory attitude towards Salumbar and to grant him larger concessions

than those actually given under paragraph (2) of the Mahkma Khas order No. 2400

dated 9th August 1909. But even in that case it would have been difficult to

find an adequate answer to the Darbar’s inquiries as to why concessions should

be made to a jagirdar who is not above demeaning himself by the wilful use of

forged documents and who dares to use such unbecoming language, as, from a

feudatory in regard to the head of all the Kajputs of India, as that contained

for instance, in paragraphs 2 {a) and (e), 8, 13, 16, 28, 31, 33, 3-5, 41, 43, 48 and

51 of Part I of the present Representation.

{b) ITie actual fact being (as it is) that the order declaring the run lands below jagir

villages on the Jaisamand to be khalsa property was issued by the Darbar more

than two years ago, and was only issued after the’ Resident, who is the Govern-

ment’s local representative, had conveyed to the Darbar his approval of that

order, it seems to me that it is politically quite out of the question now for Govern-

ment now to subject the Darbar to the humiliation of admitting the injustice of

the order to Salumbar and the other jagirdars concerned who have villages on

Jaisamand. The Maharana’s conduct throughout this matter has been absolutely

correct. He has never taken a single important step in what is, after all, a purely

internal affair, without consulting his Resident. He has invariably shown the

Resident the originals of all material documents in his possession in the most open

and straightforward way possible. To say to His Highness now that Government

must insist on his varying his order in regard to the run would mean that he

would never in the future be able to accept the word of his Resident
;
and the

Resident’s position would be intolerable as he would not be able to give the

Maharana an assurance in any matter of the slightest importance without

referring the question first for the orders of the Governor-General’s Agent and

^he Government of India. - •
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I think the Maharana’s order must stand ; if it he considered that that order should never

have been issued the ResidentAvho approved its issue is to be blamed, not the Maharana who
issued it only after seeking his Resident’s prior approval.

13. I would therefore inform the Rawat of Salumbar that he cannot hope for the interven-

tion of the Government of India in regard to any of the prayers contained in paragraph 52 of

Part I of the present Representation.

• A. T. HOLhIE,

2
Resident in Mewar.

Prind'pal subjects dealt with. Part I of the Representation.

Note.—

“

Sections ” Sections of Ecmarlts, not of Ecpresentation.

I.—Salumbar jagir not in possession of the Chondawats, but of the Chohans of Parsoli,

when the Jaisamand lake was made :

—

Sections 3, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,.53, 54, 55, 57, 64, 67.

Hi—^Parwana alleged to have been granted by Maharana Amar Singh II of Mewar to

Rawat Kesri ^ngh I of Salumbar :

—

Sections 6, 7,^9, 22, 24, 46, 48, 65, 66, 73, 77.

HI.—Confiscations and attachments of Salumbar villages by the Mewar Darbar :

—

Sections 17, 18, 19, 48, 51, 52, 53, 54, 62, 64, 66, 69, 71.

IV.—rCaptaih Tod’s kaulnama f

—

Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 29, 30, 74.

V.—Captain Cobb e’s letter to Rawat Padam Singh of Salumbar

Sections 12, 16, 30, 62, 71, 74.

VI.—Claim of Salumbar to be hereditary Councillor of Mewar :

—

Sections 53, 66, 68, 69, 70.

yiI.-7-Maeturi-Sarari boundary case

Sections 9, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 44, 65, 79, 81, 82.

VIII.—Survey proceedings of 1876-78 :

—

Sections 24, 44, 76, 77 , 78, 79, 80,' 81, 82.

IX.—The “ History of Mewar.”

Sections 47, 48, 49, 51, 55, 57, 64.

X.—Claim of the Mewar Darbar to the entire run of the Jaisamand lake ;

—

Sections 26, 27, 37.

,
XI.-r-High-water level, or “ elephant-feet level,” of the Jaisamand lake

Sections 4, 76, 80, 81, 83.

XH.—Papers printed in 1908 by order of the Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana :

—

“Sections 17, 46, 55, 64, 71.

Summary of Remarks on Part I of the Representation.

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Ee-
prcsenta-

tion.

Sections

of -my
Remarks.

Summary of Remarks.

1 1 •The orders passed in the Jaisamand run case are those of the Mewar Darbar, not of

the Resident. The latter was only informally consulted by the Darbar.

2 ' 2 The Resident has not entertained any " suit” in this case.
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Simmury of RemarTcs on Part I of the EepresenMion-Hiontd.

paragraph
|

of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Sections

of my
Remarks.

10

5

6

7

8

0

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Summary of Remarks.

20

21

22

When the Jaisamand lake was constructed the Salumbar jagir was notm the po. ses-

sion of the Chondawats from whom the present Rawat of Salumbar has inherited,

but in that of the Chohans of Parsoli.

There is a large area of culturable and cultivated land available, in the Salurnbar

viUages round the Jaisamand lake, above high water mark ;
this land has not been

annexed by the Darbar.

Reference to the first remark on paragraph 4.

The Darbar state that the Parwana alleged to have been granted by Maharana

Amar Singh II to Rawat Kesri Singh I of Salumbar is a forgery.

The question of the validity of that Parwana never came before Captain Tod.

A quotation from Tod’s Rajasthan showing that in Tod’s time Salumbar refused to

produce for renewal the old patents granted to his ancestors by the Ranas of

Mewar.

The alleged Parwana from Maharana Amar Singh II was produced by Salumbar

for the first time only in October 1899.

Salumbar’s argument in paragraph 6 of the Representation would have had more

force if the Darbar’s orders were the confiscation of entire Salumbar villages on

the Jaisamand. In that case Salumbar might have urged that Tod,would have

arranged for such confiscations had they been necessary in the Darbar s interests.
_

An incorrect assertion by Salumbar regarding Tod’s kaulnama put right.

The Darbar’s contention is that Captain Cobbe’s letter to Rawat Padam Singh of

Salumbar was written without reference to the Darbar and was based on ec-j/arie

statements of Salumbar and therefore should not be considered binding. on tho

Darbar.

Salumbar’s inconsistent references to the kaulnamas of Captains Tod and Cobbe.

The Mewar Residency records were destroyed in the Mutiny ; old records are there-
.

fore not forthcoming now.

Non-acceptance of Salumbar’s contention.that no land not surrendered by the Mewar

jagirdars to the Darbar in Tod’s time can thereafter ever be regarded as an usurpa-

tion.

It hardly seems fair to hold the Darbar bound by Captain Cobbe s letter especially

as other assurances contained in the letter, which do not relate to the run, have

never been considered binding on the Darbar ;
although on the other hand it is

true that at the time he wrote it he was exercising unusually large powers in

Mewar.

It is not true that Sambat 1906 (A. D. 1850) was the first year when any Salumbar

villages were confiscated. '

, . . .

Incorrect assertion by Salumbar with regard to the Darbar s reason for attaching

Salumbar villages in Sambat 1906 (A. D. 1850).

Quotation from Brooke’s “ History of Mewar ” regarding the confiscation of Salumbar

villages in Sambat 1906 (A. D. 1850). Inability of Maharana Samp Singh to

coerce Salumbar without the British Political Officers’ assistance, which was not

given.

Incorrect assertion by Salumbar that the Maeturi-Sarari bounda^ case was decided

quite shortly after the succession of Rawat Jodh Singh of Salumbar. The decision

in that case was based on the opinion of a Panchayat.

The Appendix E documents are not traceable in the Darbar offices.

The fact that Salumbar never produced the alleged parwana of Maharana Amar
Singh II when the Maeturi-Sarari boundary case was being gone into in Sambat

1923 (A. D. 1867) shows that that parwana is not a genuine one.
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Simmury of Remarks on Parti of the Representalion—contd.

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

1 Section

of my
Remarks.

.

'

. Summary of Remarks.

11 23 Inaccurate assertions in paragraph 11 of the Representation.

. 12 24 The extraordinary fact that the alleged parwana of Maharana Amar Singh II was
never produced.by Salumbar in the course of the boundary setyement proceedings
of A. D. 1867, nor in the Jaisamand survey proceedings of A. D. 1876-78. Even
when the parwana was produced no explanation was given as to how it was that
the. parwana had never been forthcoming before.

25 Incorrect assertion by Salumbar that the Darbar’s appellate order of A. D. 1905 in
the Maeturi-Sarari boundary case admitted the existence of a “ proportional Run
land ” in the Salumbar villages.

f

26 It is, however, true that the Darbar laid no claim to the whole of the run until A, D.
• 1907 or 1908.

13 27 Reference to remarks on paragraph 12*of the Representation,

14 28 Reference to remarks on paragraph 5 of the Representation.

29 Tod’s kaulnama makes no mention of the Run.

30
1

There is no evidence that Captain Cobbe consulted the alleged parwana of Maharana
Amar Singh II, or Tod’s kaulnama, before writing the letter Appendix B.

31 Major Robinson’s and Colonel Lawrence’s kaulnamas make no mention of the Jaisa-
mand run.

32
.

Salumhar’s assertion is probably true, that every political officer down to Colonel
Pinhey thought that Salumbar was entitled to the run lands below the Salumbar
villages. >

15 33 Mr. Claude Hill’s opinions, as disclosed in the printed papers of 1908.

34 • Disagreement with Salumbar’s assertion that it is a “ ridiculous theory ” to consider
Salumbar entitled only to the run lands lying below the Salumbar Jaisamand
villages.

16 35 Incorrectness of Salumbar’s assertion that Mr. Hill induced Rawat Onar Singh to
accept the Darbar’s views on the “ matampursi ” question by holding out the
inducement that thereby his other grievances would be settled in his (the
Rawat’s) favour.

- • 36 It is true that Mr. Hill at first considered that the run question was one for deci
sion by the Mewar Boundary Settlement Officer.

37 The purport of the Darbar’s order annexing the run was shown to Mr. Hill, while he
was still Resident, before the order was issued. Mr. Hill approved of it. It ii

true that the Darbar had never, before A. D. 1907 or 1908 asserted the proposition
that the whole of the Jaisamand run is State property. The position taken up
by the Darbar is that they claimed the run as soon as it was brought to their
notice that, in the absence of anj' patent alienating it, the run of a lake constructed
at the expense of the Darbar ipsofacto, by the invariable custom of Mewar, belongs
to the Darbar ; and that Salumbar has no patent conferring on him any portion of
the run of the Jaisamand lake.

IV 38 Misleading reference by Salumbar to a letter from Captain Trench, formerly officia-

ting Resident.

18, 19 and
20

39 and 40 . Reference to Mr. Hill’s conclusions, of which paragraphs 18, 19 and 20 of the
Representation purport to give a summary.

21 41 A jagirdar has no right to have his claims against his Darbar in internal State matters
submitted to the “ arbitrament ” of the State’s political officer. The Mehkma-
khas order No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909, was not submitted to the Resident’s
“ arbitrament,” though its purport was before issue communicated, verbally and
informallj', to him. , ,

23 42 Salumbar’s summary of the Darbar’s order No. 993, dated 11th May 1905, is corr ct.

132 A. to G. G. Raj.
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Summarv o}IiemarltsonPanloitlie Befresenta:ion-covA&..

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Remarks.

Summary of Remarks.

24 43 Salumhar’s summarv of the Darbar’s order No. 18299 dated Baisakh Sud, 9th

Sambat 1964 (A. 1). 1908) is correct except in one particular.

25 44 Salumbar’B summary should be corrected by a reference to the actual Darbar order

No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909.

26 45 •Salumbar’s summary in clause (iu) of this paragraph corrected by

is the actual purport of paragraph 10 of the Darban order No. 2400, dated 9th

August 1909.

27 46 Jlr. Hill’s views on the alleged parwana given by Maharana Amar Singh II to Rawat,

K sri Singh I of Salumbar.

28 47 How the “ History of Mewar ” was prepared.

48 The “ History of Mewar ” goes to prove the falseness of the alleged parwana of Maha-

rana Amar Singh II.

49 Reason why the “ History of Mewar” was first published and then withdrawn from

circulation. The History is believed to be based on impartial inquiries.

60 The extract from the Raj Vilas quoted by Salumbar does not

about whether Salumbar was or was not taken away from the Chondawats for

three generations. .

61 But that ejectment of the Chondawats is mentioned in no less than 4 places m the

“History of Mewar,” and Bedla and Parsoh, nrst-class jagirs of Meuar,

confirm it.

29 62 Salumbar’s statement, that the inscription at the Raisamand does not corr^orate

the taking away of Salumbar from the Chondawats for three generations, is mong

,

because, Is a matter of fact, the insoription strongly corroborates such taking

away.

30 63 Salumbar’s interpretation of the meaning of the inscription is wrong.

54 Inaccuracy of Salumbar’s statement that the Darbar;B assertion is that the Chohans

of Parsoli had possession of Salumbar for 3 generationB (of the Chohans).

31 65 Tod’s Rajasthan, while describing Eaten Singh and Kandhalji as being “ of Balum-

bar,” does not state that they were' “ in full enjoyment of tlm right vested the

house as hereditarj' leaders of the van in battles.” But Tod s styling those

Rawats as “ of Salumbar ” really proves nothing for reasons given.

56 Denial by the Darbar of Salumbar’s claim to be hereditary Councillor of Mewar.

57 The letters referred to in Appendix K cannot be admitted by the Darbar to be

genuine unless the originals are produced by Salumbar for mspection.

68 Incorrectness of Salumbar’s allegation that all the viUages on the banks of the

Jaisamand belonged to him when the alleged parwana of Maharana Amar Singh

II was issued.

59 Incorrect statement by Salumbar that Siar’s grant from, the Darbar was augmented

by Salumbar with some Salumbar villages.

60 Bhadesar and Kurabar, if called upon by the Darbar to produce their Sanads, would

certainly refuse to do so, or would make some excuse for not doing so.

61 ,

Incorrect statement of Salumbar that Mehturi was originally not a run village.

33 62 The Darbar cannot express an opinion about Appendix L unless the original is pro-

duced for their inspection.

34 63 Appendix C referred to by Salumbar deals with customs matters, and not with

the run question.
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Summary of Remarks n Pari I of the Rcpresen'ialion—contd;

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Be-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Kemarks.

'

According to th-s ‘History of Me-.var’, (he Chondawats were not in possission o' iho

Jaisamand villages, or of the Salumbar jagir itself, when the Jaisamand dam
was built. When the Chondawats were eventually restored neither the Darbar

nor Salumbar can prove what extent of-land in the run villages was made over to

the ownership of the restored family, but it seems probable that from the time

of the restoration onwards the Chondawats, ancestors of the present Kawat, have

always been in possession of the run lands below the Salumbar Jaisamand vdllagcs.

Inaccuracy of some of Salumbar’s .statements. Eecapitulation of the actual facts

of the Maeturi-Sarari boundary dispute, and the significance of the non-production

by Salumbar inSambat 1923 (A. D. 1867) of the alleged panvana of JIahai ana Amar
Singh II.

Salumbar’s explanation of the delay in the issue of the alleged parwana of Maharana

Amar Singh II not considered satisfactory,

The lands of the Salumbar jagir which were submerged by the construction of the

Jaisamand dam did not belong, when the submersion took place, to the Chon-

dawats from whom the present Rawat inherits, but to the Chohans of Parsoli.

The actual facts about the village Bhana, belonging to the Rawat of Asind, on the

Rajsamand lake.

The Government of India cannot support Salumbar’s claim to he “ the mester of the

throne ” of Mewar.

The Darbar deny, vide section 58 above, Salumbar’s claim to possess the hereditary

right of being the chief Councillor of the State. •

The Darbar give instances contradicting Salumbar’s assertion that Salumbar villages

have never been confiscated in the part except during “ minorities or unusually

weakened crises.”

Remarks about Appendix M, Part I of the Representation.

Contradiction by the Darbar of Salumbars’ assertion that words found in the alleged

parwana of Maharana Amar Singh II are shown from old books to have been in

common use at Udaipur.

Salumbar’s assertion that the Darbar repudiate Tod’s kaulnama is incorrect. That

kaulnama confers no rights on the Mewar Serdars except that they shall all be

treated equally by the Darbar and in accordance with what their services deserve.

Consideration of the Darbar’s argument that an examination of the present value of

the Salumbar Jaisamand villages will show that that value, if the run villages

be included, is very greatly in excess of the entries made in the State Bahi or

Register of A. D. 1822 ; and that therefore the Bahi entries prove that Salumbar’s

claim to the run lands of the- Salumbar Jaisamand villages is a recent one

and is quite unauthorised.

Incorrectness of Salumbar’s assertion that the Darbar have admitted that the run

lands in the Salumbar Jaisamand villages belonged to Salumbar.

How the survey of the Salumbar Jaisamand villages was effected in A. D. 1876-78.

Maharana Sajjan Singh made no very serious attempt to make Salumbar pay

their share of the expenditure incurred on strengthening the Jaisamand dam.

I agree with Salumbar that no inference adverse to Salumbar can fairly he drawn

from the absence of remarks in the Surs’ey Abstract to the effect that “ there was

other submerged land which would be surveyed on emerging from the water.”

The object aimed at by Salumbar at the time of the survey proceedings of A. D.

1876-78 was the direct opposite of that at the time of the Maeturi-Sarari boundary

settlement proceedings of A. D. 1899.

Consideration of Salumbar’s assertions in regard to the survey proceedings of A. D.

1876-78.
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tion.

S cti n
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Kemarks.
S mmary of Remarks.

50
,
81 Consideration of the actual effect, in the Salumhar Jaisamand village of Sarari, of

the Darbar’s orders in- regard to the run ; and comparison with the result of the

survey of 1876-78.

82 Salumhar should have produced the records of the A. D. 1876-78 survey at the
time the Maeturi-Sarari boundary dispute was decided.

83 The total area ohtained_by Salumbar under the Darbar’s order, below the elephant
feet level.

A. T. HOLME,

Resident in Mewar.

Detailed remarks on Part 1 of the Representation by the Rawat of Salumbar,

Note.—" Paragraphs ” refer to the numbered paragraphs of Salumbar’s printed representation. " Sections ”

are the sections of these remarks, in serial order.
.

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Remarks.

Summary of Remarks.

1 1 Properly speaking there have been no “ fiiidings of the Residency,” Mewar. The
orders and findings have been those of the Mewar Durbar. The Mnharana inform-
ally consultedd the Resident in what was purely an internal question before issuing
orders about the Run.

2 2 There is no “ suit in the Residency, Mewar ” at all. The Resident is not competent
to entertain a “suit” even if a party having a grievance against the Durbar
wishes the Resident to do so.

3 4 In Sambat 1744 to 1749 the Salumbar Jagir was in the possession, not of the Chon-
dawats from whom the present Rawat is descended, brt of the Chohans of Parsoli,
a junior branch of the Bedla house. This I believe to be established by satisfac-

tory proofs, which will be referred to later.

4 4 It might be thought, from reading this paragraph, that when the Jaisamand lake
is full of water there is no culturable land whatever round the edge of the lake
near the 6 villages named in the paragraph. This is not by any means the case,
as I have myself seen in a year when the lake has been full. There is even then
a large area of culturable and cultivated land available above high water level.

Such cultivated and culturable land will,^in the future, remain fti Salumbar’s
undisturbed possession, since the order of the Durbar declares to be khalsa all the
land only all the land up to the level of the feet of certain stone figures of elephants
on the Jaisamand dam, which is practically the same thing as high water mark.

5 5 See first remark against paragraph 4. ' -

6 The Durbar have stated in paragraph 2 of their order No. 2400, dated 9th August
1909, of which a translation is attached (and elsewhere) that the Patta referred
-to by Salumbar is a forgery.

7 So far as I know, the question of the validity or not of the patta, as well as the ques-
tion of the ownership of .the Jaisamand Rund lands, never came before Captain
Tod, the first political officer in Mewar.
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Detailed remarlcs on Part I of the Representation by the Raxval of Salu7nbar—contd.

Paragraph
of Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Remarks.

_ Summary of Remarks.

8 See Tod, Volume I, Chapter HI, under the heading “Kala Puttas.” “ When, on
a recent occasion, a revision of all the grants took place, the old ones being called

in to he renewed under the sign-manual of the reigning prince, the minister him-
self visited the Chief of Salumbar, the Head of the Chondawats, at his residence

0 the capital, for this purpose. Having become possessed of several villages in the
confusion of the times, a perusal of the grant would have been the means of detec-

tion ; and on being urged to send to his estate for it, he replied, pointing to the

palace, “ my grant is in the foundation of that edifice an answer worthy of a

descendant of Chonda, then only just of age. The expression marks the spirit

which animates this people, and recalls to mind the well known reply of our own
Earl Warenne, on the very same oecasion, to the quo warranto of Edward :

" by
their swords my ancestors obtained this land, and by mine will I maintain it.”

‘

9 So far from the deed of grant or patta having been examined and admitted as genuine

in the time of Captain Tod, as the phraseology used in this paragraph by Salumbar
would have one believe, the actual fact is that this patta was never produced at

all by Salumbar or anyone else until October 1899, or about a month before the

Maeturi-Sarari case was decided by Captain Pinhey, the Boundary Settlement

Officer, Mewar.

10 There would have been more force in Salumbar’s argumentin this paragraph if the

Maharana’s action complained about by him had btfen the confiscation of one or

more whole villages situated on the shores of the Jaisamand lake. In that case

Salumbar might have contended that if his possession of those villages had been

unlawful, and had been acquired during the half century before Captain Tod’s

arrival at Udaipur, their restitution to the Durbar would probably have been

efiected by Captain Tod. (See Chapter 18, Volume I, of Tod’s Rajasthan.)

11 It is not accurate to say, as Salumbar does, that during the incumbency of Captain

Tod, “ all the villages and lands belonging to the Jagirdars which were constructed

as undue usurpations by them ” were restored to the State, and “ the remaining

ones were, through a Kaulnamah, dated May 1818 A. D., permanently settled in

favour of the Sirdars as belonging to them and theirs by hereditary rights." Of

the 11 provisions in' the Kaulnamah of 1818, all except the 8th detail, not rights

but duties, of the Jagirdars. The 8th clause runs :
“ The Maharana shall maintain

the dignities due to each chief according to his degree.” (Tod’s Rajasthan,

Volume I, First Appendix, No. 20.) A literal translation of the Hindi original

-

runs :

—

“ The Shri Durbar shall extend equal treatment to all Sardars. Treatment shall

be such as their services deserve.” (Note: this clause is omitted altogether in

the copy of Tod’s Kaulnamah given at page 44 of Aitchison, Volume III; and in

Brooke’s History of Mewar it appears thus (Appendix C) : all chief shall meet

with equal consideration from the Shri Durbar, and their services shall be duly

appreciated.)”

In any case, whichever be the correct version of the Kaulnamah, it does not purport

to confer the permanent settlement of any lands on the jagirdars.

6 12 Captain Cobbe’s letter to Rawat Padam Singh of Salumbar, dated 1st October

1826. This is dealt with in the Durbar order No. 18299, dated Baisakh Sudi

9th, Sambat'1964(A. D. 1908) (translation’* attached) their contention being

that that letter was written by Captain Cobbe without previous reference to tho

Durbar, and was based merely on what had been stated to him by Salumbar,

and that therefore it would be wrong to treat that letter as a guarantee given

by a British officer which is binding on the -Durbar.

7 13 It is not clear to which agreements, nor to which actual words in Aitchison, reference

is here made. Only one agreement (Kaulnamah) between the Maharana and the

Jagirdars was negotiated by Captain Cobbe (in -1821), and even that one was not

signed by the contracting parties until -1840. Aitchison (edition revised to 1st

June 1906) says (page 20) that “ this agreement was as inoperative as the Agree-

ment of 1818'” namely. Tod’s. H Salumbar is referring'to this agreement of

1827, his reason for doing so is possibly because it contains in its sixth clause the

provision that “ no village shall be sequestrated without just cause.”

• A translation of this order was sent to the Hon’ble Mr.'Colvin with this ofSce confidcntul demi-official letter

of 9tli October 1908. The order in question is there headed^:
—“ translation of an order issued by the Jlehkmakhas,

Jlewar, to the Boundary Settlement Officer Mewar (1908).”

192 A. to'G.'G. Raj.
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In this paragraph and in paragraphs 6.and 45 it suits Salumbar*s purpose to make
out that the Kaulnamas were valid instruments which have ever since hound,

and still bind, the parties to their execution. In this same Representation, Part

III, paragraph 8, however, he alludes to them disparagingly as “ old Kaulnamas

which, to quote the words of their compiler (U. C. Aitchison), ever remained

‘inoperative.’” And in Part IV, paragraph 3, he states that the Durbar bases

their sweeping contentions “ on the feeble and rusted strength of former Qaul-

namahs, which, being never enforced, have ever remained null and void.”

Files of the Mewar Residency ofiSce which could be traced in the time of Colonel

Lawrence are not available now, because all the oiEce records were destroyed

at Neemuch in the disturbances of 1857.

I think it is going rather far to say, as Salumbar contends, that no lands except those

which were restored by Jagirdars to the Durbar in Captain Tod’s time can ever,

in any circumstances, and however clear the proof may be that they are usurpa-

tions, be regarded as such.

I also think it is hardly fair to the Durbar to hold them hound by Captain Cohbe’s

parwana unless it can be shown, which has not yet been done, that Captain Cobbe
ever communicated with the Durbar before he wrote the parwana, or that he sent

them a copy of it after it had been issued. Moreover, other assurances contained

in the letter, regarding the villages Barodia and Parla (see remarks on paragraph

41 below) and not sending ‘‘ Chitthis ” on Salumbar villages from the Thana of

Khenvara, have never been acted on by the Durbar and no political officer, so

far as is known, has attempted to enforce those assurances on the strength of the

contents of this letter of Captain Cobbe. However, it appears on the other hand
to be the fact that in October 1826, when the parwana was given, the -Political

Agent exercised unusual powers in Mewar, which were very shortly afterwards

curtailed (see Brooke’s History of Mewar, pages 31-34).

If the -first sentence of this paragraph means that Sambat 1906 was the first occasion

when a khalsa (order of resumption) was imposed by the Durbar on any Salumbar
villages, then this is certainly untrue. In the time of Rana Raj Singh the whole

estate was confiscated, and in the time of Rana Bhim Singh (when Padam Singh

was the Rawat of Salumbar) some villages were confiscated, as is admitted in the

ICharita which the present Rawat, Onar Singh, himself addressed to the Political

Agent, Mewar, on 24th July 1906 (see page 8, paragraph XV, of the papers relating

to Salumbar which were printed in 1908 by order of the Agent to the Governor-

General).

A perusal of Exhibit D shows that the “ plausible reason ” (the words are Salumbars).

advanced in Sambat 1906 by the State for imposing an order of resumption (or

attachment) on Patan and other Salumbar villages in the Jaisamand Rund was
not merely (as stated in the Representation). “Salumbar’s so-called refusal to

concede to a Boundary Settlement of Patan with Methuri (a Khalsa Village),”

but was further due to the forcible taking away of grain which had been placed in

deposit pending a decision of the dispute, and the snatching of his sword from a
Durbar sepoy.

V

The actual facts, as given at pages 67, 68 of Brooke’s Hi3tor5' of Mewar, are :

—

“ In the beginning of 1850, the Maharana, with the sanction of the Political Agent,
confiscated a la’ ge portion of the estates of the Rawats of Salumbar and Deogurh
ostensibly for the non- performance of service and for withholding chUttoond
though the former chief was not liable to the demand of chuttoond at all. In
October 1851, the two chiefs expelled the Rana’s troops from their estates, and
took forcible possession of the villages which had been sequestrated. The Rana
applied for assistance to the British Government, denying that he had introduced

any nSw usages, or made any fresh and illegal exactions. • He expressed himself
prepared.to submit to any enquiry that Government might be pleased to institute.

He might, he affirmed, be able to drive the chiefs from their estates, hut he would
be unable afterwards to expel them the country. His fear was, that if he pushed
them to extremity, the whole of Mewar might be raised, anarchy ensue, and the
British Government make him lesponsibe.”

The Political Officers of the time declined to give the Maharana any active assistance

against the chiefs, and he was not strong enough himself to overcome their resis-

tance.
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. 10 20' Rawat Jodh Singh was confirmed in the succession to the Salumbar estate in Stfmbat
1920, and it was not until three j'ears later, in Sambat 1923, that the Macturi-
Sarari boundary case was settled. The decision in that case was made by a Pan-
chayat, and was not a decision forced upon the estate by a hostile Durbar official

as might be conjectured by reading this paragraph.

21 The Durbar have not been able to trace the documents given ns Appendi.v E ; and
if thought necessary Salumbar might be requested to produce the originals.

22 If the Parwana of Maharana Amar Singh, on which Salumbar bases bis claim to tho
V - ivhoh run, were a genuine one, Salumbar would undoubtedly have produced it

before the decision of Sambat 1923 was effected, because, if Salumbar is entitled

to the whole run as the parwana makes out, it is impossible that the khalsa villego

Methuri can have owned any part of the run, and consequently there can have
been no valid dispute as to boundaries, between Sarari and JIaeturi, so far ns the
run is concerned. But the greater part of the Sarari.Maeturi boundary caso
related as a matter of fact to run lands pure and simple.

' H 23 What actually happened was that about Sambat 1955 (A. D. 1899) the Hakim of

the Magra zUla reported that Salumbar raiyats were encroaching on State land,

while about the same time Salumbar complained of similar encroachments by
khalsa tenants. Captain Pinney, the Mewar Boundary Settlement Officer, was
sent to demarcate the boundaries, and Salumbar then produced a copy of tho
decision of Sambat 1923, and it was on the basis of that decision that the demarca-
tion was carried out by Captain Pinney.

.
12 ' 24 As stated above, in the remarks on paragraph 10, the parwana of Maharana Amur

Singh ought .to have been produced by Salumbar in tho time of Lala Jwala Parshad,
State Amin (Sambat 1923); but as a matter of fact it waa never produced by
Salumbar in any boundary settlement or other proceedings whatever until October
1899. Captain J. Pinney, the Boundary Settlement Officer, Mewar, then pro-

ceeded to the spot to take up the case between Maeturi and Sarari ; and Salumbar
handed in one copy of the Panvnna to the Boundary Settlement Officer, and sent

another copy to the Mehkmakhas, Udaipur.
It is extraordinary, yet none the less the fact that Salumbar should have

produced so important a document as this paiwana without a word of explanation

as to how it was that it had never bceii put forward before, where it had been
found andso forth. All that Salumbar did was to submit two copies of tho alleged

pam’ana as stated above, and to claim the entire run under the terms of the par-

wana. The same panvnna, if genuine, should have been, but was not, produced

by Salumbar in the course of the survey proceedings of 1876-78 (see remarks

below on paragraph 47 of the Representation).

25 The order of the Mehkmalihas on Salumbar’s appeal in the Sarnri-Maeturi boundary
case, which is referred to in this paragraph, is order No. 903 dated 11th Slay 1905

(translation attached). That order nowhere “ admits the existence of a propor-

tional Run land, as boundaries, under every Salumbar village.”

26 At the same time it is only fair to Salumbar to note that, as stated again further on,

it was not till 1907 or 1908 that the Durbar asserted their right to the tohole run.

.

13 27 See the last three sentences in remarks on paragraph 12.

14 28 See remarks above on paragraph 6 of the Representation.

29 Tod’s Kaulnama makes no mention whatever of the Run.

30 There is nothing to show whether Captain Cobbe, before writing the letter of 1st

October 1826 (Appendix B, Representation, Part I) to Rawat Padam Singh of

Salumbar, consulted either the parwana alleged to have been granted to Rawat
Kesri Singh I of Salumbar by Rana Amar Singh II ofAlewar, or Tod’s Kaulnama.

31 In the Kaulnama of Major Robinson and Colonel Lawrence, as in Tod’s Kaulnama,

no mention is made of the Jaisamand run.

32 It is probably quite true to say that everj’ political officer down to Major Pinbey

and it might have been added, the Durbar themselves thought that Salumbar

was entitled to the run lands betoiv the Salumbar village on the Jaisamand lake.
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15 33 Mr. Claude Hill’s opinion of December 1907 on the Enn question is given at page

46 of the papers on the Salumbar case which ^^re printed m 1908 by the orders

of the Agent to the Governor-General. It should be noted that Mr. Hill was at

the time expressing a final opinion only on the Malampum question and not on

the other matters, including the run, at issue between the Maharana and the

Rawat of Salumhar. . , „ . , ^ i

The following extract from those papers shows that the first two sendees of para-

graph 15 of the Representation give Mr. Hill’s then opinion with substantial

“ The claim of Salumbar to the alluvial of the whole lake is thus of course untenable.

What Salumbar might claim is the cultivation of the alluvial of so much ^
the

shores of the Jaisamand as is within the boundaries of villages the property of

Salumbar.”

34 So far from it being a “ ridiculous ” theory, as is stated in this paragraph of the

Representation, that “ Salumbar can claim the Run only m proportion to the Run

lands lying under its individual villages bordering on the lake, this seems to me

to be a very much more plausible theory than that Salumbar should own the

whole of the Run lands of a lake all the villages surrounding which were not m
the possession of Salumbar when the lake was built, and on the construction and

maintenance of which the Jagir-holder has never yet spent a pie.

16 35 The Representation says that Mr. Hill urged that if the thikana were to accept in

writing His Highness views in the Matampnrsi question, the otter gnevances would

be summarily mitigated.” Mr. Hill however wrote to me m October 1908 that he

” only told Salumbar that absolute submission was the only road by which he

could hope to attain any sort of reapproachment,” and in the intemew Mr. Hill

had with the Rawat at which the latter recanted in writmg, Mr. Hill held out no

argument about generous treatment qua argument.”

36 The second sentence of this paragraph may be accepted as correct, seeing that m
December 1907 Mr. Hill considered (page 53 of the printed papem) that the

settlement of the Run dispute is not one for the Resident, but for tte Boundary

Settlement Officer ; and all that it is necessary to record here is, that Salumbar

has failed to make out a case of such tyrannous encroachment as would^justify

intervention by us ;
while his claim to the whole Run rests on a forgery.

37 With regard to the last sentence in this paragreph, it is all-important to remember

that the Maharana did not issue the administrative order refereed to by Salumbar

without previous consultation -ndth his Resident, the actual fact being that the

purport of the Mehkma has order of Asarh Badi ]4th, Sambat 1964 hr 2rth

June 1908 (a translation* of which is attached) declaring the whole of the Jaisa-

mand Run to be khalsa, was, before being issued, shown to Mr. Hill pst bettre

his final departure from Mewar, and was approved of by him. That is certamly

as much as can be expected'from the Durbar in a purely internal matter.

f

But, as has been observed above in the marks on paragraph 12. I believe that it is

a fact that the Durbar never, before 1907 or 1908, definitely asserted the proposi-

tion that the whole of the Jaisamand Bun is State property. On this point the

argument of the Durbar is that their claim 1o the whole of the Bun was made-as

soon as they became aware that it is an intrinsic right of the Durbar to own and

possess the Run of a lake niade by the Durbar, and that Salumbar’s ownership

and possession of any part of the Run was therefore unauthorised and illegal in

the absence of any patent conferring Run lands on the estate.

In the course of the proceedings before the Mewar Boundary Settlement Officer,

which are alluded to by Salumbar, no claim to the whole of the Run lands, including

those below the Salumbar villages, was, I believe, ever raised on behalf of the

Durbar.

17 38 The poitidn in inverted commas is certainly not an extract or summary of Captain

Trench’s letter of 10th July 1908 given as Appendix G. Bossibly it purports to

give the substance of what Captain Trench told the’ Salumbar i
Vakil

;
but there

is no record in my office of the' conversation alluded to in Captain Trench s letter

and I am not inclined to accept as correct the Salumbar version.

* A translation of this order was sent to the Hoii’ble Mr. Colvin with this office confidential demi-official letter

of 9th October 1908. The order in question is there headed:—" Translation of an order issued by the MehkmahhaBj,

Mewar, to the Boundary Settlement Officer, Mewar (1908;/* - '
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18—19 39 Summaries Mr. Hill’s conclusions. These are stated more fully at pages 22 and 23

of the printed papers. ''

'20 40 See remarks on paragraph 6 above.

21 41

o

“ The Mehkmakhas order which aims at discussing the validity

or. otherwise of the various claims of the thikana, submitted, of course to the

arbitrament of the Residency, Mewar.” .... If this means that the claims of the

thikana have been submitted to the arbitrament of the Resident, it may be said

that it is contrary to the expressed policy of the Government of India that a

Jagirdar should be considered to have the right to submit his claims against his

Durbar to the arbitrament ” of the political officer, when those claims relate to

purely infernal matters. If, on the other hand the words in the Representation

mean that the Mehkma khas order No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909 (translation

attached), had been submitted to the “ arbitrament” of the Resident, it should

be noted that it is by no means necessary for the Durbar to submit the orders

they issue to their Jagirdars, to the “ arbitrament ” of the Resident. As a matter

of fact, a general summary of the contents of the order No. 2400, dated 9th August
_

1909 was .first communicated, informally and verbally, to the Resident before the

order was issued.

23

(f) to (wit)

42 This correctly summarises a portion of the Durbar order No. 993, dated the 11th

May 1905 (translation attached), except that the order contains no direct “ in-

ference ” about Salumbar being able to claim a proportionate share in the Run

lands of its villages ;
but in so far as the order upheld the decision in the Saran-

Maeturi case in which a portion of Run lands below Sarari village had been assigned

to Salumbar, to that extent it may be said that there was nn indirect inference of

the sort.

24 '

_

(i) to, (fit)

43 This correctly summarises a portion of the Mehkmakhas order No. 18209, dated

Baisakh Sudi 9th, Sambat 1964 (translation attached).

25 - 44 The words in inverted commas in the first sentence of this paragraph do not

marise very clearly the orders of the Mehkmakhas. The ctual orders will be

found in paragraph 2 of [^Mehkma. has order No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909

(translation attached).

-

j

Sub-section (i) :^The actual order says “ it is proper that your sha-e of the expen-

diture should be lealised from you Avith interest,” and not “ therefore, this would

be realised now from Salumbar.”

Sub-sections (it) and (n'f) correctly summarise the purport of the Mehkmakhas

order.

'

Sub-section (iv) The Mehkmakhas order does not say “ these so-called Survey-

statements.” What it says is :
(paragraph 2) “ You did not submit the khasra

in connection with the boundniy dispute between Saran and Maetun nor suhae-

ouent to it. You did not submit the Khasra in the Sarari-Maeturi case for the

reason that the land shown in the khasra was less than what you laid claim to.

Even according to the khasra of the survey carried out by you the land m your

possession cannot be what has been awarded to you by the Bou^ary Settlement

Officer in his decision. But as the case has been decided by the Boundary Settle-

- ment Officer and passed the appellate stage the decision mil not be altered.

For “ Bun unculturable ” in this sub-section should be read “ Run fallow but oul-

turable.”

26.

lir)

46 It does not clearly appear from this that the actual order is that irrigation facilities

may be g- anted or withh Id at t e p’eas.^re o the Durbar, and that if granted

they will be granted only on payment of a water-rate (see paragraph 10 of the

Mehkmakhas order No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909).

27 46 Mr 'Hill’s references to the alleged parwana of Bana Amar Singh H arc given at

pages 22, 23, 36 (paragraph 2 and paragraph 6), 40, 41, (paragraph 16 and para-

graph 16), and 45 (paragraph 1 and paragraph 2) of the printed papers.

132 A. to G. G. Baj.
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The “History of Mervar” was ordered to be prepared in the time of Maharana

Shambhu Singh. At first the work was carried on very slowly, so much so that in

A. D. 1882 (in the time of Maharana Sajjan Singh) Kaviraj Shyaraal Das was

ordered to devote his whole time to preparing this history, and from then good

progress was made. It as completed in the time of the present Maharana. In

the course of its compilation, all the leading Sardars, including Salumbar, were

asked to produce an account of their past history. Bedla, Salumbar, and others

complied; The Bedla account mentioned the taking away of Salumbar from

the Chondawats, and its subsequent bestowal on Kesri Singh of Parsoli, a Chauhan

Rajput and a young scion of the Bedla house. '
<

The account put in by Salumbar themselves agrees with the other accounts in regard

to the deaths of Kesri Singh Chauhan and Kandalji on the embankment at Thur, '

but Kesri Singh is referred to as being “ of Parsoli.”

To the beat of my belief, the History was not prepared with a view to “ serve special

motives and purposes of the State.” As the Historj' was completed,in or about

the j^ar 1890 A. D. and the alleged parwana of Maharana Amar Singh II was

produced for the first time in 1899 A. D.

It is absurd to assert that the History, where it bears on the confiscation of Salumbar

in the time of Rana Raj Singh from the Chondawats, its restoration to that house

in the person of Kesri Singh I, Chondawat, son of Kandhalji, and the_ consequent

non-possession of the thikana by Kandalji, was prepared expressly to give the

lie to a parwana of which the existence, much less the contents, were not so much
as known to the Durbar or the Durbar historians. How could the historians

foresee that the parwana would not allege that it was Kesri Singh, Chondawat

and not Kandhalji who made representations to Rana Jai Singh about Salumbar

and other villages which had been acquired by his ancestors ? How could it be

known to those historians when the Parwana was still buried among the Salumbar

archives (presumably this is the explanation which w’ould be offered by Salumbar

for the tardy production of this parwana) that when produced it would state

that it was Kandhalji who had been given 'a deed of assurance, and Kandhalji

to whom had been granted the Run lands of the lake in return for the villages which

had been subirierged when it was first constructed ? If in the Parwana the name
of Kesri Singh Chondawat were substituted, with the necessary alterations in

the text, for that of his father Kandhalji, the inherent falseness of the parwana
would not have been in any way corroborated by what is stated in the “ History

of Mewar and it is therefore necessary to emphasise the facts that the History

was finished before the Parw’ana was ever even known to have an existence, and
secondly that Salumbar had no means of knowing the contents of the History.

With regard to the next statement in this paragraph, that the record was never

published and hence its authenticity has not been tested by the criticism of inde-

pendent historical critics, the facts are, I believe, that the history was first published

and afterwards withdrawn from publication for reasons which have been confi-

dentially given to me by the Maharana. Those reasons seem to me to be quite

adequate, and they certainly have nothing whatever to do with Salumbar and his

claims. '

As for the statement that the History is not the result of impartial and independent
enquiry, the exact opposite is the case, to the best ofmy belief.

With regard to the remainder of the paragraph, a copy of the “Raj Vilas’’ is in

the possession of the Durbar. In the concluding part of this work it is men-
tioned that it was prepared by one man in Sambat 1746 in the time of Maharana
Jai Singh. Man describes the period Sambat 1737 w'hen Aurangzeb’s son Akbar
threatened to invade Mewar. The chiefs of Mewar assembled before Raj Kunwar
Jai Singh, son of Rana Raj Singh, and each of them gave out his own suggestions
how to meet the Imperial army. The extracts from the Raj Vilas which are
given as Appendix H in the Representation are taken from this part of the work.
Reference is made to “ Rawat Ratan Singh Chondawat ” and to “ Rawat Chon-
dawat Ratan, son of Raghu,’l but nowhere is it stated of what place he is.

Moreover in those days the Jagirs were constantly being changed from one Chief
to another, and the fact that Salumbar had been given to Parsoli would not have
been looked upon as a matter of such extraordinary importance that every chronicle
of the time would have necessarily referred to it. Also the Raj Vila is poetry,
and does not profess to be historically accurate.

The Durbar have no copy of the Khuman Rasa.
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- 51 Lastly, it may be stated that mention is made in no less than four places in the His-

torj' of Mewar about the taking away of Salumbar from the Chondawats for a

time and the grant of it to the Chouhans, and Bedln and Parsoli themselves confinn

this.

29 52 The sloka or couplet referred to in this paragraph is the 6th in the 14th part of a

stone inscription at the Rajsamand (lake). A correct translation of the sloka

is :

—

“ Maharana Raj Singh appointed (or created) Kesri Singh, the second son of Ram
Chandra who was the son of Ballu Rao of the Chohan family residing at Bedia,

a second Rao of, and living at, Salumbar.”

The original words are “ Rao dutiyah krit aish Rana Shri Raj Singhena Saliimbar-

astha.” The termination “astha” from the Sanskrit “ sthan ” (which occurs

in the word Rajasthan ’*) means place, station, abode, residence.

Other parts of the same inscription go on to record that the same Kesri Singh con-

suited with his brother as to whether they should have themselves weighed ogninst

silver, and again that “that well-known Rao Kesri Singh of the Chohan family

Salumbarastha ” of and residing at Salumbai) “had himself weighed against

silver and thus became purified against sin.”

30 63 I cannot accept as correct Saiumbar’s contention that “the sloka only means that

Kesri Singh Chouhan was created a peer of the Mewar State with rank and dignity

equal tothat of Salumbar.” The termination ** astha ” affixed to the name Salum-

bar militates against that interpretation.

Exhibit I, one of the Appendices !o this part of Salumbar’s Representation, is printed

in facsimiie and with its translation among the Appendices to Tod s Rajastlian

Volume I.

Incidentally it may be observed that the 12th clause of this parn-ana would appear

to conflict with Salumbar’s claim to exercise the right of hereditary and sole

Councillor of the State. (See remarks on paragraph 31 below.)

. 54 With regard to the second part of this paragraph, it must bo stated, in the first

place, that the History of Mewar nowhere alleges that “ the Chohans kept possession

over Salumbar for three generations.” The Chouhans were there for one lifetime

only that of Kesri Singh of Parsoli. It was only among the evicted Chondawa s

ih i th re wer 5 three, or four, generations, i.ainel/i Ragur ath tingh, who vas

dispossessed of Salumbar; Ratan Singh, who received the Jagir of Chawand

after Raghunath Singh’s death ;
Kandhalji, who eventually murdered, and n as

simultaneously murdered by, Kesri Singh the Chouhanand ;
Kesri Siiigh Con-

dawat, Kandhalji’s son, to whom the Salumbar Jagir was restored by Rana Jai

Singh.

There could have been no cenotaphs erected over the manes of those dying a natural

death or fallen in battle because there was none who died a natural deatli or fe 1

in battle. Kesri Singh Chohan himself was killed on the dam across the Bench

river at Thuj, some four miles north of Udaipur.

.

If any buildings or temples were constructed, or any land was given away in chanty

bv Kesri Singh Chohan while he was at Salumbar, such buildings and temples

must have been destroyed, and such gifts annulled, by the Chondawats when

they got Salumbar back.

There must no doubt, the Durbar admit, have been petitions and letters from Kesri

Singh Chouhan, as well as from the Chawand-holders, Ratan Singh and Kandha ji

Chondawats. But the State ministers of those days used to keep their offices

in their own homes, and no papers can be found in the State record-rooms an

libraries.

Kandhalji’s Chattri, if it exists at all, should be at the Thur dam ;
while, with regard

to Ratan Singh, Salumbar has failed to show that it is at Salumbar just as much

as the State has failed to demonstrate that it is at Chawand or in that d agir.
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32 58 It is certainly not true that all the villages round the edge of the Jaisnmnnd lake

belonged to Salumbar at the time the alleged parwana vas given to Rawat
Kesri Singh I of Salumbar by Maharana Amar Singh II in Sambat 1765. Thori

and Semal, which are Run villages (see list on page 34 of the papers printed in

1908) as well as other villages, are found entered in a patta of Sambat 1767 which
was given to a Rao of Bedla, and is still in the possession of that family. This

patta shows those villages as belonging to Bedla. It is not possible to_say for

certain whe.her that was the first occasion when those villages were conferred

on Bedla or whether this was merely a fresh patent, re-conferring existing rights,

. issued on the succession of a new Rao of Bedla. Bedla mortgaged Thori, Semal,

and other villages to the Rao of Kurabar at some period after Sambat 1767. In

Sambat 1873 the State records show that Maharana Bhim Singh addressed a

letter to the Rao of Bedla, with reference to some representations that Bedla had

made, to the efiect that the villages Thori, Semal, Kura, Mandura, and Gamri
(which are all Run villages, see page 34 of the printed papers of 1908) had been

given '0 Bedla by the State, and that if Bedla had chosen to mortgage them to

Kurahar it was for Bedla to settle the matter with Kurabar ; the State hud given

the villages to Bedla and had no further concern with them.

** -

The question of Thori and Semal villages came up again in Maharana Samp Singh’s

time (the middle of last century), and there is an entry in the Bahi which was

prepared during that Maharana’s rule that Thori and Semal hclonged to the

Rao of Bedla, and that he had got them entered in his own patta or grant, and

(hat Bedla wanted to redeem those villages from a mortgage held on them by

Kurabar, while Kurabar contended that the villages actually belonged to him. .

Eventually the question appears to have been, settled by Kurabar retaining

Thori. and Semal, while Bedla acquired from the Durbar a khalsa village name

Kualia, and gave up to the Durbar a small village called Karju,

69 Another inaccurate assertion by Salumbar in this paragraph of the Representation

is where he says that Rawat Bhim Singh of Salumbar augmented the State’s grant

to Siar out of his own estate with the three villages Kotra, Jawarda and Gamri.

The Durbar possess copies of the pattas or grants in their old Bahis showing that

the above villages were granted to Siar by the Durbar. It is of course possible

that they may have been taken away from Salumbar by the Durbar and given to

Siar.

r

60 If the Durbar were to call upon Bhadesar and Kurabar to produce the original

patents conferring^the estates on their ancestors, those jagirdars wouM assuredly

refuse to produce them or,would make some excuse for non-compliance.

61 It is not the case, I am assured by the Durbar, that Mehturi was “ never a Run

village,” or that it wms “thurst into the Run since A. D. 1850.” Meed, the

inhabited site of this village (as can still be verified on the spot, the Hakim of the

Magra district, in which Maeturi is situated, states) used to be on a still lower level

than it now is, but it was moved to higher ground because it was always being

surrounded by the lake water.

S3 62 Captain Cobbe’s parwana in which the customs, outposts at Gingla is mentioned

(Appendix B) has already been discussed in the remarks above on paragraphs

6, 7, and 14.

Nothing can be said by the Durbar about Appendix L unless the original is produced

for their inspection. ,But, if genuine, this Restoration Deed shows that Salumbar

villages had been confiscated by the Durbar, a fact which has been denied by

Salumbar in paragraph 41 below of this Representation and perhaps also in para-

graph 8 above, though in the latter case the phraseologj’ is not quite clear and the

assertion may be only that no villages in the Run had ever been confiscated by the

Durbar prior to Sambat 1906.

34 63 Appendix C appears to have very little, if anything, to do with the Run question.

It deals with Customs matters, in regard to which Salumbar has submitted a

separate Representation in Part III. ,

132 A. to G. G. Raj.
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According to Kaviraja Shyamal Das’ “ History of Mewar ” (see page 41 of the printed

papers of 1908) during the years immediately precediiig the construction of the

Jaisamand dam by Maharana Jai Singh, or, to be exact, from about the year 1670

• A. D. the Chondawata had not possession of the villages which became submerged

when the dam was completed. The dam was constructed between the years 1687

or 1688 and 1691 or 1692 A. D, and the restoration of the Ghondawats took

place, according to the above “ History of Mewar,” in- 1692 A. D. There is

nothing one way or the other, to show what extent of land the restored Rawat,

of Salumbar was at the time put in possession of in the villages bordering on the

Jaisamand Run which were made over to him, with the rest of the thikana

in A. D. 1692. The Durbar cannot prove that the Run was then excluded

from the Rawat’a possession, any more than the Raw'at can prove that it

was included. I think the more probable presumption is that from that time

onwards, at any rate, Salumbar has always been in possession of the Run lands

lying below his Run villages, though he cannot prove that he was ever

granted those Run lands by a patent from any Rana.

Paragraph
ol Salum-
bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Remarks.

87 65 The actual facts may be stated more accurately as follows :

—

Patan, one of Salumbar’a Run villages, was confiscated in Maharana Sarup Singh's

time (Sambat 1906 or A. D. 1850). There was a boundary dispute between that

village and Maeturi. An order was issued for the produce to be deposited with

a third party, but Salumbar (Rawat Kesri Singh II) forcibly removed the’ produce,

and in consequence Patan was confiscated. . Salumbar then equally forcibly

expelled the Durbar’s attaching party which was holding the village. Other

Sardars did the same thing elsewhere (see remarks above on paragraphs 8 and 9).

The Durbar were not strong enough to coerce these nobles by force, and the

political officers would not come to the help of the Durbar with British troops,

as they considered that Maharana Sarup Singh had brought those troubles on

himself by his harsh and inconsiderate conduct towards the Sardars. Conse-

quently the Maharana was unable to eject Salumbar from Patan and to re-con-

fiscate that village.

Rawat Jodh Singh succeeded Rawat Kesri Singh II in Sambat 1920, and it was not

until Sambat 1923 that the boundary dispute between Sarari and Mehturi was

decided with the help of a Panchayat. The settlement of this case by Amin
Jwala Prashad, who made his decision depend entirely on the actual line

arrived at by the panchayat, was certainly a “ regular decision.” In Sambat

1956 Captain Pi.mey, the State’s Boundary Settlement Officer, was told to

settle the dispute between the Maeturi and Sarari villages, but when he went to

the spot Salumbar’s representatives produced before him a copy of the decision

of the Amin Jwala Parshad and asked that the case should be settled and demarca-

tion made in accordance with that decision. Captain Pinney inquired from the

Durbar whether they agree to the adoption of this course, and on receipt of an

a&rmative reply the case was decided and demarcation made conformably tq-

the Jwala Prashad settlement of Sambat 1923.

It is really absurd for Salumbar now to argue as he does that the decision of Sambat
1923, in face of the above facts, was not a “ regular decision,” or that the nork-

production of the parwana of Maharana Amar Singh in the proceedings of Sambat
1923 was an immaterial incident. Had the parwana been produced at that time

. it would have at once established the fact (supposing its geiiuineness not to have

been questioned) that, the entire Bun belonging to Salumbar, no part of it could

belong to the Mehturi village, and therefore neither Salumbar through its panches,

nor the panches themselves, could possibly have ‘acquiesced in a decision by
which Maeturi was admitted to have a large slice of the Bun.

38 66 It is no doubt the case that there was considerable warfare in Rana Jai Singh’s

time, but if it had been so continuous and severe that even a short parwana
could not be placed before the Rana for his approval, how could the Rana have
been able “to devote the money, time and thought required for the construction

of the massive .Jaisamand dam ? Moreover, it is the fact that there are now
in existence pattas or grants of the time of Rana Jai Singh, held by the first-class

i.o les of Gogunda and Delwara.
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41

68

69
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Summary of Remarks.

As observed above in the remarks on paragraph 32 it is extremely probable, though

not absolutely certain, that some portions of villages belonging at the time to

Bedia were submerged wben the Jaisamand lake was built. As to those belonging

to the then incumbents of the Salumbar estate it has been in my opinion con-

clusively established by the Durbar that the owners of the time were the Chohans

of Parsoli and not the Chondawats from whom'the present Rawat of Salumbar

inherits. Therefore the accident that the Chondawats happened aftenvards to bo

placed bj' the Durbar again in possession of the Salumbar estate, diminished at

the time of such restoration by the extent of the lands submerged by the waters of

the lake, does not entitle them to put forward the claim to preferential treatment

on the ground that their ancestral property had been lost through the construction

of the lake by the Durbar.

With regard to Bhana, a village belonging to the first-class noble (of comparatively

recent creation as such) of Asind, it is not the case, I am ififonucd by the Durbar,

that Bhana possesses any Run land in the Rajsamand (lake). It is true, however,

that in the later period of Mewar history the Rawat of Asind merged some Run
lands of the Rajsamand with the lands of his village Bhana. Mabarana Sarup

Singb (who ruled in the middle of the 19th century) turned Asind out of those

Run lands, as is 'proved by an entry to that effect in the State Bahi. In recent

years Asind has again taken possession of those Run lands, and the Darbar are

about to turn him out again.

The reference to the source from which the words “ the master of the throne have

been taken is not given, and in the absence of the context no comments can bo

made on the assertion in the third sentence of this paragraph. But in any case

the Government of India can certainly not lend their support to a feudatory noble,

who owes no direct responsibility to that Government, in his claim to be the

master ” of the Durbar which is responsible to that Government for the good

administration of both khalsa and jagir lands.

As already stated in the remarks on paragraph 31 the Durbar deny the contention

of Salumbar that from the time of Chondaji, the founder of the house in tlie loth

century A. D., to that of Rawat Bhim Singh who lived in the rule of JIaharana

Ari Singh II (A. D. 1761-73) “ Salumbar has exercised its hereditary functions of

chief arbitrator and adviser in all matters of the State, foreign and local.

Salumbar further states that a dhons (which is very much the same as a daily fine

continuing until the Durbar’s orders have been complied with by the recalcitrant

party) or khalsa (attaching party) could never have been sent without Salumbar a

sufferance, except perhaps on isolated occasions during Rawats’ minorities or

“ unusually weakened crises.” The Durbar reply to this that Chondaji himself

went away from Mewar; and that from the statement A (List of Rawats of Mlura-

bar who received visits of condolence from the Jlaharanas from the time of I^ua

Kandhalji) attached to the Kharita dated 24th July 1906 from Rawat Onar Singh

of Salumbar to the Political Agent, Mewar (see page 10 of the printed papers of

1908), Salumbar themselves admit that in the time of Maharana-! Kumbha, Uclai

Singh, Sangram Singh, and Partab Singh, Rawat Onar Singh’s ancestors resided,

now at Bhainsrorgarh and now at Begun, according to the pleasure of the Durbar,

who could and did resume the estates of the nohles and shift them about from

one thikana to another.
. .j . -i. i

The Durbar further say, in contradiction of Salumbar’s argument that it was only

when Salumbar was except.onally weak that the Kanas dared to attach his villages

or fine him, that Maharana Raj Singh confiscated the whole of tlm Salumbar

estate ;
and that Maharana Bhim Singli (in the early part of the 19th centuiy)

confiscated the Salumbar villages of Chibora, Devh, Barodia, and Parla. Uf

these villages, Chibora and Devli were given back in the time of Maharana Bhim

Singh himself, but Barodia and Parla have never yet been restored, and Salumbar

has gone on sending petitions about those villages up to the time of JIaharana

Sajjan Singh and the present Mabarana. (See paragraph XV at page 8 and

Appendix F at page 14 of the printed papers of 1908. In para^pb XI it is

stated, by the way, that “we are only told that the persons will be given other

villages and that our own villages will be returned to us, which has not been done

up to this day.” Tliis is not correct ; the reply of the Durbar to the Salumbar

petitions in regard to Barodia and Parla, wliich have been given to other jagirdars,

is that they cannot.be restored to Salumbar.)

upon' you.” (See remarks on paragraph 7 above.)



According to Appendix. L to Part I of Salumbar’s present Representation, Barodia

and Parla were restored to Salumbar inany years ago by order of Captain Gobbe,

Political Agent ; but, as stated above in the remarks on paragraph 33, the Durbar

cannot express any opinion about Appendix L until they have had an opport-

unity of seeing the original.

In Maharana Sarup Singh’s time (the middle of the 19th century) many of Salum-

bar’s villages were confiscated, and' remained a long time under confiscation.

In the time of Maharana Shambhu Singh, Sajjan Singh, and of the present Maharana

dhonses and fines have been imposed and confiscations made, in regard to Salum-

bar villages.
'

/

It is therefore clear, the Durbar maintain, that Salumbar is quite wrong in

what he says in this paragraph, and that dhonses and khalsas have always

been and always are sent, irrespectively of what Salumbar’s circumstances might

happen to be at the time.

^2 72 Appendix M appears to me to deal with two subjeets only :—(f) certain customs

matters j (ii) the restoration of a village to the Eawats Parohit.

Salumbar had himself petitioned about Customs compensation, and about the village

Karorio, to the Durbar; and it was in reply to that petition that the^parwana

Appendix M was issued by order of the Maharana.

43 73 Appendix N purports, according to this paragraph, to b6 an extract from the “ Raj-

bilas” and the “Khuman Rasa” and other inscriptions of the 17th century.

Appendix N, in point of fact, is an extract from an inscription found at Eklingji

dated Sambat 1545, or A. D. 1489. The alleged parwana granted by Maharana

Amar Singh II to Rawat Kesri Singh I of Salumbar is dated Sambat 1765, or two

centuries later, so that a compa.ri8on between the parwana and the inscription is

not very profitable. The Eklingji inscription certainly does contain (Sujarati

words, and the Durbar say that it may possibly have been written by a Pandit

hailing from Gujarat ; but what the Durbar maintain, and what is not disproved

by the inscription, is that such Gujarati words as are found in the alleged parwana

are not, and never have been, used in pattas or parwanas issued by the State

authorities at Udaipur.

45 74 Captain Cobbe’s letter (Appendix B) has already been discussed in the remarks on

paragraphs 6, 7 and 14.

I entirely fail to see any action that the Durbar have taken which can fairly be des-

ignated as a repudiation of Tod’s Kaulnama. Rather it is Salumbar himself who
repudiates that Kaulnama in paragraph 8, Part III, and paragraph 3, Part IV,

of this same Representation. See remarks on paragraphs 5 and 7.

Whatever Dr. Stratton may have written in his State Gazetteer does not in any.

way add to or detract from the actual wording of Tod’s Kaulnama, and the Kaul-

nama nowhere says that all the Mewar Chiefs were to be maintained in poss-

ession of all the lands still held by them at the time the Kaulnama was execu-

ted. The only rights it confers on the jagirdars are given in the 8th clause of the

Kaulnama. As given in the First Appendix, No. XX, to Tod’s Rajasthan,

Volume I, that clause runs :

—

“The Maharana shall maintain the dignities due to each Chief according to his

degree.” A literal translation of the Hindi original is :

—

“ The Shri Durbar shall extend equal treatment to all Sardars. Treatment shall

be such as their services deserve.”

Every single other clause in the Kaulnama, except the above-quoted 8th, refers to

duties devolving on the Jagirdars ; the 8th is the only one which confers any rights

upon them.
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Rekh. Dpat. Hal Upat,

700 700 150

500 600 250

1,000 1,000 600

1,500 3,000 1,500

1,200 800 300

1,000 600 100

I do, not think that anyone reading paragraph 46 and paragraph 24 {Hi) vitheut

further explanation would readily understand what the argument proi-ounocd

by the Durbar is which Salumbar endeavours herein to refute. In the Jlehkmn-

khas order No. 18299, dated Baisakh Sudi 9th Sambat 1964 (translation attached)

to the Boundary Settlement Officer Mewar, it is said

‘ During Maharana Bhim Singh’s time in Sambat 1878 the Sardare of Mewar were

got to record in a Bahi the names of the villages of their respective jaltas uifh

the-nmount of income of each village. At that time Salumbar was also, hkc other

Sardars, made to enter the names and incomes of the ^^llages of its patta. Ihe

Salumbar Motamid remarked in signing the entries in the Bahi that if there bo

any discrepancy; he will be held guilty. The Bahi shows that Salumbar noted

the following six villages onlj' of the Run at that time ;

Namto
Singauli

Sarari .

Ginglo

Patan .

Chiboro

, ****_ The value of the villages can be judged from their incomes noted

above. The present value of these villages can be seen by visiting them.

It is first necessary to explain the meaning of “ rekh,” “ upat ”, and
“

Un to the time of Maharana Sangram Singh II (the beginning of
c

“ roL ” meanrtwice the annual income of a village. Aftenvards it had no fixed

meanng being sometimes times the annual income, sometimes equal to it

,

'nnd sometimes less than it. In Maharana Bhim Singh s time, when the Bahi in

meaning of “rekh.” was still indeterminate; but

torn the time of Mahakna Sarup Singh onwards, “rekh” again came to mean

“uS” meartTe income attributed to a particular village when first assigned

salumbar dismisses Durbar’s^ar—

f82rof S^mbatTsis! “To -g-'l these^figures a^Bjer^^^^^^^

“etnLmelturRkursScto^'ansn^^
^fi^;r of the’tiine

figures
uncertain. But if an examination of the Salumbar

meamng of fekn is so u
nroduced) were to show that Salumbar

Bahis (assuming the vistly in excess of

has been in tbe habit
, Cnmbat 1878 'tins fact would certainly weaken •

the “ upat ” figures o the Ba n
f villages, under

possession.

132 A. to G. G. Raj.
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The Durbar order No. 2400 dated 9th August 1909 (translation attaehed) contains

in clause 2 the sentences :

—

“ When in the month of Asoj Sambat 1932 the bursting of the embankment of the

Jaisamand lake was feared it was decided, a.ceording to the proposal of Colonel

Herbert, then Political Agent in Mewar, to carrj' out repairs to the embankment

and to recorver the money expended from the lands benefiting from the water of

the tank. With a view to apportioning the expenditure Bakhshi Riddhi Ram
was deputed to survey the whole land. The Baldishi surveyed the khalsa and

jagir lands and prepared and submitted a Khasra and Goshwara. You were

then asked to pay up your share of the expenditure but you put it off and did

not pay your share. You agreed to have your land Burve3’ed according to the

proposal of the Political Agent but subsequently, when the late Maharana Sajjan

Singhji was invested with powers you objected to paying j'our share. It is proper

that your share of the expenditure should be realised from you with interest.

You have up to now continued to benefit unlawfully from the water of Jaisamand.”

Even if it be assumed that by the sentence “ it is proper that your share of the expen-

diture should be realised from you with interest ” is meant that the Durbar intend

now to realise this charge from Salumbar, I do not see how this is an indirect

admission “ that the alluvial soil (i..c.. Run) between Salumbar villages and the

water-covered, area of Jaisamand belonged to Salumbar.” The Durbar intend

to give to Salumbar, from out. of the area falling below the contour line of Mr.

Wakefield’s survey of 1907-08, as inuch actual Ilun land as they are entitled to

according to the Abstract of the A. D.187C-78 Survey, The Durbar are now,

having a survey made of the upland portion of the Run villages, the portion

tliat is to say, above the contour lino of Mr. Wakefield’s survey. When this has

been done, the Durbar wdll be in a position to know to what extent the lands

above the contour line, added to the lands with Salumbar uill receive, as stated

above, from below the contour line, correspond in area with the lands of each of

his villages entered in the Abstract of the Survey of 1876-78.

It is quite possible that in the result it will be found that Salumbar’s present posses',

sions are not less than those recorded in the 1876-78 Abstract. Now had the

Durbar been able to recover from Salumbar the thikana’s proportionate share of

the cost of strengthening the dam of the lake, as was intended bj^ Colonel Herbert,

that realisation would certainly have been made by a per acre rate on the area

recorded in the Abstract of the 1876-78 survey. No acreage rate could possiblj*

have been charged on the undefined (undefined in the case of all villages except one,

Singauli where it was stated if Appendix P (5) can be relied on that “ two-thirds

of the Run land under this village is in ” the lake) areas stated to be submerged

, when the survey of 1876-78 was made. If there had been any intention on the part

of the Durbar, either about 1876-78 or now, to recover from Salumbar .a proper^

tionate charge on the submerged Run lands, then this would have constituted

an indirect admission merely of the fact that Salumbar had been in possession

of those submerged Run lands for some indefinite period up to 1876-78. There

would have been no admission that such possession had necessarily been a rightful

one. The actual intention of the Durbar in 1876-78 being, as it was to realise

from Salumbar a proportionate charge calculated on the lands benefiting by the

lake water, actually measured—lands the area of .which, as then measured the

survey now being made may show to be not in excess of the thikpna’s present

possessions in those villages—it follows that there has been no admission by
the Durbar in regard to the Run lands under Salumbar’s villages, that the

extent of such Run lands is in any way greater than that which the Durbar
are for the future prepared to allow Salumbar to hold possession of,- subject

to payment of water rate if water is taken from the lake.

The excessive volume of water in the Jaisamand lake, w'hich made the Political

Agent of the time. Colonel Herbert, so anxious lest -the dam' should give waj%
occurred during the monsoon of Sambat 1932 or 1876. Maharana Sajjan Singh
was then still a minor, and Colonel Herbert was exercising the functions of the
Durbar. After seeing for himself the state of things at the Jaisamand, he issued

instructions for the immediate strengthening of the dam, and for a survey to he
made of all lands, jagir and khalsa, which in any way derived advantage from the

, lake water ; the object of the proposed survey being to levy an acreage rate on
all such lands to be devoted to the cost of the strengthening of the dam. A sur-

veyor named Bakhshi Riddhi Ram was appointed to undertake the survey. Thig
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surveyor reported in April 1876 to the Mehkma Khas, Udaipur, that Salumbar
had raised the objection that some particular land wliicli the surveyor had M ished
to measure really received its irrigation from a river and not from’ the lake it.scif.
The Bakshi asked for orders on this, and added that an “ asamiwar ” survey (t liat
is, one giving details holding by holding) of each village u-ould have to be carried
out or else the necessary information for levying the rate could not be obtained.
The Mehkma khas addressed the Political Agent, asking him to write to Salumbar
and Salumbar was told by that officer not to obstruct the survey proceedings.
Salumbar agreed in Maj’ 1876 to have the survey made. By this time of yeftr, of
course, the excessive flood water of the previous autumn must have disappeared.
The survey took some time to accomplish, and the Goshwara or Summarj- was
submitted by the survej-or in Sambat 1934 (1877-78). In passing it may be
noted that Salumbar presen-cd a discreet silence at tliat time in regard to his
claim to own the entire Jaisamand Rund, and the possession of a panvana of Mnha-
rana Amar Sinh II was not so much ns even hinted at. Salumbar raised no
further objections of any kind ns long ns the Political Agent continued
to administer the State’s affairs, but he began objecting in Sambat 1935, after
Maharana Sajjan Singh had obtained ruling powers.

As for “ the golden silence observed on the part of the State in not forcing again
this demand on the Thikana” which “showed an admission and ncccplance on
its part of the general soundness of the Thikana’s objection,” it is no doubt per-
fectly true that Jlaharana Sajjan Singh made no very serious efforts to make
Salumbar pay up its share of the expenses incurred on the strengthening
of the lake dam.

°

The figure 491 bighas given in this paragraph is the total of the entries in the 1876-78
survey abstract or goshwara, under the headings “Run sirma,” “Run parat
kabil Saraat.” “ Run pani men,” and “ kura run men.”

The Durbar revenue officials have not been able to trace in their records the originals
of the khasras and khataunis of which the Appendices appearing under the letter
P purport to he copies. But the Durbar on the information at present in their
possession, are not prepared to deny the authenticity of those documents.

And this being the case, I do not think there is much force in that part of the follow-
ing argument of the Durbar which Salumbar fndcavours in this paragraph to refute.
The Mehkmal has order Ko. 2400, dated 9th August 1909 (translation attached)
stated in the course of clause 2 :

—

“ You produced the khasra given to you by the Mehkmakhas and stated that
when the survey was carried out the land, which was actuallj- the land of j-our
villages and not run, was under water and would be surveyed when it came out.
In the first place the run has not been granted to you bj- this State and therefore
you have no right to it. Secondly, the Goshwara submitted by Bakhshi Riddhi
Ram does not slate that there is anj- land under watef which will be measured
on its coming out. The Goshwara shows only 47 bighas of the land of the village
of Sarari under water and makes no mention of the lands of anj- other villages.
The Goshwara was submitted in Sambat 1934 and the survey commenced in Sambat
1932. You could have got the land under water surveyed within the above period
of two j-ears if j'ou had rvished it. But at that time except for Sarari j-ou had no
land under water in your unlawful possession othem-ise you would have certainly
made a protest when khasra was given to you. You did not submit the Idiasra in
connection with the boundary dispute between Sarari and Maeturi nor subsequent
to it. You did not submit the khasra in the Sarari-Macturi case for the reason
that the land shown in the khasra was less than what you laid claim to. Even
according to the Khasra of the survej- carried out bj^ j-ou the land in j-our
possession cannot be as much as what has been awarded to you by the Boundarv
Settlement Officer in his decision. But as the case has been decided bj- the
Boundarv Settlement Officer and passed the appellate stage the decision will
not be altered.” .

I do not think that any inference adverse to Salumbar can fairlj- be drawn from the
absence of anj- remarks in the Survey Abstract or Goshwara to the effect that
other unsurveyed land was’ under water, and would be measured on emerging.
For one thing, the Bakhshi maj- never have consulted -with Salumbar ip drawing
up- the Abstract, which includes khalsa villages and villages belonging to other
jagirdars besides Salumbar.’
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Detailed remarlis on Part I of tl:e Pepresentalion by fhc Paical of Salunibar—contd.

Paragraph
of Salupi-

bar’s Re-
presenta-

tion.

Section

of my
Remarks.

Summary of Remarks.

to a level some feet higher, and thence it is distributed by small channels to the
various -fields. Thus it may be said -with confidence that practicallj’ all the land
classified at the survey of 1876-78 under the heading “ renth on lake ” was land
which is above the contour line, and therefore under the decision of the Durbar
such land remains in the undisturbed possession of the Jagirdar. “ Gorma "

land is land situated close to the habitations of a village. There are no houses
at or below the level of the contour or elephant feet level line, because the risk

of flooding would be too great. Therefore gorma land must all be above the
elephant feet level line, that' is, it still remains in the possession of the Jagirdar.

“Renth on river” is land irrigated by means of Persian wheels, on or near the
banks of the river Gomti which flows into the Jaisamand lake on its northern
side. Such land must be all, or nearly all, at some distance from the bed of the

lake and therefore from the contour or elephant feet level line. - It is therefore

still in the possession of the Jagirdar.

“ Sirma on river” is also land situated on or near the banks of the Gomti river,

but instead of being irrigated by Persian wheels, it is “ sirma ” or land retaining

sufficient moisture owing to the nearness of the river or lake to make it cultivable"

without artificial irrigation. Nearly all such land must be above the level of the

elephant feet line and therefore etiU in the Jagirdar’s possession.

" Parat, Magri,'Chhapar, etc ”, is waste, hilly, stony, inferior land. Same of this

may possibly have been found on and near small eminences, knolls, etc., which are

below the level of the contour or elephant feet line ;
but pibbably the greater part

such land is above that line, though at the time of the 1870-78 survey, when the

elephant feet level line had no existence, such land was all looked upon ns being
“ in the bed of the lake ” (see note at foot of the first of the two Appendices P.4).

To keep on the safe side, however, it may be assumed that all the land in Sarari

village classed in the survey of 1876-78 under the two headings “ parat, magrit,

chhapar, etc.”, and “ sandy land melon field ” is situated fallen below the present

elephant feet level Une, and would therefore have become khalsa under the

Durbar’s order of 1908, but for the special reservation in the Durbar’s orders that

in regard to the village Sarari the Boundary Settlement OESoer’s decision of

A. D. 1899 is to be maintained.

In Sarari we have thus as land whieh under the survey of 1876-78 was measured in

detail and was then considered as being “ in the bed of the lake,” and which land

would now be found below the level of the elephant level line :

—

Run. sirma ......
Uncultivated run, culturable .

Run, in water . . . . .

Waste and hilly land, etc.

Sandy land and melon fields .

Total

Bighas. Biswas. Biswansis.

193 , , 18
231 4 10

62 11 8

108 8 8}
37 15 10

713 , , It'J

82

The area'of land below the elephant feet level line which was awarded to the village

of Sarari by the Boundary Settlement Officer’s decision of 1899 is 835 bighas.

Salumbar’s ownership and possession of this Sarari land is, under the Durbar’s order

of 1908, not to be interfered -with, "so that, so far ns Sarari is concerned, Salumbar

will retain possession of much more land below the elephant feet level than ho

w'ould be entitled to according to the survey records of 1876-78, even if those

records are interpreted in Salumbar’s favour with far more liberality than strict

equity would require.

With regard to Salumbar’s remark that it' made no difference whether the survey

lists were produced or not at the time of the decision of the Macturi-^arari boun-

dary dispute, I certainly think that Salumbar should have produced them, if

• only for the Boundary Settlement Officer’s information, if he -wished to act straight-

forwardly.

132 A. to G. G. Pvaj,
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83 The figure 234 bighas given in this paragraph is obtained by adding up in the Abs-

tract or Goshwara of the 1876-78 survey the entries in the columns headed “ run

sirma ” “ run parat kabil zaraat,” “ run pani men,” and “ kura run men,” The

village Sarari, in respect of the Run of which special orders have been issued by

the Durbar, is of course excluded in arriving at the total of 234 bighas. If the

Sarari Run awarded under the Boundary Settlement Officer’s decision of 1899

be added, namely 835 bighas, the total area which Salumbar has obtained and

will obtain under the Durbar’s order of 1908, below the elephant feet level line,

comes to 1069 bighas.

A. T. HOLME,

Resident in Mewar.

' The 1st December 1910.

Translation of the order No. 2400, dated 9th August 1909, passed by His Highness the Maharana

• of Udaipur on a representation submitted by the Rawat of Salumbar.

The Eoujdar and Kamdar of Salumbar may be informed as follows

You have stated that the estate enjoys civil and criminal powers ^t these have not been

granted to you by this State. The cases of your Assamis have been ^ed in and decided by the

State Courts, which can be seen from statement No. 1 accompanying. this, where a few cases

are shown by way of illustration. It is evident from that statement that even in those cases in

.

which both the parties belonged to your estate, were filed in and decided by the Magra Court

and respectable persons of your estate brought the Assamis and attended the trial and got the

cases decided. Copy of statement No. 2 accompanying this shows that the statements of even

the Eoujdar and Kamdar of the estate were recorded in the Magra Court. There is a petition

dated Mangsar Sudi 11 Sambat 1937 from Rawat Jodh Singhji to the following efiect;—“ A

communication has been received from the Mehkmakhas ashing to send the Assamis with

respectable persons to Jaisamand and to have the cases decided. .On this the Assaniis were

sent with respectable persons to Jaisamand but the cases have not yet been disposed o- t

is therefore requested that the Hakim of Jaisamand may be ordered to dispose of the cases.

A copy of that petition (enclosure No. 3) is enclosed hereivith from which it is clear that respec-

table persons of your estate brought assamis with them and produced them before the Hakim of

Mavra and that cases have continued to be decided (by his court). You are now putting forward

a new objection. In future you should invariably produce Assamis when called upon to do so

otherwise suitable orders will be passed.

When the cases of your Assamis were filed in the State Courts and you were asked to pro- -

duce them, you, instead of complying, even on repeated demands, bring forward lame objections

for which reason Dhonses were sent to you.- Dhonses will be withdrawn even npw if you are

prompt in producing Assamis..

2. You have stated about the Jaisamand Rund. Run is all State land as the tank was

built at the cost of the State. You can have no objection to it because the-State only has a

right in the Run of a lake built by the State. Even the Runs in the Udaisagar and Rajsamand

lakes, which were built before the Jaisamand lake, belong to the State. In the circumstances

how can your contention be considered as correct. You produced a Parwana aUeged to have

been given by Maharana Amar Singhji pi^orting to the grant of Run to you, but that is a

fabricated document because the construction of the Jaisamand lake was commenced in Sambat

1744 and completed about the year Sambat 1748 while the Parwana is dated Sambat 1765,

20 years after the lake was completed. If the grant of the Run were necessary the Parwana

would haye been granted during Maharana Jai Singhji’s time, when' the construction of the

lake was started, and not 20 years later during Maharana Arnai- Singhji’s time after one genera-

tion. Besides this, the Parwana states that when the Jaisamand lake was built Rawat Kandalji

represented that all his villages will be submerged. But when Jaisamand was bunded Salumbar

itself with the Patta was not with Rawat Kandaljij The Patta of Salumbar was confiscated
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from Eawat Kandalji’s grandfather Ragliunath Singhji and was restored to Kandalji’s son

Kesri Singhji long after Jaisamand was built. In other words, Eatan Singhji was the son

of Eaghunath Singhji and Kandalji was the son of Eatan Singhji Salumbar was not restored to

Kandalji but to his son Kesri Singhji, four generations after the confiscation. How could

then Kandalji have made a representation regarding the submergence of his villages when

Salumbar,was not with Kandalji at the time of the construction of Jaisamand ? When you

submitted this Parwana previously udth the appeal in the case of the boundary dispute between

Sarari and Maeturi it was proved not to be genuine and you were infonned accordingly.

A copy of the same, enclosure No. 4, is again sent to you. The letter of assurance by

Mr. Cobbe now submitted by you is of no value for the reasons detailed in order No. 18299,

dated Baisakh Sudi 9 Sambat 19G4 a copy of which (enclosure No. 5) is sent herewith.

A forged Tamba Patra and a few fabricated Parwanas were similarly submitted b}’' you

during the late Maharana Sarup Singhji’s time and they were then rejected as being not genuine.

Copies of the Tamba Patra and the Parwanas enclosures Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, of the grounds

on which those documents were then rejected, enclosure No. 11, and of a memorardum

comparing the documents with the history, enclosure No. 12, are enclosed herewith. Now,

you have not submitted those Parwanas and the Tamba Patra but have instead produced

two other Parwanas, one from Maharana Amar Singhji referred to above, regarding the

muafi of the Run and the other from Maharana Kumbhaji containing customs and

procedures of the estate. But these are also forged documents, as has been stated in detail

in the note regarding the forged documents submitted now and previously, a copy of which,

enclosure No. 13 is enclosed herewith which shows that the Parwana regarding the muafi.

produced by you is a forged one and the Run has not been granted to you by the State.

How, then, can your objection be admitted ? When in the month of Asoj Sambat 1932

the bursting of the embanlcment of the Jaisamand lake was feared it was decided, according

to the proposal of Colonel Herbert, then -Political Agent in Mewar, to carry out repairs

to the embankment and to recover the money expended from the lands benefiting from the

water of the tank. . With a view to apportioning the expenditure Baxshi Eiddlii Earn was

deputed to survey the whole land. The Baxshi surveyed the khalsa and jagir lands and

prepared and submitted a Khasra and Goshwara. You were then asked to pay up your

share of the expenditure but you put it off and did not pay your share. You agreed to have

yoiu land smweyed according to the proposal of the Political Agent but subsequently, when

late Maharana Sajan Singhji was invested with powers, you objected to paying your share.

It is proper that your share of the expenditure should be realised from you with interest.

You have up' to now continued to benefit unlawfully from the water of Jaisamand. You

produced the Khasra given to you by the Mehkma khas and stated .that when the survey was

carried out the land, which was actually the land of your villages and not Run, was under

water and would be surveyed when it came out. In the first place the Run has not been

granted to you by this State and therefore you have no right to it. Secondly, the Goshwara sub-

mitted by Baxshi Riddhi Ram does not state that there is any land under water which will be

measured on its coming out. The Goshwara shows only 47 bighas of the land of the village of

Sarari under water and makes no mention of the lands of any other villages. The Goshwara was

submitted in Sambat 1934 and the survey commenced in Sambat 1932. You could have got

the land under water surveyed within the above period of two years if you had wished it. But

at that time except for Sarari you had no'land under water in your unlawful possession other-

wise you would have certainly made a protest when the Kliasra was given to you. You did

not submit the Khasra in connection with the boundary dispute between Sarari and Maeturi

nor subsequent to it. You did not submit the Khasra in the Sarafi-Ma'eturi case for the reason

that the land shown in the Khasra was less than, what you laid claim to. Even according to

the Khasra of the survey carried out by you the land in your possession cannot be as much as

what has been awarded to you by the Boundary Settlement Officer in his decision. But as the

cases has been decided by the Boundaiy Settlement Officer and passed the appellate stage the

decision will not be altered. You have no title to the Run lands of other villages as stated by

you as you have no right to the Run land. The land shown in the following 4 columns of the

Goshwara of Sambat 1932 will be granted to you atthe pleasure of the Durbar Run Siima, (2)

Run fallow and culturable, (3) Run under water and (4) Kura Run men as shown in the accom-

panying list ofyillages, enclosure No. 14. The land of the villages coming within the contour

line of the map which was prepared at the level of the “ Elephant’s,foot” mil be granted to you.

The reason why your petitions are refused is that even on receiving a reply you persistently

bring forward unreasonable objections. How can your peti'.ions be therefore entertained.
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Besides tiis, several of your petitions contain' unsuitable words in respect to which orders will

be passed later on.- -

(3) You state that in cases in which one party belongs to your estate and the other to the

Khalsa you send Assamis to the Fouidari Court. Having regard to the. cases decided by the

Hakim of Magra in which both the parties belonged to your estate, as stated in paragraph (1)

how can this objection of yours be admitted ? A few such cases have been shown as prece-

dents in the statement accompan3dng this (enclosure No. 15).

You wrote about payment to you of the Nazrana, fines and Easm Chauthan (one-fourth)

recovered from your Assamis. This is irregular. Nazrana, fines and Easm Chauthan have

not been remitted to anybody nor to you. The usual practice is that Nazrana, fines or Easm
Chauthan, is paid into the com t imposing it. You produced a communication from the Mehkma
Khas dated Mangsar Bid 6 Sambat 1931 to the efiect that Easm Chauthan has never been

recovered from your Assamis and will not be recovered in future but this communication was

cancelled shortly afterwards. Arjun Singhji, officer- in charge of the Mehkmakhas, who had

addressed the communication, informed you on Mangsar Sudi 4 Sambat 1931, 12 days after the

issue of the first communication, that the previous order passed on the'. subject was cancelled

and that that procedure would not be followed. You were informed of this at the same time

and a copy of the same, enclosure No. 16, is again sent herewith. The previous order dated

Mangsar Bid 6 was issued during the minority of Maharana Sajjan Singh and is not signed by the

Eesident and has since been cancelled. When in Sambat 1941, you produced this- order you

were informed that the order had been cancelled. A copy of the same, enclosure No. 17, is

again forwarded herewith. You always produce this cancelled paper and base your objection

thereon. How can the paper then be admitted as a proof. Nazrana, fines and Easm Chauthan

recovered from your Assamis have ever been paid into the State Courts. ,The statement accom-

panying this, enclosure No. 18, shows a few such cases. You should not fail to pay this in future

otherwise the recovery Vyill be made by subjecting your villages to official control. Your Assa-

mis were submitting thbir appeals on stamped papers. The statement accompanying this

enclosure No. 19, shows a few such cases. If at any time some Hakim has, either through

ignorance or error, accepted an appeal -without stamped paper it is no reason to allow the

practice to continue. .

(4) As regards compensation for customs. The State only has the power to collect customs

duty. You have no authority to collect customs. It may be that during the minority of

JIaharana Bhim Singhji some Sardars collected customs duties secretly. In Sarnbat 1874 and

subsequent years Sardars were made to enter into an agreement in which they agreed not to

collect customs and stated that the right of collecting customs belongs to the Dirrbar and it

may do so. That agreement is signed by the Eawatji of Salumbar. In ignorance of the fact

that the Sardars have been made to waive their right to collect customs three Sardars were

paid the amount of customs compensation in Sambat 1941. The payment to Deogarh and

Bhainsrorgarh has since been discontinued and to you it was discontinued in Sambat 1957.

You cannot therefore, now get conipensation for customs and you cannot collect customs either

in Salumbar or in the villages of its patta, as this right belongs to the State only. Eawat Jodh
Singhji submitted a petition dated Chait Sudi 14 Sambat 1941 in which he stated that according

to reorganisation of customs, Adkari was remitted to the traders of Sawa in Salumbar and that,

as he used to collect Adkari from Sawa, his income sufEered in consequence and that no orders

were passed regarding his representation in the matter. This means that before customs was
reorgainsed you collected Adkari from Sawa secrectly and that you stopped collecting the

duty after the reorganisation. You did not collect Adkari during the time of Maharana Sajjan

Singhji. When subsequently you made representation in the matter you were allowed com-
pensrtion through ignorance of full particulars of the case. If you were entitled to any coba-

pensation you would have commenced to receive it during Maharana Sajjan "Singhji’s time.

You continued to receive compensation since Sambat 1941 and promised to keep the afiairs under
control but you have committed several irregularities in respect to which orders will be issued

later on. A statement showing the irregularities, enclosure No. 20, is enclosed herewith. Copies

of Eawat Jodh Singhji’s promise and the orders issued enclosures No. 21, 22 and 23, are also,

forwarded. In respect to your collecting customs in Sawa contrary bo your promise orders

will be issued in due course. In future.you shall not collect customs in Salumbar or the villages

of the patta.

As regards salt compensation—this has not been -withheld. Any balance remaining over
after deducting money due from you and your Assamis on account of Nazrana, fines and Easm
Chau.hah, etc., -will be paid to you. Besides any other dues of the State that may be outstanding
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against you will be deducted from tbis sum. Any other dues that are not met by salt compensa-

tion will-be recovered by bringing your villages under the State management.

(5) You state that the “ Rakhwali.” tax in respect to the Sasnik village granted by the

State in charity to the people is the right of the grantee. Rakhwali means some remuneration

in cash or kind, for keeping a guard with a view to emsure protection from theft or dakaiti i.c.,

grain or cash received for keeping guard is called “Rakhwali.” This cannot give you an}’

title to the ownership of the villages. You collect Rakhwali from 2 or 3 villages only. If

you have imposed any new Rakhwali in recent times it cannot be held valid. Even in the

“ Qaulnama ” (agreement) itself you have waived your claim to “Rakhwali” and therefore

you cannot collect it. After making enquiries as to which villages are liable to pay Rakhwali

to you orders will be issued subsequently. You cannot interfere in any way' in a village from

which you collect Rakhwali. On a representation by Seriawala orders have already been

issued to you but you do not desist from interfering. Orders will be issued separately in this

matter.

(6) You state that the Hakim summons direct the Assamis of the village of Para.

This pal is not in reality included in your patta. How can the Assamis be therefore summoned

through you. You have taken unlawful posses.sion of several villages in the Run and other

villages of Khalsa adjoining the villages of your patta in respect to which orders will be issued

separately after enquiries. This has been stated in detail in order No. 18299, dated Baisakh

Sudi 9 Sambat 1964.

(7) 'You have stated about some Jaigrdars that the Tahsildar of Methuri encourages rebel-

lious Jagirdars. Previously you were asked to state what complaints you have to make and in

respect of what Jagirdars, but you have not' submitted a list and now put forward excuses.

Several more references remain unanswered by you in respect to which orders will be issued

separately. It is necessary that any. complaints, of e.xcesses that Jairdars and others make

against you to the State, be heard. It is impossible that people be led away by instigations.

Besides jagirdars and others complain of your excesses. You should now submit a statement

to show what complaints you have to make against Jagirdars so that orders may be issued

after enquiries. •
_

'

(8) You have stated about the tank of the village of Deoli. As the case is one of the boun-

dary dispute, it is pending in the office of the Boundary Settlement Officer. If you have

any objections to make it should be addressed to him. Other boundary disputes also relating

to your villages are pending in the office of the Boundary Settlement Officer who will make

enquiries and decide them. Should there be any more boundary disputes it should be stated

so that they may be given to the Boundary Settlement Officer for settlement. A statement

of boundary disputes enclosure No. 24 is enclosed herewith which will show that this case has

been pending since the time of Rawat Jodh Singhji and is not a new one.

(9) A statement, enclosure No. 25, showing the cases in which Dhonses have been sent is

sent herewith. You are asked to comply with orders twice and three times but you do not

comply with them and bring forward unreasonable excuses. How can this state of things bo

allowed to continue. You' are pressed to comply but still fail. Suitable orders will now be

issued in this matter.
r t •

'
i

(10) You mention about the irrigation of the lands of your villages from Ota of Jaisamand.

The Jaisamand lake was built at the cost of the State and you have no claim to its water. In

future, if you wish to take water from the side of Ota you will be allowed to do so on payment

of water tax or not allowed at all at our will. As regards the irrigation of lands adjoining the

Run by means of Doria, etc., you will be allowed to take water on payment of water tax or not

allowed to do so according as we desire. The Ota will be built Pakka.

(11) Prisoners serve their term of imprisonment in the State. How can persons convicted

by the State Courts be allowed to serve their term of imprisonment in the estate. Imprison-

ment is undergone in the State jaU. During the trial of a case, if it is bailable Assamis produced

by you are handed over to you on your undertaking to produce them on demand. How can

Assamis be handed over to you in unbailable cases. In a bailable case if an Assami is handed

over to you it is the practice to have the final decision in the case carried out through the State

Several complaints have been received regarding your excesses as well as regarding

your failure to comply vnth orders. A separate statement has been prepared of this which vnil

be sent to you hereafter. Suitable orders will also be issued in the matter.
_

(13) The Rawatji fails to comply with orders and exercises excesses on people in spite ot

his promise to the contrary. Suitable orders in this respect will be issued subsequently. A

132 A. to G. G. Eaj.
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further reason for this appears to be that the Eawatji has entertained such persons as were

turned out from elsewhere. There exists a petition dated Mah Sudi 5 Sambat 1957 submitted

bj- the present Rawatji in which he has promisediihat he would willingly and promptly carry out

any orders that may be given to him by the master. Another petition dated Chait Bid 7,

Sambat 1957 contains the following 8 clauses

(1) In the case.of there bring no issue I will adopt the rightful person after intimating

'

to the Durbar, (2) I wiU pay up- the State dues, (3) I will produce offenders in

courts, (4) not associate with others, (5) to increase allowances to the Avives of Tej

Singhji and Man Singhji in accordance with the orders and not to give them any

trouble, (6) to bear no enmity against any body in the estate, (7) to show the

account of receipts and expenditure and to have the estate managed accordingly

and (8) not to incur debt by expending extravagantly and, if any debt be incurred,

to have the management made by the State. Ltake oath in the name of God

not to deviate from these pledges. The Rawatji has of late been acting against

many of.the above pledges in respect to which orders will be issued separately _

In clause (5) the Rawatji has promised to increase the allowances to the wives of

Tej Singhji and Man Singhji and to give them no trouble. He has further executed

a document to that effect but is, in spite of that, acting contrary to it and giving

trouble to the Assamis of their villages. As the Rawatji has, clearly steted in his

petition that he would not give trouble to the wives of Tej Singhji and Man Singhji

you should pay their allowances in cash in place of the grant made to them pre-

viously and that made to them by the present Rawatji as their complaints will

not be removed without cash payment. There is no harm to you in making cash

payment which the women agree to accept. If they again make a complaint the

villages of their allowances will be taken under the State management as agreed

to by the Rawatji and the income of the villages will be paid to them in cash.

There is a third petition from the Rawatji dated Chait Sudi 13 Sambat 1957 in

which orders were passed with Mamaji. In reply to this the Rawatji gave the

previous history of Nauli'Bamhora, etc., stated that he would obey orders and

swore by Eklingji not to break his word. He has taken other oathes as well.

In spite of such petitions and pledges orders are disobeyed and unreasonable

objections put forward. This is not right.

Translation of an order issued hy the Mehhna Jchas, Meivar, to the Boundary Settlement Officer,

Meivar, dated 9th May 1908, No. 18299, dated Baisahh Sudi 9th, Sambat 1964.

The Boundary Settlement Officer may be informed that the claim of the Ja^dar of Salum-

bar, etc., to the ownership of the Rund of Jaisamand is false
;
because when the Jaisamand lake

was constructed, Salumbar with the villages of the patta was Khalsa, and it was long after that

the patta of Salumbar was granted to Rawat Kesri Singhji.

In support of its claim to the Run Salumbar has submitted to the Resident with his Kharita

a copy of a Parwana from Maharana Amar Singhji. But the Parwana is a forged document.

This very parwana was submitted by Salumbar before this in Sambat 1956 wth its appeal in

the boundary dispute case of Maeturi, Khalsa, rersws Sarari, patta Salumbar. Reasons were

adduced at that time to show that the parwana was a forgery and the appeal of Salumbar

was rejected. A copy of it was forwarded to the Boundary Settlement Officer and another

copy of it is enclosed. History has since been consulted and the following "particulars have

been elucidated which clearly - show that the Parwana is a forgery. The Parwana states

that i
— ’

.
'

,

“ MTien the late Maharana was going to construct the Jaisagar lake, Rawat Kandalji

begged him saying ‘ Your Highness is constructing the embankment but Salumbar Magra

and its villages have been acquired by my ancestors by sacrificing their lives. When Your

Highness installed me at Salumbar Your Highness granted me a Patta of Assurance dated

Sambat 1739. Your Highness is going to break faith, which is-not proper. All the villages

of my patta will be submerged ’ on this Shri Dajiraj ordered I am pleased to grant to you the

Rund of this tank in lieu of the villages of your patta.”
' '

This was written to show that Maharana Amar Singhji granted a Parwana of the muafi

of the Rund to Rawat Kesri Singhji in which the following was recorded. “• AVhen the late

Maharana Jai Singhji was going to- construct :the Jaisamand lake Rawat Kandalji represented
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to His Highness that the lake is being constructed but all his villages will be submerged. On

this Maharana Jai Singhji ordered that he was pleased to grant him the Rund of the lake in

lieu of his villages that will be submerged.”

The Parwana is, however, wholly a forgery as the patta of Salumbar was confiscated from

Rawat Kandalji’s grandfather Rughnath Singhji and, when Jaisamand was constructed, Salum-

bar tvith the villages of the patta was khalsa. In the circumstances how can it he believed

that Rawat Kandalji’s representation about submergence of the villages' of the patta cf

Salurhbar is correct, as Rawat Kandalji had no connection with Salumbar at that time.

It was a long time after the construction of the Jaisamand lake that the patta of Salum-

bar was granted to Kandalji’s son Kesri Singhji after Kandalji’s death. The patta of Salumbar

was confiscated from Rawat Rughnath Singhji and was not restored either to his son Rawat

Ratan Singhji or his grandson Rawat Kandalji. The patta was re-granted to Rawat Kandalji s

son Kesri Singhji. How could Maharana Amar Singhji have stated in his Parwana that Rawat

Kandalji made a representation to Maharana Jai Singhji about the submergence of the villages
'

of the Salumbar patta when Rawat Kandalji had no connection with Salumbar. For these

reasons this Parwana is clearly a forgery.

Salumbar has submitted a further Parwana from Captain Cobbe. In the first place, a

mere perusal of it will show that it was written without any enquiry. No reference was

made at that time to the records of the State. It was written according to the representation

of Salumbar. It appears that Captain Cobbe was deceived by some forged document produced

before him by Salumbar in the same way as it has now submitted a forged Parwana of Maha-

rana Amar Singhji for the muafi of the Rund, and was thus induced to write the Parwana in

question. Some- forged papers were produced before this during the late Maharana Sarup

Singhji’s time, of wliich particulars are given below and it is possible that some forged

documents was produced similarly before Captain Cobbe. .

During Maharana Sarup Singhji’s time Salumbar produced a Tamba Patra and a few

Parwanas as detailed below :

—

Tamba Patra from Maharana .Lakhaji to Rawat Chundaji dated Sawan Siidi 9, Sambat

1427.

Parwana from Maharana Mokalji to Rawat Chundaji dated Pos Sudi 9, Sambat 1443.

Parwana from Maharana Mokalji to. Rawat Chundaji dated Phagan Sudi 13, Sambat

1444.

Parwana from Maharana Mokalji to Rawat Chundaji dated Asoj Sudi 13, Sambat

1447.
_ __ . .

Parwana from hlaharana Bikrimadityaji to Rawat Khengarji dated Chait Budi 7,

Sambat 1572.

The Parwana of Sambat 1443 'was produced to prove the genuineness of the Tamba Patra

and the Parwana of Sambat 1444 the genuineness of the Parwana of Sambat 1443. The Par-

wanas of Sambat 1447 and 1572 were similarly produced in support of each other. The Tamba

Patra and the Parwana have been prepared in a manner that they will support each other^

but the Tamba Patra and the Parwanas were proved to be forgeries when they were produced

which fact is clearly stated in the refutation recorded at that time. The Tamba Patra and

the Parwanas are not only forgeries but' they contain such discrepancies in respect of the

Maharana’s names and their date that a mere perusal of them will convince one of their

being fictitious. The forgery and craftiness of Salumbar was discovered at that time and they

did, not succeed in carrying out their plan and, therefore they did not produce those forged

documents now and have submitted two others which are also forged. The Parwana of the

muafi of the Rund from Maharana Amar Singhji, which has been shown above to be a forged

document, and a second Parwana dated Mah Sudi 5th Sambat 1483 from Maharana Kum-

bhaji to Rawat Kandalji submitted subsequently by Salumbar to the Resident. The latter

is also purely a forgery because' it purports to be from Maharana Kumbhaji and is dated

Sambat .1483. As a matter of fact however Maharana Mokalji reigned in Sambat 1483 and

it was in Sambat 1490 that Maharana Kumbhaji succeeded to the gqddi, and the document

is therefore, also a forgery.
' '

How can Salumbar’s claim to the Rund be considered valid when it is based on such fictitious

documents. Further the rights in a lake always belong to the State, viz., the alluvial of a lake

belongs to the State. The Udaisagar and Raisamand lakes were constructed before the Jaisa-

mand°lake and the State possess similar right in these lakes.
^

How can Salumbar and others

prefer a claun to the Jaisamand Riind contrary to the old standing practice.
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The follotving villages were submerged by the Jaisamand lake when it was constructed.

Chibora, Narnia, Bhatwara, Gamri, Semal, Patan, Kotra, Ghati, Singawali and Salao.

This is apparent from History. The Rawat of Salumbar has encroached upon Khalsa vihages

and inclnded them in his patta, viz., the villages not included m the patta are in possession of

Salumbar, as is evident from old records.
'

, ,

During Maharana Bhim Singhji’s time in Sambat 1878 the Sardars of Mewar were got to

record in a llahi the names of the villages of their respective pattas with the amount of income

of each village. At that time Salumbar was also like other Sardars, made to enter the names

and incomes of the villages of its patta. The Salumbar Motamid reiparked in signing the

entries in the Bahi that if there be any discrepancy he will be held guilty. The Bahi shows

that Salumbar noted the following six villages only of the Rund at that time :

Income
I

Present

Rekh. derived

(Upat).

income.

(Hal Upat).

Namlo .. • • • • 4 4 4 4

'

700 700 150

Singavli • • • •
600 600 250

Sarari . • • • • 4 4 4 4 1,000
'

1,000 600

Ginglo . 4 • « • 4 4 4 4 1,500 3,000 1,600

Patan . 4 4 4 4
1,200 800- 300

Chibora •
,

• . 1,000 600 100 •

The following villages are at present in the possession of Salumbar in addition to those

of its patta. '

. ,

'

_

Bhimpura, Daulpura, Narnia, Tulchhaka, Roba, Paeri, and Chibora II.

There are other villages also in the possession of Salumbar outside the Rund. This will be dealt

with separately. Value of the villages can be judged from their incomes noted above. The

present value of these villages can be seen by visiting them.

Korabar also has, likewise, made unlawful encroachment on certain villages of the Run

in addition to the villages of the patta. The list of the villages of its patta as recorded by

Korabar in Sambat 1907 contains the follovdng villages of ^he Rund

Rs.

Semal mortgaged by the Rao of Bedla Klialsa . . . ... 1,000

Thori mortgaged by the Rao of Bedla Khalsa . . . . . . 000

Jara new and old . . . • • • • • 1,200

The above villages only of the Rund are recorded in the patta. In addition to the above,

the following villages of the Rund are at present in the possession of Korabar :

—

Thori II, Pavri and Rathoran-ki-Bhagal.

Salumbar, Korabar and Bhadesar were granted jagirs after the construction of the Jais

mand lake and these Jagirdars did not at that time possess these villages.

An old paper has recently been traced about the collection of water tax collected from th®

land which was irrigated from the Jaisamand lake during late Maharana Sarup Singhji’s time.

It states. “ the lake was constructed by the Durbar out of the State money and repairs to ft

have also to be carried out. The main source of profit to the State is the Rund and the water

tax.” Irrigation was stopped at that time on failure to pay water tax.

It is quite clear from the above that the claim of Salumbar and other Jagirdars to the

owner.ship of the Rund of Jaisamand cannot be admitted.

We therefore beg to say that these Jagirdars have no right in the Rund and should hot be

permitted to have any 'connection with it. It may be noted that if anybody desire to irrigate

land lying outside the Rund from the Jaisamand lake it will rest with the Durbar to allow

irrigation on payment of water tax or to refuse the application. In the same way, if a person

desire to use water for irrigation from the canahpermission may be granted on payment of

water tax or the request may be disallowed.

Note.—(The above order is not included in the printed papers of 1908.)
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Translation oj an order dated Asadh Bitdi 14tli Sambat 1964 issued by the MeJihma klias, Mcicar

{27lJi June 1908).

The whole of the Jaisamand Rund is Klialsa. The right to the land belongs only to Khalsa

and to no one else. But the Run has not yet been demarcated and marked trith pillars. On

this account an order may be issued to the Hakim of the Magra to the effect that the State

shar-! of the produce of the land cultivated by the Asamis of Salumbar and Korabar may

be kept with a third party. Salumbar and Korabar may be infonned accordingly and^they

asked to place the Bhog of this land in conjunction with the Hakim of the Magra with a

third party. Orders regarding it will be issued subsequently.

Note.—(Tho abovo order is not included in'tho printed papers of 1903.)

Translation oj order No. 993y dated llth.May 1905.

Salumbar filed ani appeal setting forth certain grounds in respect to the case of boundary

dispute between Methuri (Khalsa) and Sarari (Patta Salumbar) which was decided by Captain

Pinney formerly Boundary Settlement Officer of Mewar. But from the perusal of the papers

'connected with the case none of the grounds set forth by Salumbar appear to be admissible.

The first ground of Salumbar is that the Boundary Settlement Officer visited the disputed

border during the absence of the Salumbar Motamid. But this is not correct, as the Boundary

Settlement Officer had already issued a notice to Salumbar on 26th August 1899 regarding the

presence of a Motamid. Notwithstanding this, no Motamid from Salumbar appeared on the

spot on the 8th September when the boundary Settlement Officer visited the border. This

is the fault of the Salumbar Motamid.

Grounds Nos. 2 and 3 relate to the evidence of witnesses not being heard. These grounds

are also not correct. The chief point of contention is that the evidence of the TOtnesses of the

- village of Lodakherka Dhola' Khera was not taken. In the first place the list of witnesses

produced by Salumbar makes no mention of these villages.^ Besides this, there is on record in

the file of the Boundary Settlement Office a communication from the Salumbar Motamid from

which it appears that the evidence of all, witnesses produced by Salumbar has been taken.

But owing to discrepancies and the statements being fabricated and for other reasons which

'were clearly dealt with in the decision of the Boundary Settlement Officer the evidence proved

to be unreliable.

Ground No. 4 is to the efiect that when the Salumbar Motamid refused to have the settled

boundary demarcated the proceedings should have been suspended under rule 22 and the state-

ments recorded but this was not done. This ground also is irrelevant because the Boundary

Settlement Officer is not bound to suspend proceedings on the spot during demarcation on a

party bringing forward an objection or on their refusal, nor does rule 22 signify this nor are

these rules in force here. The hearing of appeal has been provided to allow either party to

appeal against the decision of the Boundary Settlement Officer but there should be no interrup-

tion during the demarcation.

Grounds Nos. 5 and 6 relate to the papers produced by Salumbar being considered uncon-

nected -with the case. The decision of the Boundary Settlement Officer does not state that

all the papers produced by Salumbar are unconnected. The decision states that owing to the

freshness of* the ink and other reasons the paper No. 1 claimed by Salumbar as ha'ving been

written 40 years back was considered unreliable and'unworthy of being admitted as proof.

Paper No. 3 was produced by Salumbar in support of a portion of disputed land having been

mortgaged but when' the persons connected, viz., Jawan Singh and Kana Mahajan, were asked

to point out the mortgaged land on the spot they differed and each of them pointed out sejparate

portions of land for which reason this evidence and the said paper were considered fabricated.

Besides this, paper No. 2 and other books, etc., do not appear to have been produced as is stated

in the ground.

Ground No. 7 states that the distance between Pipli Magri pointed out by Methuri and the

one (Magri) pointed out by Salumbar is stated to be 40 gatthas in the decision of the Boundary

Settlement Officer but that the actual distance upto theNmw tree above Pipli I.Iagri is 80 gatthas.

This statement is incorrect, as there is no mention of the Him tree in the decision of the Boun-

dary Settlement Officer. In reality, according to the mutual settlement of Sambat 1923, the

distance recorded in the decision between Pipli Magri pointed out by Salumbar and the other

Magri, is 40 gatthas. This is, and not 80 gatthas, the correct distance.

Ground No. 8 is to the effect that the southern Tirpatta (trijunction pillar) between Slethuri,

Sarari and Kotra mentioned in the decision of Sambat 1923 is unacceptable as the persona

IS3 A. to G. G, Raj.
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decidincr the case were ignorant of the direction and were not provided with any survey instru-

ments
“
This objection is also not correct as most of the people are acquainted with the four

Cardinal points. Besides this the correctness bf the directions recorded in the decision o Samhat

^923 is proved from the fact that the 12 pillars including the northern trqunction pi lar wem

found on the spot exactly in the same position described in the decision of Samhat 1923 and

were acknowledged without dispute to be in correct directions by the Sarari people themselves.

Sow can it then be supposed that the succeeding pillars Nos 13, 14 and tie southern trijunction

Sllar, whose directio^ are stated in clear words in the decision of Samhat 1923 were v^ongly

placed especially when the Kotra people also certify that the position of the southern tojunction

pillar which has been correctly placed in the south on the pipli Magn has been correctly descri-

bed in the decision of Samhat 1923. It is possible that there may be some slight difierenoe in

the direction of a certain point without accurate survey, but a difierence to the extent re-

presented by Salumbar is impossible. jtvtj.,’!.*-
Ground No. 9 that tbe piUars Nos. 13 and 14 were removed by the people of Maeturrbut

their actual position was pointed out to the Boundary Settlement Officer but that officer, out

of favour to Methuri, did not record the fact in his decision and, to acquit himself wrote differ-

ence in the statements ” in the decision. This is not the case. When the Boundary Settlement ^

Officer had finished his inspection of the disputed boundary as pointed out by the p^arties he

clearly stated in that part of his decision relating to the demarcation of the rest of the boundary

that what now remains to be done is to replace the two pillars alleged to have been removed and

to fix the trijunction pillar at the border of the village of Kotra and that there is no unanimity

with regard to their exact positions. This clearly means that the positions of pillars Nos. 13

and 14 were pointed out to the Boundary Settlement Officer both by Salumbar and ^aeturi

;

that the Boundary Settlement Officer inspected the places but that he could not determine

their exact positions owing to different places being shown by the parties. This gave rise to a

dispute and the Boundary Settlement Officer had to record in his decision the wo^ diff^ence

in the statements.” How can it then be true that the Boundary Settlement Officer made no

mention in his decision about the positions of pillars Nos. 13 and 14 pointed out by Salumbar.

Ground No. 11 relates to the Sureh stone at the Bhairon Singh]i-ki-Baori being wrongly

entered as. trijunction pillar in the map. This ground also seems to be absurd, ^because the

southern trijunction pillar, which, according to the decision of Samhat 1923 was f^ed on •

Pipli Maari pointed out by Maeturi, has been correctly- shown in the map on the Piph Magri

and marked No. 18. But it appears that the Sureh stone referred to above was treated as

a permanent point and shown in the map to ensure the correctness of the settled line.

^

Ground No. 12 relates to no opportunity being given for arriving at a mutual settlement

but this ground also is incorrect because it is stated in the decision of the Boundary Settlement

Officer that the notice which was issued by him to Salumbar on 26th August 1899 contains

that an attempt should be made to arrive at a mutual settlement but no such attempt was

made by Salumbar until the Boundary Settlement Officer reached the spot on the 8th September

1899 In spite of this the Boundary Settlement Officer allowed two days more and, as appears

from the following remarks madefy him in the decision, commenced his
,
enquiries on the 10th

September—. “ Attempts at mutual settlement having failed I commenced recording evi-

dence of the witnesses produced by Salumbar.” How can it then be true that Salumbar was

given no opportunity to arrive at a mutual settlement
?

x c v i.

Ground No 10 states that no consideration was paid tO'^the copy of the Parwana of Sambat

1765 granted by Maharana Amar Singhji regarding Eun. This is not also a correct ground,

because, in the first instance, there is no mention in the deeision of the Parwana havmg been

produced when this very boundary between Maeturi and Sarari was settled previously in

Sambat 1923 before Amin Jwala Prasad. Secondly if the Parwana of the muafi of the whole

Eun was genuine, as claimed by Salumbar, how would Salumbar itself have allowed the Maeturi

boundary being fixed in the Eun. Another reason for holding the Parwana as unreliable is as

follows:—The construction of Jaisamand began in Sambat 1744 during Maharana Jai

Singhji’s time and was completed after about 5 years in Sambat 1748. After this, Maharana

Jai Sinc^hji was in good health till Sambat 1755. This makes 11 years. Maharana Amar

Singhji^succeeded to the gadi in Sambat 1755 and it is alleged by Salumbar that the Parwana

was granted to them 10 years after the accession in Sambat 1765, or 20 years after the

construction of the lake had commenced. If it were necessary to grant a Parwana of the

muafi of the Eun it would have been granted when the construction of the tanlr was

taken in hand during Maharana Jai Singhjis’ time. Under the circumstances, why should

have Salumbar quietly -sufiered loss for 20 years. Further aU the viUages included m
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tlie Eun do not belong to Salumbar alone but ako to Kbalsa, Korabar, Bbadesar and

the Patta Siyar. In these circumstanees how can it be correct to say that a Parwnna

for the whole Jaisamand Kund was granted to Salumbar alone, especially when nil

rights, etc., in the whole of the Eun of the Ea] Samand lake, which was constructed one

generation before the Jaisamand lake, belong to Kbalsa upto the present. The rights of Eun,

etc., of the Udaisagar lake similarly belong to Kbalsa. Having regard to this tr^tment the

grant of the muafi for the whole Eun of Jaisamand (when all the villages in the Eun do not

belong to Salumbar alone) to Salumbar is inconceivable. A further reason of the nntrust-

worthiness of this Parwana is that it states that “ A Dhons from Khaka will not be sent to Salum-

bar,” which was never acted upon. On the contrary, Salumbar is always puni.shed \nth a

Dhons, etc., from Khaka, when necessary. This Parwana, which is claimed by Salumbar to

be of the muafi of the Eun, contains other statements irrelevant to the Eun such as the visit

(of the Maharana) to Salumbar and bringing the Eawat lor Talwarbandhi, etc. It is not neces-

sary to include irrelevent matters in this way in a sanad granted. Besides this, the Parwana

contains several words used by Salumbar in speaking and addressing communications such as

“Salumbar padarya so lare lawin Udaipur talwar bnndai ” (visited Salumbar and bringing

with him to Udaipur performed Talwarbandi ceremony). The phrase “ lare laving ''’as not

used in Udaipur and is current' in the country in the vicinity of Salumbar. These words difier

from those used in the pattas and parwanas issued by the State. Besides this, this statement

is contrary to the practice followed bv the State in old times, as it is not the practice that His

Highness the Maharana should visit Salumbar for Matampursi. How can the parwana

' be therefore considered genuine. The appeal is therefore dismissed and the decision of the

Boundary Settlement Officer confirmed. Copy of this order may bp sent with a rukka to the

Boundary Settlement Officer for compliance and a copy furmshed to the Hakim of Jlagra

and the Poujdar Kamdar of Salumbar.

Dated Baisakh Sudi 7th, Sambat 1961 (11th May 1905).

13

No. 65-P., dated Mount Abu, the 9th May 1911.

Erom-The Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Colvin, C.S.I., I.C.S., Agent to the Governor-General,

Eajputana,

ipo gijie Secretary to the Government of India, Foreign Department, Simla.

I have the honour to forward, for the orders of the Government of India, a,

memorial- entitled “ Part I, regarding the Jaisama^nd Rund received from tlic

Eawat of Salumbar in Mewar. I regret that I should have to trouble the Govern-

ment of India with this matter, but 1 feel that the eircumstances are of such a

nSure that the Government of India should at least be made fully acquainted

^
^Itts ^unnecessary to expatiate on the ancient relations which subsisted

between the house of the Maharana and that of the Salumbar Chieftain. The

GoveSment of India will remember that the latter is descended Eom Chonda- the
vtov eriimcu

. Lakha who towards the end of the

Ftd!e pace 277 Tod’s Annals of Rajasthan 1829 fourteenth Century A. D., resigned his

Edition. ' Undisputed right to the gadi of Mewar in

favour of his brother Mokulji and received in return the hereditary position of Chief

cTuSor to the State and various other privileges._ The close ties which formerly

Wd the two houses have unhappily become entirely dissolved m later genepv

tionR • and there is at the present time no Thakur m Mewar whose relaoions n uh

the MaSana are more strained and embittered. The hereditary claim to the

Chief Councillorship has of course Ion" ago disappeared.

3 The memorial now forwarded is a rambling document; and

trouble to the Government of India if the circumstances which have led to this

Stion arrsummarised as briefly-as-pos “Jaisamand '’is the name of an

SoiSourike constructed between 168o and 1691 A. D. by Maliaraiia Jai

Sin"h Vide Gazetteer of Udaipur, page 8. It is also known as the Dlicbar

Lak^” “Bx'h ” is the Local word for the land which emerges on the margin of
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*Khalsa
Salumbar
Korabar .

Badesar .

Siar

6
12

8
2

1

‘villages.

village.

concerned being Salumbar,
Silage ^bordering

on the Jaisamand bad been regarded

as - belonging to . that village, whether

it were a Khalsa or a Jagir village.

In 1907, Mr. Hill, then Eesident in Mewar.

hpd effected a settlement of a dispute between the Maharana and the Rawat on

the K*iVet of the visit of condolence (Mntampnis.) to be paid by the Dnibar

on tS& of the late Eae-at. and in the oonrse of that settlement, the

nLent dSple as to the Enn lands had come mto prommence The Rawat

S salumte it appeared, claimed the entire Run of the Jaisamand Lake as

W™ mScU in the Salumbar patta. Korabar and Badesar being, as he

Sd iMits which had branched oft from the patent jagli of Salumbar

S the Iriginal patta was granted. Mr. Hill examined tta claim and
Since tne or g p tmtenajrle and based mainly on a forged

Smiment—a Parwana of Maharana Amar Singh, dated Sambahl765. I attach a
uocumenr—

a ^
copy -of a notft on this pomt which Mr.

fSeriaiNo. 1
. Hill wrote and enclosed with the letter

No 465 dated 23rd December 1907, to my First Assistant, and 1 ha,ve added

thereto an extract from his notes on the Matampursi_question legardmg Maha-

Amar Singh’s parwana, in order to explain the marginal remark at paragraph

1 of ensure Z. It dees not appear to be necessary to trouble the government

of India with all the evidence on ^

arguments and I beheve it to be correct that the alleged parwana from Maha-

raSTmar Singh is a forgery and that,the Sahmibar claim to the entire Hun

lani oTtL Jaisamand lake%ests on very mrnsy.p and is m fact -wholli^

“‘'b will be seen ficm paragraph 5 of enclosure Z that Mr Hill was of opimon

in 1907 that the dispute about the Run was capable of a complete and final settle-

ment provided Salumbar would abandon his claim to the j^hole Run, and provided

Se Sar would abandon it’s claim to oust Salumbar from villages admittedly

of tie patta
Salumbar’s claim by a countrer-claim to the

effect that the whole of the Run was Khalsa ;
and it would in my opimon have

heen wise on their part to abandon this position, as suggested by Mr. Hill. Up

to the beginning of 1908, I was in entire accord with thejiews taken and measures

adopted by Mr^Hill in this case. But unfortunately Mr Hill was at a later date

perSiaded^of the justice of the counter-claim advanced by the Dmbar and in
persuaaeu

j the Maharana after coiisultmg

t Copy enclosed. in'm issued an orderJ through the Mehkma-

khas Mewar to the Boundary Settlement Officer, declaring that the clairn of

SkmLr and other Jagirdars to the Run could not be adinttted and that these

jf^Sars shculci nef in future be aUowedJo~ ^Thm

' liSXs^^rderofAsadhBudiHthSainbat further order§ declaring the whole of the

1964 (corresponding with 27th June 1908). Jtllll tO lo6 * T1I6S6 OrdcrS "WGrG

issued without previous reference to the Agent to the Governor-General.

Air HiU had so far changed his views since 1907 that he was prepared to support

the Alewar Durbar in a strict enforcement of this order ;
but he informed me that

it was-the intention of His Highness the Maharana when he had once asserted his

rights by the issue of the above orders.

(a.) to exclude 'a certain portion assigned to Salumbar by the Alaeturi-Sarafi

boundary settlement, and _ . . , . ,
.

(h) to' permit, as an act of clemency, the Jagirdars to retain certain areas,

which in Sambat 1932, they reported as belonging; to theni. Mr. Hill was

of oninion that the contemplated settlement w;as in all the circumstances
° ^ TO - .

the best and fairest that could possibly be
yEneWo

flevised. I attach a copy of the note
]B.itcd 0th Hay 1908.
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this subject, which he put on record before leaving the Jlewar Besidency. A cony
^ j Hill’s successor) in October 190S^d

^
the end of the same month, I visited Udaipur and discuL^ed the case withHis Highness the Maharana. Jlr. Holme had advised that j\Ir. Hill’s rccom-menjitions should be accepted in and that the Rawat should be informed that

• tT^
Political Officers admitted the Maharana’s right to declare the whole of theKun to be khalsa, and would under no circumstances exercise am^ intervention in

tJie matter I was however unable to adopt the view that the orders were just and
politic or the best that could be devised, unless the modifying orders restored to
tne ]agirdars a very considerable portion of what they had possessed before. In
discussing the case with His Highness the Maharana, I directed attention to this
pomt, and enquired whether he could explain what the effect of those orders would

u
' would have a survey made and that he believed

the results would satisfy me. At the close of 1908, Mr. Hill revisited Udaimir
influence it was arranged that the Durbar should hand over to

the Resident, Mr. Holme, authority to settle on the spot the demarcation and
settlement of Saluinbar’s claims as formulated in Sambat 1932-34. As a pre-

. liimnary,' hlr. Holme was to inform the Maharana, when accepting the commission
that, if Salumbar produced any documents which seemed to hir. Holme worth)^ of
consideration, as affecting the justice of the proceedings, he would suspend opera-
tions pending reference to the Durbar. This arrangement received the full approval
of Lieutenant-Colonel Pinhey, who was then officiating as Agent to the Governor-
General.

^

In January 1909 Mr. Holme proceeded accordingly to Salumbar, and
made an inspection of all Run Ismd round the Jaisamand lake, but no demarcation
could be carried out, because Salumbar and the other jagirdars concerned refused
to send representatives or to take part in the proceedings, so long as those procee-
dings were based on the assumption that the area of land below the high water
level which the jagirdars would get would be confined to that described in (a) and
(b) of paragraph 3 above. On my return from furlough therefore at the end of
1909, I found that no survey had been made and that the modifying orders had
been issued in August of that year, exactly on the lines proposed. I gathered
that the effect of the orders would be to deprive the jagirdars of the whole of the
Run, except about 234 bighas shewn by them in Sambat 1932 as being in their

possession and the small area (834 bighas) covered by the Maeturi-Sarari decision.

The Maharana seemed to be of opinion that, since this area of 234 bighas was all

that the jagirdars could show as being in their possession in Sambat 1932, it was
not open to. them to claim more now. They showed so he believed an unduly
low area at that time, in order to avoid being mulcted in expenses towards repair

of the bund
;
and they should be bound by their own statements now. But the

area of the Run of course varies from year to year. Sambat 1932 was a year of

very heavy rainfall
;
the lake was consequently full and threatened to burst its

dam
;
and it is quite possible that the area which had emerged at the time of the

survey was not more than 234 biyhas. The conditions prevailing in a year when
, the lake was full would scarcely affcrA a fair criterion of what the jagirdars culti-

vated in ordinary years
;
and the restoration to the jagirdars of so small an area as

1,064 bighas seemed to me to effect a very insignificant modification of the original

order of confiscation. In January 1910, 1 informed the Maharana that I was unable

to agree with Mr. Hill’s view that the orders were the fairest possible, and he again

undertook to furnish- me with reasons for regarding the decision as fair and equi-

table. Up to the present time however His Highness has not furnished me with

any further proof or statements. Meanwhile in January 1910, the present

memorial was received by me from the Rawat of Salumbar and was sent by me,

with four others relating to other grievances, to the Resident with a request that he

would favour me with his remarks and opinions thereon. Mr. Holme s report was

received earl)’’ in December last, but as it is ’very long and enters \yith much detail

in’to all the minutiae of the case, it is unnecessary to forward it in extenso to the

Government of India. I attach however a
Enclosure T. Summarised opinion regarding

the case of the Jaisamand Rund, from which it will be seen that he considers that

the orders of the Maharana in this matter should be upheld at all costs.

132 A- to G. G. Eoj.
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A T will now explain as briefly as possible my own views in this matter.
_

AtheSpSe,iti5nece5SarytoobservelliattheDuAM,ust.£y theirorder

^
. ffc oSnt on tbe vround that it is a punishment meted out te Salumbar.

A? IT
^

1
’

<;flifl that tbe Rawat having put forward a false claim to the entu:e

Euna°rfl.OTiDg supported it by foiged dooLents, is entitled to no eonsideratron
Kun, ana navmg s pp J

assistance. This argument does not touch,
whatever and does ^^e e^e on

Badesar and Syar. If the order

werrwt of pun^imenrS should affect only Salumbar ;
not^the other three

aairdSs Jho hLe put forward no- false claim or forged

j
^

1 ’ a -hn oil +I1P Ipnds in the Run; in whatever village, and the Durbar do

RunkSvSe avear^ed to Salumbar when the Jaisamand dam teas constructed,

WaTof aeration for the numerous Salumbar villages which were submerged

in the^lake The Durbar allege that this is untrue, because when the dam was

built it was the Parsoli family of Chohan Rajputs and not the Chondawi^s who

owt/thrSairmbSlagir. In cases of this kind, it has been found m the past

that the Durbar statements are generaUy correct

alleeation of this point is historically accurate. But the Salumbar feninily were

fn possession of the patta again in A. D. 1692, i.c., the year after the construction

of the dam was completed and it is quite certain that

h^TUP urior to 1670 A. D. before the lake was constructed, ihe possession ^y
the pLsoli family was merely

which was terminated by the tragic incident of Kandalp of -
Sineh of Parsoli killing each other m single combat. But the land submerge^

undoubtedly belonged in large measure to the Salumbar patta originally and th

allegation about the owner of the Salumbar Jagir

margin of the lake by way of compensation does not on the face of it seem at a

impmbable The Durbar argue that it is the custom in Mewar, that m lakes and

SswM h “e been built !t the expense of the Duibar, the Run or land all round

thriake or tank up to high-water mark belongs to the Duroar, whether it lies

below a khalsa or a iair village. But the only instances which they quote are those

Vthe Rajsamand and Udai Sagar lakes. These- two cases do not seem tb prove

the point effectively, since in the case of the TJdai Sagar there were no jagir lands

invoked and in the case of the Rajsamand lake, only one jagirdar was concerned,

r A^n and he, whether rightly or wongly has exercised proprietary righte ,

over the land in the Rajsamand Run below his
f

iagir is a comparatively recent creation dating from about 1818 A. D. The question

if^ousting the Asin jagirdar from these Run lands is now being taken up by the

Durbar. ' The alleged custom does not therefore appear to be supported by any

considerable mass of evidence.
, , n -i -l j ^+1,.^,.

On the other hand, the ‘Durbar do not deny that Salumbar and the other

jagirdars owning villages on the Jaisamand lake have exercised proprietary rights

over the Run lands below their vUlages for a period exceeding 200 years
,
and they

admit that up to A. D. 1907 or 1908 no claim to these Run lands- had ever been

made by the Durbar. It will be seen from Enclosure Y that they charge tlmse

laeirdars with having encroached on khalsa lahds, .and having thus acquired

vdlages which were not in their original “pattas.” But this is, a separate ques-

tion The point is whether they were justified m resuming Run land in villages

which were admittedly included in the Jagirdars pattas ;
and in this matter prescrip-

tive right based on very long possession, would appear to be clearly against them.

Mr. Holme argues that the doctrine of prescriptive right is not applicable in a

State like Mewar ;
that the idea of a jagirdar being entitled to claim la^l owner-

ship as the result of a long possession,not based on any valid authority from the

Head of the State is foreign to the conceptions prevailing m a State like Udaipur
,

that the Durbar are entitled to resume their rights at any time, no matter how

W an iinfawful possession of such rights may have been exercised against them

. by I subject of the State, whenever they may discover the fact of such unlawful

possCTsion.^^
aoubt true that the doctrine' of prescriptive right is less sacred in

Rajput States than it is in the eyes of the British law, and that acts which would
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be regarded as grossly arbitrarj’' in British territory are treated as a legitimate

exercise of power and are acquiesced in by the people, when done by a Durbar.

But in the present case the argument about discoverj’^ of unlawfid possession is

not properly applicable. The Durbar have not been ignorant of the jagirdar’s

possession over the Bun lands below their villages. On the contrary, there have

been various proceedings in the past which show that the Durbar had full knowledge

of the situation. The Maeture Sarari boundary dispute concerning Run lands

between khalsa and Jagir villages has been settled by their own boundar)’- oflicer

(and this is I believe the reason why this area has been allowed to remain in the

jagirdars’ possession)
;

the jagirdars have been called on to contribute to the

expenses of repairs to the Jaisamand dam ;
the surs-ey and record of Sambat

1932 showed that the jagirdars were in possession of Run lands below their villages

and no question was then raised as to their rights. I thinlc there can be little

doubt that the Durbar in claiming the entire Run of the Jaisamand lake, are not

merely endeavouring to resume rights which had slipped from their grasp without

their knowledge, but are setting up a new claim, inconsistent with the attitude

which they have themselves taken in the past, prior to A.. D. 1907 or 1908.

I cannot on the whole feel satisfied that the order of the Durbar so far as it

affects Run lands lying below' villages which are admittedly hi the Salumbar patta,

is just to the petitioner. Moreover I do not thinlc that the orders passed are w’ise.

The case concerns the relation betw'een the Mewar Durbar and one of its principal

Sirdars
;
and is therefore being w'atched with close interest and anxiety by the

whole body of-'Thakurs in Mew'ar. It w'ould have been politic for the Durbar

having gained its point in the Matampursi question, to accord more generous

treatment to the Rawat of Salumbar in the matter of the Jaisamand Rund : and

had I been in India in 1909 I should have felt justified in asking His Highness the

Maliarana to postpone the issue of the orders that were passed in August of that

year until the whole question had been further considered and threshed out.

5. But, wdiile these are my views, I feel that the case is one in which it is now
extremely ' difficult and probably undesirable to intervene. The JIaharana has

taken no step throughout the case except after full consultation with the Resident

;

his attitude throughout has been perfectly frank and quite irreproachable. The

line taken by the Political Officers in 1909 supporting the orders proposed by the

Maharana and actually issued in August of that year had the full approval of the

officiating Agent to the Governor-General. Any attempt to get those orders

rescinded or modified at the present stage would certainly generate^ distrust and

resentment in the mind of His Highness; and might possibly create a situation more

difficult to manage than that w'hich at present exists. 1 feel however that it is

desirable that the Government of India should be made acquainted wdth the

circumstances of this case. I propose to reply to the Rawat of Salumbar that I

am unable to interfere on his behalf in this matter. The Rawat has forwarded with

this memorial four others, of similar size and description, regarding (1) Judicial

powers and jurisdiction, (ii) Customs and salt compensation, {Hi) certain charitable

Maefi villages and {iv) certain miscellaneous rights and privileges. How far these

grievances are based on substantial foundations I have not yet been able

ascertain,'but I propose to direct the Resident to urge His Highness the

Maharana to treat the. Raw'at with every consideration in disposing of these

petitions, so far as that may appear to be just and proper. I trust that it rnay

not be necessary to trouble the Government of India at all in connection

with these four other memorials.

14
No. 1064-1. A., dated Simla, the 24th May 1911.

From—Major S. B. Pat TERSOX, I.A., Assistant Secretary to the Government of India in tiic

Foreign Department,

. To—The Hon’ble Mr. E. G. Col\’11.-, C.S.I., Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana.

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 65-P., dated the 9th Jlay 1911,

forwarding a memorial from the Rawat of
Serial No. 13. Salumhar in Mewar claiming the entire Run land.s

of the Jaisam&nd lake as being included in his paMa.
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9 You are of opinion that the orders issued by the Udaipur Darbar resuming the entire'

Runlands over which the Eawat of Salumbar and other Jagirdars e dutherto exercised

proprietary rights were neither just and politic nor the best that could be Jvised, but you

Srve thL as the orders in question were promulgated by the Mewar Darbar after consMtation

Sth the Resident and with the approval of the then officiating Agent to the Goyernor-General

am attempt to get them rescinded or modified at the present stage would generate diJmst and

resentment in the mind of His Highness ;
and might possibly create a situation more difficult to

Tana-e than that which at present exists. In the circumstances, you propose to inform the

Rawat that you are unable to interfere on his behalf in the matter.

3 In reply I am to say that the Government of India accept your conclusions, but consider

that the Mewar Darbar, in resuming the entire lands, have shown some want of consideration,

kur further proposal to direct the Resident in Mewar to urge His Highness the Maharana to

treat the Rawat with every consideration in disposhig of the four other memorials which he

has submitted, so far as that advice may appear to be just and proper, is approved.

15

No. 102-P., dated Abu, the 7th June 1911 (Confidential).

From—R. E. Holi.4ND, Esq., First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General,

Raiputana,

To—The Resident, Mewar.

With reference to correspondence ending with Mr. Holme’s endorsenient

No 374 dated the 1st December 1910, forwarding a report on the representations

submittk by the Rawat of Salumbar in regard to the matters in dispute between

him and the Mewar Darbar, T am directed

to enclose for your information a copy of

the correspondence noted on the margin

that has taken place between the Hon’ble

the Agent to the Governor-General and the

Government of India on the subject.

2 1 am to request that the Rawat of Salumbar may be informed that the

Agent to the .Governor-General is unable to interfere on his behalf in the matter

of his claim in respect to the Jaisamand Rund, and that you will also irdorm the.

Mewar Darbar to the same effect adding that the Government of 1 ndia consider that

in resuming the entire lands the Darbar have shown some want of consideration.

3. As regards the four other memorials of the Rawat I arn to say that the

question of the action to be taken with reference to them will be discussed,during

the Agent to the Governor-General’s approaching visit -to Udaipur.

Serial No. 12.

1 Letter* No. 05-P., dated 9th May 1911, to the Govern*

ment of India. Foreign Department
2. ‘ cttert No. 069*1. A., d.ated the 24th May 1911,

froiu the Government oflndl.a.

* Serial No. 13.

f Serial No. 14.
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No. 8-C. B., dated Udaipur, the 6th January 1912 (Cparidantial).

Prom ^Lieutenaht-Colonel J. L. Kaye, I.A., Kesident, Mewar,

To—W. H. J. Wilkinson, Esq., I.C.S., First Assistant to the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-

General, Rajputana.

With reference to Mr. Holland’s confidential letter No. 102-P., dated the 7tb June 1911, -

I have the honour to forward, for the information > -

Serial No. 15. Hon’ble the Agent to the * Governor-

General and such action as may he considered necessary, a letter, in original. No. 13, dated the

30th December 1911 addresed by Rawat Onar Singhji of Salumbar to the Honble Sir

Elliot Colvin on the subject of the resumption by the Mewar Darbar of certain lands in

the Run of the Jaisamand lake.

2. The letter asks for a reconsideration of the orders contained in Mr. Holland’s letter,

referred to, in accordance with which the Rawat of Salumbar was informed that the Hon’ble

the Governor-General’s Agent is unable to interfere on his behalf in respect to the Jaisamand

Ruud and suggests that should the Rawat fail to obtain a reconsideration of the orders he may
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be given a copy of the orders passed on his representation on tlie subject to enable him to appeal

to the Government of India.

3. I would propose that I be authorised to inform Kawat Onar Singhji that the matter has
already been under the consideration of the Government,of India and that the orders of the

Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General communicated to him by me were based on those

issued in the case by the Government of India.

No. 13, dated Udaipur, the 20th December 1911.

From

—

Rawat Onar Singh of Salu’mhar,

To—The First Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General, Rajputana.

I beg respectfully to invite your honor’s kind reference to the Thikana Representation,

Part I, regarding the Jaisamand Rund, submitted to your honor with my letter dated Sth

Jahuaiy 1910. .

The said Representation remained under your honor’s consideration for full one and a

half year, during which period I entertained the hope that my claims would receive favourable

consideration. As my ill luck would have it, I was informed on the 14th of June 1911, through

the Resident Mewar, that the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General would not interfere

in my claims against the Mewar Darbar.

I therefore by my letters dated 22nd July 1911, again submitted that the rights claimed

by me were those that have from time to time been defined and formulated by the mediation of

British Officers through Agreements and Assurances and thus my case was such as seemed to

require your honor’s interference.

On the occasion of your visit to Udaipur on the 12th November 1911, when I had the

pleasure to wait upon your honor, you were pleased to order that though my possession of the

Jaisamand Rund was of long standing yet since the Darbar had resumed the Run I should keep

patience since jmu would not deign to interfere. In reply I had submitted that when your

honor was not going to interfere the duly alternative left to me would be to seek comfort in

patience. But I would request your honor to consider how I am to put up with the heavy loss

which ruins my 20 villages and which deprives me for no reason and for no fault of mine, of

revenue amounting to nearly R25,000 a year, a loss which is the more galling that no reason

has been given in explanation of the State’s procedure in resuming the land.

I, therefore, in conclusion, humbly request your honor to reconsider the decision not to

interfere in my behalf in the matter of the Jaisamand Rund or in the event of this request being

denied, that I may be granted a formal copy of your honor’s decision to enable me to represent

my case, if so advised, to higher authority.

17

No. 69-P., dated Camp, the 26th January 1912 (Confidential).

Prom—W. H. J. Wilkinson, Esq., I.C.S.. First Assistant to the Hpn’ble the Agent

to the Governor-General, Rajputana,

To—The Resident, Mewar.

lam directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 8-C. B., dated the

6th January 1912, forwarding a letter

Serial No. 16
. dated the 20th December 1911, from

Eawat Onar Singh of Salumbar on the subject of the resumption by the Jlewar

Darbar of certain lands in the Run of the Jaisamand like.

2 The Agent to the Governor-General regrets that he is unable to reconsider

the oX^tLh have been communicated to the

in replying- to the Rawat as proposed in paragraph 3 of your letter under reply

you will inform him accordingly.

132 A. to G. G. Raj. -
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* With seven spare eopies.

No. 364, dated Udaipur, the 2nd December 1912. •

Frotn—

L

ieutenant-Colonep j;. L. Kaye,.I.A., Resident, Mervar,

To 'W. H. J. Wilkinson, Esq., I.C.S., First Assistant to the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-

General, Rajputana.

As provided in the rules, regarding the submission of memorials, etc., addressed to the

Government of India, published for observance, under the Notification of the Government of

India in the Foreign Department, No. 1606-G., dated the 29th July 1910, of which a copy was

forwarded, for information, with the endorsement from your office No. 580-P. 0., dated the

19th August 1910, 1 have the honor to forward, for the consideration of the Hon’ble the Agent

to the Governor-General, and such action as he may deem necessary, a copy of a letter No. 3,

dated the 5th November 1912, addressed to me by Rawat Onar Singh of Salumbar in Mewar, -

enclosing, .for transmission to His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General of India, an

appeal, and connected papers, against the order of the Local Government refusing to interfere

with the order of His Highness the Maharana of Udaipur whereby the lands, inundated by the

waters of the Dhebar or Jaisamand lake and known as the Run of that lake which for many
years were in the occupation of the memorialist

were resunied by the Mewar Darbar, and its

enclosures* in original.

2. The memorial is in order as far as its form is concerned : but may, at the discretion of

the. Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General, be withheld under the provisions of Rule 7

(3) of the Memorial Rules -alluded to, in as much as the order appealed against is a mere refusal

by the Local Government to interfere in a matter of purely internal policy with the, action and

orders of His Highness the Maharana of Udaipur, the Ruler of the State of which the memorialist

is a subject and in which State it is not customary for the British Government to intervene in

matters of internal policy, while the matter complained of cannot be said to disclose a state of

misrule so gross that the Paramount Power seems called upon to interfere.

3. The case is, as the Hon’ble Sir Elliot Colvin is aware, an important one from a political

point of view, in as much as the order of the Mewar Darbar, against which the appeal is

directed, has been the subject of much comment by the leading Sardars of Mewar. The

memorialist, moreover, claims that in such matters it has been the practice of the Governm-ent

of India in the past to intervene between the Ruler of Mewar and the leading Sardars of

the State and puts forward a strong claim that his possession and occupation
_

of the land

in question was specifically assured and guaranteed to him by the representative of the

Paramount Power, videlicet the Political Agent in Mewar, as stated in Captain Cobbe’s letter

to Rawat Padam Singh of Salumbar dated the 15th Asoj Badi Sambat 1883 (1st October

1826 A.D.) by the words “ and the Run of Dhebar shall, as ever,' be perpetuated to you.”

4. In view of the fact that the Hon’ble Sir Elliot Qolvin, in his letter to the Government

„ . , , of India in the Foreign Departmentf No. 65-P.,
Serial No. 13. t ^ -.o-, , -i i t j

t Copy forwarded with the letter from your office dalecl the 9th May 1911, has already expressed

No. 102-P., dat^d th^th^June 1911. Us opinion on the merits of the appeal, in regard

to which no fresh grounds' for reconsideration of

the orders passed have been set forth, I am precluded from expressing any opinion of the

merits of the case, which has previously received the consideration of my predecessors in this

office Messrs. Hill and Holme, whose views in regard thereto were duly communicated to the

Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General.

No. 3, dated the 5th November 1912. .

From

—

Rawat Onar Singh of Salumbar, Mewar,

To

—

^Liectenant-Colonel J. L. Kaye, I. A., Resident, Mewar.

In enclosing the accompanying appeal to His Exeellency the Viceroy against the orders

of the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana, and ‘ Parts ’ {i.e.. Parts I, H,
III, lA'^ and Y) I beg respectfully to kindly send them on.
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The liiimblo memorial of B.WAT Onaii SlNCn, Chief of

Salnml ar jlii .ann Udaipur, Me.rar, to m3 Excel-

Ic nej- the Right Uon'ble CnAr.Lrs .vnoK KA^nivoE
of "cnKhurst. P.C , GCM, GMSI, G.CMG..
G.M.I E.. (;.C V.O., I.S.O., \ iccroy and Governor-

Gener.d of Ind^a.

SumriTTETii.

Your memorinlisfc seeks Your Excellency’s permission to briefly refer to bis historj'

and status in the Udaipur State before putting his grievances before you.

Salumbar is a town about 40 miles to the south of Udaipur State, it is the scat of your

memorialist who is a feudatory Chief in Udaipur State and is commonly known ns Salumbar

Thikana.
!

A reference to the history of Salumbar would show that Salumbar was wrested by Eawat

, , „ , , Kishan Dasii, ancestor of vour memorialist from
History of Salumbar.

. , „ , or
the Eathores m the middle of the fifteenth century

and as such it was practically an independent acquisition. From that time to the present these

villages have continued to render services and own subordination to the Tliikana, of which

numerous instances can be traced in the Thikana records.

Mr. Aitchison in his well knoum work “ A collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanuds

relating to India and neighbouring countries ” (Volume IV, page 8), refers to Salumbar Thikana

in the following words :

—

“ The greater’ number of feudatory chiefs are descendants of former Eanas. Of these

the most important are the Choondawut Chiefs who are descended from Choonda

and of^whom the most important is the Rawat of Salumbar. This Choonda

about the middle of the fourteenth century gave up his claim to the succes-

sion in favour of his younger brother Mokul reserving for himself the first place

in the Council of State.”

The Government edition of “ the Chiefs and leading families in Eajputana-” (1894 edition)

describes your memorialist’s history in the following words :

—

“ Eawat Jodh Singh (father of your memorialist) who holds the fourth place in the Durbar

is a Sesodia Rajput and is perhaps the most important of the Jlewar nobles.

His Estate consists of 175 villages of the annual value of one lakh of rupee,

etc.”

“ The history of Salumbar is an interesting reading and, reminds every reader of Indian

' History of the -noble and heroic self-sacrifice of Choondajee, the founder of the

Salumbar House who voluntarily and cheerfully yielded his right to the Mewar
’ succession in favour of his younger brother Mokuljee.”

The compensation granted to Choondaji for the renunciation of his birth right found e.xpres-

sion in the Raj Tilak (mark of inauguration) the Bliala (symbol of Salumbar) and the Bhanjgur

(heriditary Premiership). That Salumbar has enjoyed the above privileges, which were well-

merited rewards commemorating the everlasting gratitiide of the then sovereign of Jlewar

up to the times of Maharana Sangram Singhji II (1716—1834 A. D.), will be proved by

Appendix J, Parts land II (submitted herewith) being extracts from Tod’s “ Annals,” Brooke’s

“ History of Mewar,” Walter’s “ Provincial Gazetteer,” Shower’s “ Missing Chapter of the

Indian Mutinj'- ”, etc., etc.

Your memorialist would now lay before you his grievances and the facts in connection

with them. About six miles from Salumbar there

is a big lake known by the name of ‘ Jaisamand ’

covering a considerable area. Bordering on the lake are situated 15 villages (names of which

are given in Appendix P.—1 to P.—15, Part I) belonging to jmur memorialist whose residents

have been, since the time of the erection of the lake in Sambat 1733 coiTesponding to 1G83 A,

D., cultivating the alluvial land knomi as ‘ Run ’ land accruing by the recession of the lake

water; and this they have been doing without. let or hindrance from the Udaipur State from

generation to generation for at least two centuries. In Sambat 1962 corresponding to 1905

A.D., the State however began to lay claim to the “ Run ” land and has now taken possession

of the whole of it. -

Your memorialist made representations to the State for years without eliciting any definite

replj’ and succeeded only in so far that the State made over the matter to the Boundary Settle-

ment Officer though there was no dispute about boundaries. The latter oflficer made suggestion

but the State did not see fit to act on them. Your memorialist then turned to the Resident in

Grievances.
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in Mevwar for prot^otion as the action of the State has been cansing him an annnal loss of 25

thousand rupees. Mr. Hill the then Resident of Meywar ga^ve a judgment in December H07

a copy of tvhich was, not granted to your memorialist. That judgment FUl^rted ^ hold

that Either the whole “ Run” land belonged to your memorialist nor to the State, that the

‘ Run ’ land bordering the villages owned by your memorialist could not be taken over from his

possession and that the Boundary Settlement Officer should demarcate the lands. The Boundary

LttlenientOfficer was however not allowed to proceed by the State which forcib y obtained

the possession of the whole ‘ Run ’ land. .Your memorialist approached the Hon ble the Agent

to the Governor-General in Rajputana on the subject representing his grievances in five separate :

parts (submitted hercivith), who after one and a haH years’ consideration intimated to the

memorialist on the 14th June 1911 that he was not prepared to interfere (copy enclosed here-

On your memorialist’s second representation on the subject to the same officer and his

asking for a copy of the judgment that officer replied to the same efiect on 2nd February 1912

and did not supply him with a copy of his judgment.
' -

Your memorialist now approaches yon as the highest representative of the Paramount

Power in the land to see that Justice and Lav/

Causes for interference of the raramount vindicated. The subject is a most important

I’O"’®''-
one involving as it does a loss of R25 thousand

a year to your memorialist, besides the loss of all prestige and power. In cases of sheer injustice,

people in the position of your memorialist are apt to look up to the British Goyernment as Par-

mou^nt Power for the redress of their grievances. It is needless for Your Excellency s memorialist

to say here that implicit faith in the justice and equaPtreatment of all the people inhabitm|

this 4st country is the strongest bulwark of the British Government. It is sometimes said-

that the British Government does not want to interfere \yith Native States in their relations ^

with their Feudatory Chiefs to which your humble memorialist would most respectfully submit

that if they (Feudatory Chiefs) are left to their fate and the British Government dws not

suppoit the weak against the strong they will be trampled down and soon disappear. History

amply testifies to the fact that in all cases of disputes between the Feudatories and the State the

Government always interfered and the Agreements of 1818, 1823, 1826, 1827, A. D., are an

eloquent testimony to that fact. In fact in the year 1823 Captain Cobbe the then Resident of

the State guaranteed that the ‘ Run ’ land shall always remain in the possession of Salumbar

Thikana if the Thikana agreed to make over Gingla out-post to the State. Thirty years

after it so happened that Rawat Kesri Singhji the then Rawat of Salumbar ivrested^ the said

outpost from the possession of the State. The then Resiienl Colonel Lawrance interjered and

fined the Thikana El,000 {Ex. 1 enclosed). This is a concrete example of the interference of the *

British Government in the affairs of Salumbar Thikana particularly and in the relation of the

State and its Feudatory Chiefs generally. The precedents and the security of the States both

require the interference of the Paramount Power where such interference is called for. It

is evident that the Paramount Power has invariably^ interfered in cases where .self-interest

did not permit the State to adjust its relations with its kinsmen and where the State wanted

to derogate from its grants or treat the kinsmen with scant justice. The various and ingenious

methods devised by the State to coerce the Thikana expose the whole population of the •

Thikana to unsafety of all kinds causing all manners of annoyance. This attitude of the State

has created in Salumbar a state of perfect helplessness and despair and so far no relief has come

either from the Residency or the State. The British Government whenever there was need for

it rose, in the afiairs of the State and that of the Thikana' to the height of its responsibility

and some years ago your mrmorialist had to give up his dearly cherished right of the

attendance of the Chief himself on the usual condolence visit at the time of the death of the

late Rawat. In connection with this matter a full and thorough enquiry was made for a

period of sLx or seven y^ars (beginning from Sambat 1962 corresponding to 1905 A. D.) by the

then Resident and your memorialist was required to abide by the decision thus arrived at.

Thus a part of the dispute having been actually decided by the Goveii m.£nt there is every

reason that Your Excellency should solve the difficulty once for all and do justice to the .

memorialist. -

To return to the grievances :—The question before Your Excellency is, whether the ‘ Rund’
’

land appertains to the villages which are situated-

Matter m dispute.
along.side the banks of lake ‘Ja/amand’ or,

whether while the villages belong to your memorialist admittedly and their residents have been
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cultivating tte ‘ Eun ’ land for centuries on behalf of your memorialist, the ‘ Bun ’ land still

belongs to the Durbat.

Your memorialist bases bis claim to the ‘ Eun ’ land on the following facts :

—

1. Possession for more than two centuries and in proof of possession relies upon :

—

(a) The letter of Captain Co&!)c the Eesident of Mewar of 1823 A. D., which confers the

settlement of the ‘ Eun ’ land upon your memorialist in the following words ;

—

“ And the Run (alluvial) of Dhabar (Jaisamajid) shall as ever he perpetuated to

you. No departure will ever be made in this. No addition or reduction will, ever

be 7nade in your villages.” (See Appendix B, Part I).

(b) Account books for years past, which your memorialist has in his possession, showing

that he has been in possession of the said land.

_ (c) The natural situation of the memorialist’s villages near and adjoining and in the

midst of the lake.

(d) Upon the letter of the State (Appendix P, Part I), in which the possession of your

memorialist is admitted by the State.

(e) The Ichatonees (Field Books) of the villages bordering on the lake belonging to Sahim-

bar," containing the situa,tion of such of the area as was covered by water then

comprising these villages. (Parti, Appendix P.-l to P.-14 foot note marked in

red ink Survey Statements). Those khatonees of your memorialist’s villages

were prepared by the State and they include the ‘ Eun ’ land in the area of your

I

memorialist’s villages. (Pi'de Part I, Appendix P.-l to P.-14, Field Book).

(f)
In the matter of Sarari village bordering on the lake and belonging to your memorialist

the State admitted the ‘ Eun ’ land as appertaining to that village.

2 As to ownership your memorialist relies upon the Parwana granted to his predecessors

by Maharana Amar Singhji of Udaipur in Sambat 1765 ;
which entitles Salumbar to the posses-

sion of the whole ‘ Eun ’ (Exhibit IV, enclosed).
, , „ ,

In fact every Eesident prior to Sambat 1962 (1905 A. D.) has admUited and the State never

questioned the right of Salumbar to the whole ‘ Eun ’ land.
_ , ,, ^ *

Your memorialist would now give as briedy as possible the objections of the State as to

the ownership of the ‘ Eun ’ land by your memoriahst and the replies of your memorialist, as

regards 'those objections, side by side to make it easily understandable.

Objection of the S ate. Reply of the Thikana.

As to evidence of ownership mentioned in clause (2),

page (4).

(a) The State repudiates the Paru-ana of Rana Amar

Singhjee dated Sambat 1768 as a forgery on the

. ground that the History of Mewar shows that the

Salumbar Thikana was wrested from Rawat

Raghonath Singhjee and was not restored to bis

son Rawat Ratan Singhjee or to his grandson

Rawat Kandhalji. It was restored m the fourth

generation from Raghonath Singh to

Kesore Singhjee on the murder of the latter s

father Kandhaljee'and therefore Rawat Kandhaiji

could not make a representation as the Parwana

goes to show.

(a) That the History of Mewar upon which the

alleged forgery is made to rest has no histori-

c A worth or sanctity about it.

(i) As it is a record prepared under the directions

of the Udaipur State to serve its own purpose.s.

(fi) As it was never published and its authenticity

has never been tested.

{Hi) As it is not the the result of impartial and

independent inq^uiry and has no value.

Records coming out of independent custody and

satisfactorily proved to have been written long

before the dispute arose ;
or historj’ by indepen-

dent historians can only carry weight. To quote

one or two instances ;
the “ Rajrtllas and Khum-

man Rasa ” were either written or recasted in the

rei<m of Maharana Raj Singhjee dining whose

reign it is said the Rawat Raghonath Singhjee

was deposed. None of the above mentioned

chronicles however corroborate the so called

History of Mewar.

Extracts from ‘ Rajvillas ’ and ‘ Kfiumman R.asa
'

dealing with the reign of SLiharana Raj Siuglijee

(sec Appendix H, Part I).

l-.;2 A. to G. G. Raj.
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Moreover the following Shloka (eouplet) inscribed on

a slab at Rajsamand is the kej’note of the Darbar’s

case against Salumbar in the matter of the * Run’;

—

“ Maharana Raj Singh installed Kesri Singh, the

second son of Ram Chandra, son of the Bedla Rao
Eulioo of the noble stock of Chohans, a second Rao
of Salumbar.”

This Shloka is the only data which has been worked

up into the plausible story that Salumbar was
given to Kesri Singh Chohan and the real masters

of Salumbar were kept out of possession for three

generations.

But in the first place the Shloka only means that

Kesri Singh Chohan was created a peer of the

Mewar State with rank arid dignity equal to that

of Salumbar. That this interpretation can not

but be right is made clear by the fact that the'

House of Salumbar has from olden days been

looked upon as a source of honour and dignity.

See Parwana of Maharana Ari Singhjee to Sindhi

Rahimbeg A'dilbeg (Appendix I, Part I). As for

the lapse of three generations in the possession'of

Salumbar there are no land-marks of the fact any-

where either in Salumbar itself or elsewhere.

Had the Chohans kept possession over Salumbar

for three' generations then surely during this

period^their reign must have been marked by the

erection of some building or temple, the gift

of some land for charitable purposes the excava-

tion of tanks or wells or the erection of cenotaphs

over the names of those dying natural death or

fallen in field similar to those of the Eathpres which

are to be traced in Salumbar up to this day. The
State arohieves may have also been able to possess

.

and produce many letters and petitions purporting

to be from Chohans as Rawats of Salumbar to

the address of the' Darbar ; at least the Barber

should have been able to produce some document
showing that the Sesodia Rawats applied for

and were ultimately restored the Thikana. In a

word, the theory of the Udaipur State does not

find corroboration from any source historical or

archreological.

Tods “Annals and Anliquiihs of Sajasthan," a

history ; which depended for its materials upon
the old chronicles of the Charans and Bhats, viz.,

poems like the famous Rajvillas Khumman Rana,

Raj Ratanakar and Jai Bilas, etc., records (Pages

315, Volume I, and 394 Volume II, Author’s edition)

- that both Rawats Ratan Singh and Kandhal, in

full enjojment of the right vested in their House-

as hereditarj' leaders of thS van in battles, were

engaged as Rawats of Salumbar-in various actions

with the commanders of the Imperial forces of

Aurangzeb under Prince Azam, etc. (vide extracts

bearing the mark J,'Part I).
_

Also in the disagreement which arose between Maha-
rana Jai Singhji and his Heir-apparent Umar
Singhji, in A. D. 1692, Rawat Kandhalji was
excrciring his privilege as the hereditary Bhanj-
gurrea of the State, and his status at that time was '

regarded equal to that of liis illustrious predecessor

Choondaji. Moreover the Heir-apparent Umar
Singhji was seeking a reconciliation with his father

through Rawat Kandhalji. See abstracts of a

few communications from Maharaj Knnwar Umar
Singhji appended as (Exhibit K, Part I).
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To sum, up, when Rawnts Kandhalji and Ratan
Singhji have been ehoun to be cngage<l ng3in^t

the lenders of tlic Imperial forces in active fight

and exercising the duties of tlic hereditary arbitra-

tor iii the disputes betiveen the Mnhnrann and his

Heir-apparent, when the Pnnvana of ‘ Run ’ has

never before been called into question by the

State and lastly, when the Thikana’s possession

and enjoyment over the ‘ Run ’ have continued

unbroken for over two centtiries ; the present

declaration of the Pnnvana ns a forgerj- on flimsy

and frir-olous assumptions of the “ Hiftcri/ of

Mewar" deserves \ our Excellency’s serious con-

sideration.

(h) That Saluntbar villages are not the only ones

bordering the lake Jaisamand. Other villages

are also located on the borders of Jaisamand and
therefore the whole ‘ Run ’ could not be granted

to Salumbar and the Patta is not genuine.

(c) That construction of the Jaisamand dam took

place in the time of Maharana Jai Singhji between

Sambat 1741-46 (1087-92 A. D.) and the said

Maharana’s reign lasted till Sambat 1755 (1698 A.

D.) and therefore the alleged grant of the Par-

wana in Sambat 1765 (1708 A. D.) after Saliim-

bar’s patient forbearance for 20 years is far from

being true ; as a Parwana could be procured as

soon as the dam was completed.

(d) That the fomiation of ’hi Rajsamand 'ake dn*e9

one generation anterior to the Jaisamand and yet

its ns well ns Udai'agar’s ‘ Runs ’ belong exclu-

sively to the IHialsa and it is therefore in contra-

vention of an established practice that the whole
‘ Run ’ in the Salumbar Patta should have been

granted.

Even granting that the ancestors of your memorialist

were ousted from Salumbar for three gcncrationH

—though not at all correct—still we regained

the possession in an opportune time. And no
sane man would say that only the villages, meaning
their houses, were restored to us and not the lands

under them. Your memorialist and his ancestors

have been in possession for over two centuries and
such possession cannot be interfered with on the

fallacious and frivolous argument of a deed of

grant being fabricated. Even law recognizes the

invulnerable sacredness of “ possession ” when it

says :
“ Possession is nine points in law."

(6) That the other people whose villages also border

on the Jaisamand are Bidessar and Kurnbar,
branches of Salumbar, whom these villages

were given bY Salumbar itself. ICo outsider

or stranger owns any village on tho borders of

the lake (Please sec Part I, pages 10-11, para-

graph 32).

(c) The answer to the argument that the patta is 20
years posterior to the date of the constiuction

of the Jaisamand Jake is, that a reference to

anj' historj’ of Mewar will bear testimony to the

fact that tho reign of Jlaharana Jey Singhji

(1618 A. H. 1700 A. D.) was marked by eonti-

nued warfare and hostility with the imperial

invader ; consequently in those days of constant

unsafety of life and propcity things were

not done so quickly ns thej’ arc done now.

Snlumbnr's quota of troops was engaged in action

against the Moghal forces at llandalgarh. Pur, and
Chittor. Moreover the grant of patta depended

upon the circumstances of the then Dnrbar’s good

will and changes of peace or war that prevailed at

that period. Important cases even in modern
times have taken a good quarter of a ccntuiy to

decide. Also the bed of so big a lake could not
have been filled onlj’ in the course of a year or two.

Therefore 20 years is not such a long time as to

throw doubt upon tho patta in question.

(d) Since the ‘Runs’ of Rajsamand and Udatsacar

belong to the Khalsa it does not follow that tho
‘ Rund ’ of Jaisamand can not belong to Salum-

bar when the latter’s bed has been formed

, cxclusivclj' by the immersion of Salumbar land.

The State should cite instances showing that

in the construction of Rnjsamnnd and Ud.ai-

sagar the lands of a Jagirdar; haring the

same rank and possessing the same status as

the house of Salumbar ; were immersed and

that he quietly renounced has claim to such

lands without being compensated for the lo-s.

Nay ! even in the Rajsamand the lands of

. Bhana belong to Asind.
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(e) That the Patta could not he genuine as it contains (e) This Patta was granted in the time of Pawat

the dictum that no Dhons or forced labour would Kesri Singhji just 200 years ago. Prom

be imposed on Salumbar while as a matter Choondaji to the time of Eaw;at Ehim Singhji

of fact Salumbar has been always subjected to Salumbar has exercised its heriditary function

of chief arbitrator and adviser in all matters

of the State, foreign and local. Reference td

Colonel Tod, Captain Brooke jHolonel Wattcr,

etc., would show that Salumbar always remained

the “ master of the throne.” Thus Dhons or a
Khalsa coiild not have been sent without

Salumbar’s. suffrage. Hence a Patta granted

in accordance with the privileges and policy

of that age can not in justice be deemed invalid

simply because isolated instances of such

impositions, forced upon the Thikana during^

minorities or unusually hard times can be

pointed out.

(/) That besides the ‘ Run "question it contains other

irrelevant matters also, for instance “ Salumbar

padhar lare lawine talwar bandhai ” while in

Parwana granted by the State no such im-.

pertinent matters are inserted.

(g) That some of the words as for instance mentioned

in paragraph 6 of the Patta are peculiar to Salumr

bar and are not current and spoken of in Udaipur. •

(fij That in Sambat 1923 (18CG A. D.) at the time of

boundary dispute of Sarari and Mehturi no men-
tion was made of the Parwana.

(/) There are no hard and fast rules for drafting a

Patta. Herewith your memorialist adduces

copy of a Patta granted to the Thikana by the

present Maharana Sahib which deals with three

or more subjects under (Appendix M, Part I).

(g) Had the author of this criticism taken the trouble-

of looking into books like “ Rajvillas ” and

“Khumman Rasa” the chronicles of those

ages he w'ould not have set so much store by

this objection, unsound and untenable as it

appears on the very face of it. - Por the extracts

from those works and other inscriptions of those

times (Appendix- “ N,” Part' I) will show that

~
, Gujrati words like ‘ Lawine ”

‘ Dharawin'e ’

“ Aim Kaim ”, etc., were used in the language

of Mewar, current in the 17th century 'which

to-day look anachronistic and out of date.

Far from being derived: from particular dialect .

of Salumbar. these were'part and parcel of the

spoken language of Mewar at the time.

(h) For the first time, in Sambat 1906, Maharana
Sarup Singhji, had imposed a Khalsa (order of

resumption) on Patan, etc., viUages of Salum-

bar, in the ‘ Run,’ and consequently the Thikana

had to invoke the help of the then Political

Officers. The plausible reason then advanced,

by the State for this strange procedure on its

part was Salumbar’s so-called refusal to concede

to a Boundary Settlement of Patan with

Mehturi (a Khalsa village) (vide copy of an

official reply received from tlie Residency,

Mewar, appended as Exhibit D, Part I).

Kesri Singhji, the then Ra.wat of Salumbar, deeming
this- Boundary Settlement

;
as desired and pro-

posed by the State ; as an undue infringement

on the Thikana’s time-honoured rights of owner-

ship, refused to agree to the Settlement in question.

As a consequence the sequestration by the State,

which thus indirectly admitted the force of Salum-
Bar’s contentions.

These cases were, however, revived by the State on
the demise of Rawat Kesri Singhji in Sambat 1919.

And in the consequent confusion that followed on
the succession of Rawat Jodh Singhji to the Salum-
bar Thikana, the Thikana, • thus weakened and
prostrated, was compelled to get the boundary
dispute of Sarari and Mehturi decided in the inter-

val of Sambat 1923 and 1925, by' Lala Jawala
Prashad, State Amin and another dispute Patan
versus Mchtur’ at the hands of Munshi Khush
Bakht Rai. The files and records of the above
cases and their decisions are to be traced in the
Mahkma Khas and their copies arc appended
herewith (Exhibit E-1, E-2, Part I).
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Even 'the above said Settlements, which tlic Tliikctia

n-as obliged to agree to under extreme enibnrrrifs-

ments, were made void in Sambal 11)5."), by re-

moving the boundary pillars and by the creation of

new disputes wbicli had to be referred to the

Boundary Settlement OlTiccr for sunicy and rcttle-

ment. The Boundary Settlement, consequently,

demarcated and decided the boundaries of Macturi

and Sarari on the lines of the old Settlement of

Sambat 1923, and permanently fixed the boundary

lines by putting up new stones. If the whole

‘Run’ land were ‘ Khalsa ’ Colonel Pinlrey the

then Boundary Settlement OfTicer would have

bad no occasion for such a decision at all.

Also in the other disputes after excluding thoee

areas under actual enjoyment and posscssient,

recorded a few pieces as disputed (lain mainnua) pen-

ding survey and settlement. (Please See copy

of Boundary Settlement Orders bearing the letter

r. Part I). Their full records can be had from the

Boundary Settlement Office.

(f) That if in the Sambat 1932 survey some portions

of Salumbar lands remained submeregd in the

water the Thikana would have got the same sur-

veyed and recorded by Sambat 1934 when the

survey abstract was prepared.

(t) Tire answer i's that this survey was never meant

to be at all a decision of the jngirdar's

rights in the ‘ Run ’ nor any notification was

ever issued to the effect that all the land Ring

in the high water mark level was the Khalsa

property. The only aim of the survey was, to

all intents and purposes to measure the outlying

lands in order to realise the cost of repairing

the dam from such of the lands as derived

benefit from the lake water. But as the

Thikana was a loser in the matter owing to

the permanent immersion of a major part

of its lands it did not consent to defray its

share of the repairing charges. Under the

circumstances the Thikana’s protest that the

lands of its villages were under water is

worthy of every credit.

“Sr”
was granted without full enquiries.

letter produced by your memorialist is not based

on inquiries but is purely imaginative. Such

an attack on an authentic document drawn by

the then Resident a responsible official without

anything to substantiate it hardly deserves

serious consideration.

Your memorialist trusts that in any case unbroken possession and enjoyment stretching

^ toe would bip found enough to outweigh all other considerations.

Granting ft argument’s sake that the Khattri letter in questmn is possi-

by SeatL in Lia S«c G.ao.lcc in the folloning

Tone of the first acts of the Political Agent who was invested with full control was to

draw up an Agreement between the Maharana and his Chiefs, whereby the latte

oledged themselves to restore all the lands they had usurped or otherwise acqiiirc

during the last 50 years and in return were granted the

rights^ and privileges. This was^ to restore territorial possession to the footii g

on which it stood in 1 <( 6, A. D.
• vi

D.rban hipaei. going on anch a visit, xolying np.n » soli.oty

132 A. to G. G. Raj.
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and exceptional instance where the Maharaj Kunwar was so deputed. However it may he the

Salumbar Thikana paved the way for future conciliation hy not insisting on. the visit of the

Darbar and thus hy waving an ancient privil- ge simply with a view to obtain the good will of

the State. But what the State is doing in the matter of ‘ Run ’ is significant of its intentions .

to say nothing of other coercive measures of which there is a regular campaigii going on-against

the Thikana. The State has quite unjustifiably with no show of reason or fairness been harassing

your memorialist by depriving him of judicial powers and interference with his jurisdiction in

Civil and Criminal matters in Salumbar.Thikana (Part 11) by suspending the payments of salt

and custom compensation to the Thikana (Part III) ; by claiming title over villages intended

for charitable purposes with the Salumbar Thikana (Part IV) by undue interference in certain

time honoured rights and privileges enjoyed by the Thikana of irrigating villages (Part V) and

all these rights have been dealt with by your memorialist in detail as also the infringements

of them in separate parts, i.e.. Parts I, II, III, IV and V, submitted herewith. Your memorialist

may mention here that the State gave villages of equal value to Bidessar in compensation for

the villages, located on the border of the lake, taken by it (State) ; but no compensation has been

paid to Salumbar for its 16 villages. There is absolutely no justification why the same rule is

not observed by the State towards your memorialist.

To sum up—Looking into the history of Salumbar two facts stand out prominently. Thq

one is the stock of descent and the other its independent character in certain respects where it

claims a privileged status.and a separate jurisdiction. It is evident that Salumbar is;a branch

of the same tree as the Mewar Darbar himself and that Salumbar claims descent from the

eld 3r branch of the original family. The present possessions of the Salumbar represent

acquisitions of the Salumbar ancestors by independent conquest. This distinction becomes at

once intelligible when we consider the fact that no tribute is paid by Salumbar.

Concluding remarks .—Forming as the ‘ Run ’ does one of the most productive parts of the

Salumbar soil its diminution would efiect the finances and will diminish its resources materially.

The claim put forward by the Thikana is sound both in law as well as in facts.

The original grants as well as confirmations of the salme are contained in authoritative State

documents stretching over a period of a couple of centuries now. There are also corroborative

documentary records by impartial and responsible Political Ofiicers. The State cannot in justice

and equity repudiate ancient grants followed by actual physical possession by quoting his-

torical and documentary records of doubtful date and authenticity.

Law recognises two things :—(1) either actual possession or (2) title, if not obsolete. Both

these Salumbar has in its favour. To doubt and defeat ancient uninterrupted title and enjoy-

ment on fanciful grounds would be introducing a very dangerous principle in State matters

which would cut at the root of all security in land tenures whether feudal or otherwise. In-

Sambat 1932 (1876 A. D;) the State had admitted that the the alluvial soil between the Salumbar

villages and water covered areas of Jaisamand belonged to Salumbar. Moreover the bed of

the lake never belonged to the. State. The bills of survey cost (touching the Run) have been

recovered by the State from the Thikana. There are other minor evidences to prove that up
till recently the State never questioned the Salumbar right oyer the ‘ Run.’ The State is there- . .

fore at any rate now estopped from denying Salumbar title. -

Similarly the State can not derogate from its grant however much the original grantee

may have erred on the side of liberality, in handing over to Salumbar a vast ‘and comprehensive

grant. The Salumbar Thikana has paved the way for future conciliation by waving an ancient

privilege simply with a view to obtain the good will, of the State. The conduct of the State

in the ‘ Run’ question is far from conciliatory. So long as the case was with the settlement

department something could have been expected but now as it has been withdrawn the pro- '

bability is that the question will terminate by an administrative order, rather than by an im-
partial adjudication of the claim. In a word the State .wants to give the.‘_Run’ question a
short shrift by simply declaring the grant dated Sambat 1765 Muhgsar^BudiYnd corresponding
to 1709 A. D. a forgery. °

.

The attitude of the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana and that of
the Resident only amounts to a refusal to lend Salumbar his support in the'case.

This state of affairs has created in Salumbar a state of perfect helplessness and despair
^

and so far no relief has come either from the Residency or the State. .

'

.

^\’^o
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Prayer. .

'

Under the. above circumstences the .Thikana respectfully prays that :

(1) The Thikana s claim to the whole Jaisamand • Rund ” should be revised and recon-
sidered and just and proper orders passed as to its ownership.

(2) The attached produce of those areas which may be declared ns belonging to your
memorialist should be made over to the Thikana.

(3)

. The Thikana lands in the catchment area and behind the dam should be allowed
to be irrigated as of old.

And your memorialist shall as in duty bound ever pray.

ExHroiT I.

Faithful translation oj a Kharita from Colonel George St. Patrick Laurence, Political Agent,
Mewar, to Rawat Kesri Singh of Salumbar, , dated Neemuch, 26th August 1856 A. D.

On the. 19th July 1856 corresponding to Sawan Badi 13 Sambat 1913 a Kharita was sent to
the Raj (Salumbar) with a copy of the report bf the vakil Darbar in which an early reply was
desired. : No reply has yet been received from the Raj. But the Raj has sent Seth Ganesh Das
Lakshmi Chand’s receipt in the name of its Kamdar and in that receipt the Kamdar has mitten
impertinent and disrespectful words. After the writing of the previous Kharita, I have heard
from various sources that whatever has been stated by the vakil is true. It is very well known
to the Raj tha,t 20 years past the Raj’s father ceded the Custom’s collection of Gingla to Shri
Maharana .Sahib through Mr. Cobbe and the Agent, Mewar, and from that time up to the present
it has formed part of Shri Darbar s Khalsa. In spite of all this the Raj knowingly turned out
the kamdar of the Darbar and forcibly took it into its possession. An encroachment has thus
been made on the rights of the Shri Darbar hence the Raj is herewith informed that on the receipt
of this Kharita the Raj should at once withdraw its men from the outpost and make over
to the Darbar’s Kamdar all Cstom’s collection hitherto realised and deposited in Thikana. And
for this conduct pay rupees one thousand as fine.

If the Raj will not obey this order the consequences will be bad for the Raj. Do not
think that the Raj may do whatever it pleases without punishment.

Exhibit III.

From J. L. Kaye, I. A., Resident, Mewar, Residency, Udaipur, Rajputana, to Raicat Onar
Singhji of Salumbar, Udaipur, dated Udaipur, the 14th June 1911.

With reference to the memorial entitled “ Part I. Regarding the Jaisamand Rund ” sub-
mitted by you to the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana and subsequent
representations on the same subject, I am desired by the Hon’ble the Agent to the Governor-
General in Rajputana to inform you that he is unable to interfere on your behalf in the matter
of your claim against the Meywar Darbar, in respect to the “ Jaisamand Rund.”

Exhibit TV.

A copy of the Panmna from Maharana Amar Singhji of Udaipur, to Raical Kesri Singh of
Salumbar, written by the Maharana’s Order ''through Pancholi Bamodar, dated Mangsar
Sudi 2nd Sambat 1765. ‘

(Spear Mark) S A H I.

When the late Maharana began to dam the Jaisamand lake, Rawat Kandalji objected and
requested him'that his fore-fathers had lost their lives in acquiring Salumbar with all the villages;

that it was was not good to violate the Patta of Sambat 1739, which he had granted him, when
he put him on the throne of Salumbar and that all his villages would sink down under water.
Thereon Shree Darbar ordered that the ‘ Run ’ which would come out of the lake was granted
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him in lieu of his viUases. Thenceforth after the completion of the -embankment Eawat

Kb,n“l »ioyea the produce oi the 'Bun’tm Samb.t 1751 I„ S.mb.t 17o2 Ra»t

IbaSi Ji, on rrideb oecasioh Sbiee Datbar went to S.Iuinbor aocord.ng to the

Sriki of tbe Thikana : brought the ne.tt Eawatji to Odarpu. w.th h.ra and performed the

S™yoftheT«f.»rto*'. Thatyearthe prodoee of the Kun wa. oo^ecated and

Sen YOU requested me to restore it back to you, order w. grv™ bu^ the PatsYana was

not Jitten. Now, after investigation in the nratter, I grant yon this Parwana wh.eh you

Eave requested me for to this effect, that no conhacation or Dhons ^ be rmposed on your

villages and the ‘ Run ’
;
and that the oume of Sbiee Arklanj. wrll fall on him who will

violate this Parwana.

No. 57-C., dated Camp, the- 25th January 1913.

From—W. H. J. Wilkinson. Esq., I.C.S., 'First Assistant 'to the Agent to the

Governor-General, Rajputana,

To—The Resident, Mewar. -

1 am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 364, dated the

2nd December 1912, forwarding for trans-
SeriaiNo. 18

. mission to His Excellency the Viceroy

and Governor-General of India a memorial from the Rawat Salamhar in the

matter of the dispute about the ownership of the Rund of the Jaisarnand lake.

2. lam to request that the petitioner may be informed that the circumstances

of the whole case have already been before the Government of India and that

as the memorial brings to notice no new point of argument which has not been

considered before, it has been withheld.




